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1.

Overview

This ninth [09th] National Congress of the Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union is
convened when this movement completes 30th of its existence. It was on Sunday, the 05th
of November 1989 at Strand Street in Cape Town when police and correctional officers
took a conscious and well calculated decision to launch a trade union movement with a
progressive apparition. In taking this bold step, POPCRU directly challenged the candour
of the apartheid machinery and made a critical influence towards total dismantling of the
system itself in South Africa. The fact that we have been in existence for three decades
and have incrementally grown to representing over 150 000 police, correctional and traffic
officers in South Africa is an unblemished signal of the undisputed confidence that these
members have in POPCRU.
During the period travelled, POPCRU has been determined to transfigure itself, into
becoming an effective, democratic and innovative organisation under various conditions
of struggle. It did this by drawing from its traditions of self-transformation. It had to
constantly adjust to new approaches, new structures and new ways of working where these
will reinforce it and facilitate it to deal with new realities. At the centre of these endeavours
has been to build and an effective and dynamic organisation within the Criminal Justice
Cluster. To achieve this POPCRU had worked to ensure that it has clear goals, policies and
strategies to attain those goals whilst creating the required ability to implement them. Its
policies and strategies had to be applicable for accomplishing its objectives. We remain
humbled by the vote of confidence from the membership in our organisational capabilities.
We comprehend this as a strong message to all of us gathered here to carry on with
our current trajectory and to further reinforce our coordination in line with our newly
developed 4-Year strategy.
We take this opportunity to mirror back on the path that we have journeyed with a great
sense of nostalgia to be where we are today. We are reminded of historical generations of
activists like Andriena Rode, Nomhle Pretty Shuping & others from whom we continue
to draw ground-breaking and innovatory inspiration. Comrade Andriena Rhode, the
first General Secretary of POPCRU, was a correctional officer and community activist at
heart who understood that rehabilitation across colour line has a central role to play in
the struggle against a discredited and illegitimate apartheid regime. Comrade Shuping
on the other hand, the first female chairperson and a police officer embodied certain
organisational philosophies that we dare not forget. She led POPCRU at various levels
with diligence and trustworthiness, admiration for party structures and processes, robust
internal engagement with fellow comrades and organisational discipline championed her
leadership panache under trying conditions whilst inspiring others.
This report is aimed at making a reflection on the state of the organisational machinery and
its operations since the 08th National Congress convened from the 15th – 19th June 2015
at this same venue – Inkosi Albert Luthuli International Convention Centre. The eighth
[08th] National Congress was convened under the Theme: “Transforming the Criminal
Justice Cluster in defence of the working Class struggle for the advancement of the
National Democratic Revolution”. An elaboration of what the theme entails and how
it assisted POPCRU’s organisational and political direction is covered under Book 4. The
reflection in this report covers the following key important matters:
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a.

Developments post the 8th National Congress;

b.

Functioning of the organisation in between the congresses;

c.

The operations of the Central Executive Committee [CEC];

d.

The operations of the National Executive Committee [NEC];

e.

The functioning of the NEC sub-committees;

f.

Political School report;

g.

Summary of the organisations’ strategy;

h.

Organisational strides from 2015;

i.

State of the Provinces;

j.

Departmental reports; and

k.

Gender report.

2.

Developments Post the 08th National Congress: 2015 – 2019

The 08th National Congress was an appropriate compliment and tribute to the great and
dedicated founder and succeeding leadership of this organisation who built and shaped
our organisation over the last twenty five [25] years. We proceed on the same commitment
as we migrate through three decades of this movement’s existence. The 08th National
Congress set a tone to consolidate the organisational discipline and union democracy
within its structures. We pride ourselves with our rich history of a democratic culture and
debate within our ranks. We emerged out of the 08th national congress having acknowledged
that our formation within the security environment, thus calls for maximum discipline
despite many challenges we experienced organisationally and structurally. This was one
of a momentous congress ever to be convened after the serious challenges we experienced
leading to the 7th National Congress convened in Bloemfontein, Free State.
It is at this historic congress that we made pronouncements to protect and defend our rich
history, culture and uniqueness to prevail and flourish even under the difficult conditions
within the Criminal Justice Cluster. We emerged out of the congress with a clear conscious
conclusion that our organisational culture should continually adjust as conditions change
and as the movement adapts itself in pursuit of the National Democratic Revolution [NDR].
In consolidating our position on union democracy, the congress set a tone to re-affirm
the 7th national congress position on the following organisational principles that POPCRU
adheres to in terms of organisational democracy:
a)

POPCRU Leadership is elected at all levels, and elections are held at regular intervals
as prescribed by the Constitution.

b)

There is no single individual who is irreplaceable and the discussion of the leadership
at any level in our structures is open than destructive lobbying; which brings
organisations down to their knees.

c)

Elected leadership can be recalled before the end of their term of office if they are not
well disciplined.
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d)

POPCRU has leadership collectives, instead of a single leader, at all levels of
organisation – Institutions, Locals, PECs, PSCs, the NEC and the CEC.

The organisation pronounced clearly on the above principles and resolved that all leaders
at all levels and members are bound by these organisational principles and that decisions
arrived at in any of the structures should be respected by the lower structures. The
organisation emerged out of the 8th national congress united and has been able to build
itself and maintained its unique character through unity, cohesive and solid leadership
from all structures. There were very important political imperatives that have taken place
since the 8th National Congress which in totality validated the organisation’s unbroken
united spirit which symbolised POPCRU’s commitment towards advancing the working
class struggle within the criminal justice. One of those was the organisation’s enormous
and immense undertaking to take the working class interest as the dominant national
goal.
The 8th National Congress gave clarity on the definition of a worker and its definition was
that a worker is: the dispossessed, landless, casualised, etc. It is at this congress that
POPCRU was defined as a revolutionary trade union with intentions to fight for socialism
under the guide and direction of the South African Communist Party [SACP] within the
context of the National Democratic Resolution [NDR]. The congress was resolute on its
position under the backdrop to build a solid and self-stained South African Communist
Party.

2.1.

Functioning of the organisation in between national congresses

Taking a que from the above developments, the organisation is stable and its structures are
fully functional and effective at all levels notwithstanding some challenges at institutional
level in some parts of the provinces. We have not experienced any major challenges within
our structures since the previous congress leading to this one. The stability we see in the
organisation is informed by the consistent functioning of our two very important structures
– the National Executive Committee [NEC] and its sub-structures as well as the Central
Executive Committee [CEC]. The NEC meetings were convened in line with chapter 6,
section 12.3 [ss12.3.1] of POPCRU’s constitution and the CEC meetings were annually
convened as per chapter 5, section 11.3 [ss11.3.1]. These two important structures were
able to deal with the political and administrative work of the organisation and implemented
key decisions of the 8th national congress.

2.1.1.

Extended National Executive Committee – 2015

As contained in chapter 5 of the POPCRU constitution, the Central Executive Committee
would not be held in the year of a congress. Instead, we convened an Extended National
Executive Committee in November 2015. The NEC was convened to consolidate the
resolutions of the 8th National Congress and dealt with the other key administrative and
political work of the organisation. This NEC dealt with the assessment of the national
congress, Provincial Congresses which were convened in September 2015 and the
consolidation of the 2015 – 2019 Programme of Action. We also conferred POPCRU’s
Gregory Rockman Award to the then 2nd Deputy General Secretary of the SACP – Comrade
Solly Mapaila who is now the 1st Deputy General Secretary as mandated by the 8th national
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congress. One of the key resolutions of the NEC was the adoption of a Programme of Action
on Police killings. The programme took effect from Monday, 16 November 2015 through
Picketing and demonstrations followed by a Gauteng March on the 18th November 2015
and a National March on Friday, 20th November 2015.

2.1.2.

National Induction Workshop

For the first time in the history of POPCRU, we managed to conduct a National Induction
Workshop to the newly elected leadership at national, provincial and local levels. The aim
of the workshop was to induct the newly elected leadership on the history of POPCRU,
organisational culture, the shape, content and exposition of POPCRU policies. The
composition or attendees of the workshop included National, Provincial and Local Office
Bearers, Heads of Departments, Media including some of the Units Heads. The feedback
given after the workshop was that the organisational should continue conducting similar
workshops post all national and provincial congress. Such approach will ensure that the
incoming leadership at various levels is appropriately taken on board and capacitated to
be in better position to assume their leadership roles.

2.1.3.

The Central Executive Committee [CEC] Operations

In 2015, we did not convene a CEC in line with the dictates of our constitution which
states that the CEC shall sit once per annum except in the year of a national congress.
Subsequent to the 8th national congress, we convened the following CEC meetings:

a.

The 2016 CEC

We convened the 2016 Central Executive Committee meeting at Ekurhuleni Destiny
International Conference Centre in Bredel from the 15th – 17th June 2016. The CEC took
very important decisions and implemented some of the 8th national congress resolutions.
These are reflected below for noting by this congress. This CEC endorsed the congress
resolution on building the SACP through its own internal administrative systems on the
resolution that said:


All POPCRU members at the level of the National Executive Committee [NEC], Provincial
Shop Steward Councils [PSCs] and Provincial Executive Committees [PECs] should
be encouraged to be card-carrying members of the SACP.



POPCRU should be in the forefront to establish the SACP units at the workplaces and
fully participate;



There should be visible involvement of POPCRU leaders at Provincial and District
levels at the leadership of the SACP.

The resolution was premised on the fact that POPCRU should continue to sharpen its
Marxist-Leninist tools of analysis and their applications on any challenge faced daily within
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the sectors where it operates in particular the working class movements in general. The
political direction should be informed and premised on the correct tools of analysis and
other theories as we embark on leading and enhancing a culture of learning in all levels
of the organisation to build a strong trade union movement. In taking forward the 08th
national congress resolution, the CEC reflected back in what was achieved and the progress
completed on those that have not been achieved such as ensuring that the Party has its
own home. The CEC noted that POPCRU took it upon itself solely in 2011 to contribute
and add value to the Communist Party. It was through the 2014 Polokwane CEC that
POPCRU reaffirmed the resolution to add value to the SACP and final endorsement during
the 8th National Congress in 2015, thereby adding value to COSATU’s political obligation.
Emanating from this resolution, we purchased a building for the SACP in Johannesburg
CBD and symbolically handed over the keys to the SACP General Secretary, Dr Blade
Nzimande after addressing the same CEC.

President Cebekhulu’s 20 years of service
When the 2016 CEC was convened, President Cebekhulu had completed 20 years as
POPCRU President since he took over the reins from Comrade Johnny Jansen in June
1996 at Kroonstad in the Free State. The CEC acknowledged with gratitude his leadership
that steered the organisation through very difficult times. It was therefore accurate to
salute his remarkable and unique leadership and has been sterling and selfless over the
past twenty [20] years which he dedicated in steering the organisation. The CEC endorsed
a decision to hand over a token of appreciation in the form of a car to the President as a sign
of gratitude for being the iconic first President who served POPCRU for 20 years. During
his acknowledgement of the gesture, President Cebekhulu applauded the recognition for
his role at the helm of the organisation. He concluded by stating that having served so
long at that level, it would be good that he paved way for others to take over the baton in
the next congress.

Local Government Elections [LGE]
Considering the fact that the CEC was convened on the eve of the Local Government
Elections, delegates were reminded of their revolutionary responsibility and social
obligation to ensure that the revolution was guarded through those elections. The CEC
took a resolution in line with the COSATU’s resolution on the elections. The federation
resolved that all workers should vote for the ANC based on the following reasons amongst
others:


To accelerate delivery of houses, water, electricity, sanitation and other municipal
services for the people in all municipalities;



For affordable, reliable, accessible and safe public transport system in all municipalities;



To formalise the informal sector, which includes township economy, supporting
cooperatives and rural development



To empower communities to benefit from the ocean economy; e.g. Fisheries and
commercial farming are no longer for the elites but also for the working class;
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For the decisive action against crime, fraud, corruption, maladministration, abuse of
public resources through the use of People’s Organs for People’s Power.

African National Congress [ANC] 54th National Conference
The CEC was convened at a time when the ANC was preparing itself for the 54th National
Conference in Nasrec the following year – 2017. We took a resolution to support and
lobby for the then Deputy President of the ANC, Comrade Cyril Ramaphosa to take over
the reigns as the next President of the ANC and the country. That decision had to be
supported and fully campaigned for in our structures and within the federation.

Replacement of the 1st Deputy General Secretary – Thandi Hlatshwayo
The CEC was informed of the sudden resignation and departure of the 1st Deputy General
Secretary – Thandi Hlatshwayo in March 2016. A Special NEC was convened on the 12th
of March 2016 after the Political School to discuss her resignation. This Special NEC
resolved to accept the said resignation. In addition, the same NEC resolved that the item
was presented to the 2016 CEC for further deliberations and final determination. For that
reason, the CEC had an obligation to fully engage with intention to fill that vacant position
of the 1st DGS. After the deliberations, the CEC resolved that:


The vacant position left by the departure of former 1st DGS should be filled immediately
by the 2nd Deputy General Secretary – Rankele Msinto.

Filling of the vacant position of the 2nd Deputy General Secretary
The endorsement of the CEC to fill the vacant position of the 1st Deputy General Secretary
by the 2nd Deputy General Secretary effectively left the position of the 2nd Deputy General
Secretary vacant. It was during this CEC that the North West Provincial Secretary,
Nomalanga Mabokela was endorsed as the 2nd DGS on an acting capacity until the next
congress.

b.

The 2017 CEC

We convened this Central Executive Committee meeting at the St George Hotel in Irene,
Gauteng for the period 02nd – 05th November 2017. It was at this CEC where we tackled a
number of key socio-economic issues and in the main was Climate Change particularly
focusing in Africa. This issue was dealt with based on the understanding that it comes
as a result of global warming which is caused by greenhouse effect due to the gases
being trapped in the earth’s atmosphere forming a blanket over the earth’s atmosphere. In
general terms, climate change is changes in climatic factors like increased heat, severe cold,
droughts and floods. Other important matters dealt with at this CEC were the following:
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Release of the 1st Deputy President
The organisation had to promptly engage or interact with a request from the 1st Deputy
President, Cde Emmanuel Mabhida to be released from his position as the National Office
Bearer. Upon receiving his request, a Special NEC was convened on the 28th May 2017
which dealt with a report about his departure. The NEC accepted the request which
originated from his health condition and the doctors’ recommendation for him to take it
slow in terms of work related functions. Of critical importance, there was an expressed
gratitude to Cde Mabhida’s family for understanding and releasing him to be a servant of
POPCRU over a decade in the national leadership. Upon accepting Cde Mabhida’s request
to be released, the Special NEC resolved that:


The Provincial Chairperson of Limpopo, Cde Khehla Masemola be nominated as the
potential candidate to fill the position of 1st Deputy President. That decision had to be
engaged at various organisational structures at the level of PECs.

Filling of the 1st Deputy President position
Within the realm of above position of departure of Cde Mabhida, the CEC deliberated
and highlighted on resolutions from Provincial Executive Committee meetings on how the
vacant position should be filled. The CEC collectively resolved that Cde Khehla Marurung
Masemola should indeed, occupy the position of the 1st Deputy President of POPCRU until
the next National Congress.

Young Workers
The CEC made an analysis about establishment of a structure of Young Workers in the
federation – COSATU. The analogy was based on historical experiences within some of
federation’s affiliates where these structures exist. The CEC warned and made a clear
pronouncement about the challenges of classifying workers on the basis of age, in
this instance, the young workers formations within the organisation. To safeguard the
organisation along the lines of age differentiation of members or workers is tantamount to
causing divisions within the organisation. POPCRU’s position was clear that this arrangement
would defeat the purpose of worker control, unity and cohesion because there can never be
a struggle for young or old workers. Therefore, the approach of establishing young workers
formations would only create strata within workers. It remained the organisational view
that all workers are equal regardless of age and/ or historical background. Consequently,
workers should remain workers without any form of classification or categorisation within
the working class struggle.

Adoption of a Programme of Action
We were concerned about the state of relationship that we had with Correctional Services,
South African Police, Traffic and the snail’s pace under which the National Health Insurance
is being implemented by the Department of Health. As a result of this analogy, we resolved
to adopt a Programme of Action which was implemented on the 13th of July 2018 where
memorandums of demands were presented at the Union Buildings to the Deputy Minister
of Police and the Minister of Health. We were dismayed about the absence of both the
Minister of Correctional Services and Minister of Transport.
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Replacement of Auditors
The organisation utilised the services of KPMG as its official auditors through a decision
of endorsing their continued services by the CEC on an annual basis. The then Auditors
were KMMT Inc merged with KPMG in 2002, therefore from 2003 the financial year were
under the banner of KPMG. In the light of the scandals that surrounded the company, the
organisation found it befitting to disassociate from KPMG with immediate effect and to find
a more reputable black owned auditing company for the next financial audit season. The
National Office Bearers were tasked to administratively deal with and finalise the matter.

c.

2018 CEC

This 2018 CEC sitting was convened from the 02nd – 05th of November 2018 at St George
Hotel in Irene, Gauteng. What was critical for us for this CEC was the fact that it was the
last CEC sitting before the 09th National Congress. We dealt with the normal business
of the CEC which in the main discussed and adopted proposed amendments from our
Constitution and the various policies emanating from the Collective Bargaining and
Policy conference which was convened from the 15th – 18th of March 2018. The adopted
amendments are contained in Book 9 of this congress for ratification. This CEC was
addressed by the ANC President, Cyril Ramaphosa, who acknowledged the support of
workers who stood firm in ensuring the successful convening of the 54th ANC conference in
December 2017. The President committed himself to working closely with us in addressing
issues that affected POPCRU, especially within Correctional Services.
An assessment of the national our march which was held on the 13th July 2018 was made
wherein the CEC was satisfied about the number of members who participated, including
on picketing and other demonstrations leading to the march. The CEC received feedback
from various departments, except Correctional Services and the Department of Transport.
A meeting was held with the Minister and National Commissioner until early hours of 05
November 2018 raising the concerns affecting members in that department. As for the
feedback from the Department of Transport, the then Minister promised that it would be
delivered within fourteen days.
We endorsed the proposed realignment of the organisational structure in terms of having a
new midterm review structure which will sit in between the CECs. This structure shall be
called the Central Committee [CC] and have powers to assess the work of the organisation
in between congresses and give direction to the organisation towards the ensuing congress.
More information on the CC is contained in the draft constitutional amendments.

Appointment of new Auditors
The 2017 CEC directed that a credible black owned Auditing company should be considered
as a replacement for the KPMG. After a thorough consideration emanating from the decision
of the 2017 CEC on the services of KPMG which was embroiled in scandalous allegations,
the 2018 CEC confirmed the appointment of Sizwe Ntsaluba Gobodo [SNG] as a new
Auditing firm for the organisation.
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During the closing remarks of the CEC by President Cebekhulu, the General Secretary made
pronouncement on his behalf, that it was the last time President would be addressing the
CEC. As we were moving towards the 9th National Congress in November 2019, he would be
handing over the baton to the new President. When addressing the CEC, President thanked
the CEC delegates and the entire POPCRU membership for giving him the opportunity
to lead the organisation and the support he got from all structures. He emphasised the
norm that was organisationally practiced of open engagement on the leadership because
it successfully sustained the union during difficult times. The organisation was able to
navigate through challenging epochs because open and truthful engagements took centre
stage.

2.1.4.

The National Executive Committee [NEC] operations 2015 – 2019

The National Executive Committee meetings were convened within the ambits of chapter
6, section 12[ss 12.2] of our Constitution. We executed the functions of the NEC within
the policy prescripts determined by the Central Executive Committee and mandates from
the National Congress. The NEC was able to process and implement all congress and CEC
decisions including its very own resolutions without fail. All reports from Provinces and
departments including resolutions of the NECs were submitted and processed through to
the Central Executive Committee sittings. Some of the key decisions taken at various NEC
meetings are outlined below.

a.

2016 NEC meetings

The NEC engaged and accepted the resignation of the 1st Deputy General Secretary –
Thandi Hlatshwayo and took a decision to bring forward the Central Executive Committee
to June in 2016 in order to fill the vacant position. The NEC endorsed the acquiring of
a land for the building of POPCRU College in Virginia, Free State. We further dealt with
modalities on membership subscription fee and adopted a programme to consult and
inform our members across all Provinces. We are happy to report in this congress that
members gave us approval to implement a new model of membership fee increase.
The challenge lying ahead of all of us is that a long lasting solution is required. It is indeed,
proper that each time when we have to address organisational financial situation, we have
to convene NEC sittings to engage. However, for self-dependability, a crucial question that
needs to be dealt with by this congress is the permanent solution to address the issue
of subscription fee. One proposal may be to consider gradually implementing percentage
subscription fee which should be capped at a particular level or bracket. Congress should
thoroughly interact with this aspect for final determination

b.

2017 NEC sittings

The 2017 NEC sittings were convened at a time when the country was embroiled in number
of challenges like: – Guptas Class Project, the removal of the Minister of Finance – Pravin
Gordhan and his deputy, the Premier league faction, the anti-Zuma posture, the SABC
corruption scandal, the participation of the Party in a march organised by Save South
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Africa and the isolation of workers in particular the federation from the broader Alliance
movement. Following the assessment of the above, we were very clear in our deliberations
about the state of politics in the country and on the challenges that faced the Alliance
especially on non-consultation. More exposition in this regard is contained in the Political
report – Book 4.

c.

2018 NEC sittings

We convened successful NEC meetings in 2018 and at some instances when compelled by
urgent matters, we convened special NECs. As mandated by the 2017 Central Executive
Committee, we convened the Special Extended National Executive Committee in February
to complete the work that could not be finalised by the said CEC meeting. This meeting
took place immediately after the passing on of the National Gender Coordinator – Cornelia
Daniels in January of 2018 and the brutal killings of our members at eNgcobo Police
station. The main focus of the Extended NEC was to conclude the outstanding CEC work
which was the three reports presented but not discussed due to limited time. The reports
were: – Political, Socio-economic and International. We dealt with other organisational
aspects that needed urgent deliberation by the NEC including:


Members’ T-shirts distribution and a distribution model for immediate implementation.



Endorsement of a funding model for membership fee increase which came into effect
from March 2018.



Freezing of positions in Correctional Services



The proposed SAPS structure and



The implementation of the outstanding payment of OSD.

Informed by the developments in the sectors, we convened three different Special NEC
sittings which tackled the following issues which at that time were urgent:


Proposed employer offer on Public Service wage negotiations;



Programme of Action for a National March;



Revision of our 2018 year Planner;



Assessment of a programme of Action and



The endorsement of a special sit-in programme at Correctional Services head office.

d.

2019 NEC sittings

Our first sitting for 2019 was convened at POPCRU national office for the period 07 – 09
June 2019. We focussed on a number of pertinent issues that were affecting our members
in all the three departments we organised in. Key to the deliberations was the following
important issues:
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Assessment of the 6th National General Election
We deliberated extensively on the outcomes of the elections bearing in mind the decline
in numbers on the part of the African National Congress [ANC]. Despite the decline we
recognized that the ANC has consistently maintained a gap between itself and the second
opposition party since the first democratic general elections in 1994. The declining figures
on the voter turnout reflected that the youth have lost interest on voting among others due
to the escalating youth unemployment numbers with a small fraction of those at tertiary
level. We deliberated that the lack of voter interest should not be underestimated because
it is directly linked to the socio-economic conditions of young people in the country. Our
analogy was inter-related to the state of readiness towards the 2021 Local Government
elections in that the Alliance needs to up their game and take practical action in ensuring
that youth unemployment rate and their general well-being is addressed. Failure to do so
in the medium term could spell a serious disaster for the ANC to maintain Metros and to
claim back those that were won by opposition and coalition parties such as Johannesburg,
Tshwane and Nelson Mandela Bay. The NEC committed to robustly engage the federation
for a decisive Programme of Action to sustain the election mobilisation campaigns towards
the 2021 Local Government elections.

2.1.5.

Functioning of the NEC sub-committees

The NEC substructures were designed to function in between the NEC sittings for effective
implementation of resolutions and organisational programmes. These sub-committees
derive their mandate from chapter 6, section 12.4 of POPCRU’s constitution. We consider
them to be critically placed to assist in contextualising the NEC work. The NEC was able
to effectively execute its mandate and fulfil constitutional responsibilities and obligations
through these sub-committees. In brief, we outline each of the five sub-committee’s
functioning since the last congress.

a.

Secretariat Forum

The Secretariat Forum was convened immediately after the successful 8th national congress
to do an assessment of the congress, consolidate plenary resolutions, programme of action,
and adjusts the 2015 calendar for the Provincial congresses and to draft the 2016 year
planner. This forum was able and has successfully executed its tasks for the National
Executive Committee [NEC] and the Central Executive Committee [CEC] sittings over the
past four years. The Secretariat Forum was able to develop programmes and guided the
coordination of all organisational activities for full implementation. One of the key issues
dealt with by the Secretariat Forum was the consolidation of the inputs and documentation
for the COSATU’s national congress. The structure was able to successfully coordinate the
successful implementation of organisational resolutions and activities endorsed at the
level of the NEC and the CEC.

b.

Chairpersons Forum

The Chairperson’s Forum is responsible for the monitoring and implementation of
resolutions from constitutional structures including enforcement on observance of the rules
and orders of the constitution. This forum is tasked with development and implementation
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of a National Political programme including execution of all duties as shall be deferred by
the NEC from time to time. The Chairperson’s Forum was not able to effectively meet for
the planning of their responsibilities due to the hectic schedules of the organisation at a
political level.

c.

Finance Committee [FINCOM]

Over the past four years, the FINCOM has consistently convened its sittings in line with
the approved annual planner. The FINCOM was able to successfully develop; monitor and
coordinate financial activities of the entire organisation and presented recommendations
on budgets to the NEC and CEC meetings for consideration.

d.

National Gender Forum [NGF]

The Gender Forum is tasked to execute duties deferred to it by the NEC from time to time
including to coordinate, develop and recommend Gender and other related programmes to
the NEC and the CEC. The Forum was able to consistently convene meetings in accordance
with the annual planners and maintained stability for the past four years. In January 2018,
we had an unfortunate passing of the National Gender Coordinator – Cornelia Daniels
from Western Cape. The position of the National Gender Coordinator remained vacant
for some time while processes to appoint a new Coordinator unfolded. On November 21,
2018 Comrade Matshidiso Sebatana from Gauteng was appointed as the new National
Gender Coordinator in line with the provisions of the Gender policy as adopted by the 8th
National Congress in June 2015. The Gender programmes and activities were effectively
implemented which includes the Mandela Day programme where we were able to change
lives of many individuals from different communities.
e.

National Education Committee [NEDCOM]

The NEDCOM like any other subcommittee of the NEC was able to convene its meetings
during the past four years. The committee is responsible to identify training and
development programmes in line with organisational needs and to ensure that identified
training institutions are of a credible nature. The committee also encourages the spirit of
train the trainer and for those trained to share skills and expertise within the structures
of the organisation. NEDCOM meetings were also successfully convened with a purpose
to assess work done, develop annual training plans and to coordinate training and
development programmes from all levels of the organisation.
What were the training programmes since 2015 – 2019: Education & Training as
per recommendations proposed during the NEDCOM meetings and the 2015 National
Congress resolutions has managed to make strives and adhered to the mandate entrusted
to the committee to delivery its mandate. Programmes / action plans are discussed
during the committee meetings and data is collected by means of skills audit, IDP’s and
also department proposals. Committee had delivered a various education, development
training programmes reaching to all levels of leadership and also staff members. Focus
was more on linking a developmental or qualification programme to an ability of a member
or staff for them to able to perform their daily duties of organisation in order to achieve
the organisational strategic goals. The organisation had delivered a various number of
programmes local, provincial and national and the organisation achieved that through the
help of our partners such as institutions of higher learning, SETAs and Labour Schools
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Organisation [DITSELA] and the following programmes were managed to be attended to
and the members were competent:


Public Administration						:

2019 /2020



Social Theory								:

2018 / 2019



ENGAGE Programme						

:

2018 / 2019



Honours in Policy & Globalisation				

:

2019 / 2020



Certificate: Leading & Managing Trade Unions		

:

2018 / 2019



Supply Chain Management					:

2018 / 2019



Certificate: Engage & Social Theory Programme		

:

2018 / 2019



FTSS: Paralegal Programme					:

2017 / 2018



Higher Certificate: Accounting					:

2016 / 2017



Labour Dispute Resolution					:

2016 / 2017



Certificate: FTSS Development Programme			

:

2017 / 2018



Certificate: FTSS Development Programme			

:

2017 / 2018



DANLEP: DITSELA [UWC, UCT & CPUT]			 :

2016 / 2017



Certificate: Managing information and Communication :

2017 / 2018

Continuous Individual Staff Development Programme[s]
Media studies
Legal secretary
Project Management
Statistics For Research & Design

Continuous Provincial Intervention[s] – Annual
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Labour Law
Organiser Development
Political Economy
Educator Development
Leading & Managing Trade Union
Organising & Collective Bargaining
Negotiation
Gender Relations

What were the achievements?
The commitment shown by members & staff enrolled in deferent institutions of higher
learning is satisfactory almost 99% of our members and staff that completed their studies
and also we understood for those that could not complete and are encouraged to continue
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completing their studies. The organisation achieved a lot during this tenure and delivered
as per mandate of the National Congress. To name the least of the achievement includes
the following:

Almost 100% of our members who participated graduated or completed their studies,



11 leaders graduated from the University of the Western Cape,



5 members graduated from MANCOSA,



Fully representation during the Federations Educational Committee meetings and



Developing a Learning Culture within the organisation.

Relationships: Sector Education & Training Authority [Seta’s] reports
SETA (s)

Relationship

Updates

SASSETA

Excellent

The SETA has a new board and

ETDP SETA

Excellent

We receive our grants and we submit WSP/
ART

PSETA

Excellent

We have 2 members who serves as board
members

Services SETA

Excellent

Established Labour forum

How many members, Shop steward s and leaders trained
No.

Delegation

M

F

Programme

15

05

Certificate: Leading & Managing Trade Unions

01

ENGAGE Programme

1.

FTSS

2.

NOB’s

3.

NOB’s

01

GLU Programme

4.

FTSS

01

Social Theory

5.

FTSS
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03

Paralegals

6.

Provincial
Treasurers

02

07

Accounting

7.

FTSS

01

Project Management

8.

FTSS

01

Supply chain Management

9.

NOB’s

01

Business Management Essentials

10.

FTSS

03

Labour Dispute Resolution

11.

Leaders / FTSS

08

06

DANLEP Programmes

12.

FTSS

12

08

Certificate: Leading & Managing Trade Unions

13

POB’s

04

05

Public Administration

66

35

Total
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How many staff members trained
No.

Delegation

M

F
12

Programme

1

Administrators

02

2

Media Officer

01

3

Legal Admin

01

Legal secretary

4

Recruitment officer

01

Project Management

5

Research

01

6

Managers

07

7

Legal

02

8

General workers

01

04

14

19

Total

Managing information and Communication
Media studies

Statistics For Research & Design
01

Accounting
Labour Dispute Resolution
General administration

Challenges in the training programmes
Despite the fact that we were able to achieve most of the planned training and development
programmes over the past four year, there were however some minor challenges related to
the following:


Insufficient budget to meet all training needs,



Demands for other unplanned training programmes which we could not meet from
Provinces and



High expenses on travelling and accommodation during training programmes.

f.

Policy conference

The organisation has hosted three [03] successful national policy conferences over the
past nine years. This on the backdrop of historical experiences where the organisation
used to formulate policies through decisions or resolutions concluded in the Central
Executive Committee [CEC] and then presented to the subsequent National Conferences
for final adoption. The first historic National Policy conference was convened from the
18th – 19th September 2010 at OR Tambo Protea Hotel in Johannesburg under the theme
“Bridging the gaps for standardised Human Capital Practices to advance working
class power”. It was during this first National Policy Conference where a decision was
made to outline the frequency and structure of the National Policy Conference. The second
[2nd] National Policy Conference was convened for the period 25th – 27th January 2014 The
conference acknowledged that building POPCRU as a labour movement for transformation
and a strategic axis within the security environment is principally about shaping the
organisation’s resilience, enhancing its transformative capacity and its ability to adapt
to changing situations so that it can continue to serve and lead its membership and the
society at large. These policy conferences enabled the organisation to be stable and selfsufficient in taking forward its core objectives that informs its existence.
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The policy conferences were platforms that ensured that we engaged robustly and developed
policy positions that tackles strategies which were in line with addressing the triple
challenges facing our people i.e. poverty, unemployment and inequality. Notwithstanding
our core mandate during the deliberations was to develop policy positions targeting socioeconomic conditions of our members and the radical economic transformation benefiting
the working class and the poor. These included the development of strategies and policy
positions that were aimed at influencing the transformation of the sectors for the benefit of
our members. We dealt among others with a number of policy amendments, constitutional
review and introduced new policies as informed by new developments internally at that
time. Our view is that POPCRU policies should be reviewed and aligned to the changing
trends from time to time in order to comply with existing Acts, labour regulations and
other laws that touch on its operation as a labour organisation. In brief, the 2nd National
Policy Conference reviewed the experiences of the past 24 years of selfless struggle within
the security environment to draw lessons for the future. In this regard, the movement’s
strengths and weaknesses including priorities for organisational renewal were identified
paving a way that repositioned our organisation over the past 25 years. The purpose of
that conference did not differ much from the first national policy conference.
The third National Policy conference was convened from 15th – 18th March 2018 at
Kopanong hotel and conference in Benoni and its main primary task was to enable all
structures of the organisation at all levels, to review or amend the implementation of
policies as adopted and ratified by the national congresses. This was in consideration of
the fact that the previous national policy conference was able to meet its obligation with
distinction by steering and shaping the direction of the organisation to the best interest of
the membership. The conference was able to make an analysis of the achievements from
the two previous conferences and was able to do the following:


Strengthening some of our current internal policies;



Developing strategies aimed at enhancing policing within the South African Police
Service;



Developing policy positions on Corrections within Correctional Services which include
rehabilitation methodologies of offenders and



Assessed our current policy position on the transformation of the entire Transport
departments and its entities towards attaining Nationalisation of Traffic.

The conference identified a need for the National Policy conference to become a substructure of the National Executive Committee [NEC] which should be included in the
constitution. It is therefore within this background that the 2018 Central Executive
Committee endorsed the recommendation for the Policy conference to be a NEC substructure and thus presented to this national congress for ratification.

2.1.6.

National Political Schools

The National Political School programme was initiated back in 2010 when we convened
our first ever National Political school. On assessment, the programme was cascaded down
to Provinces through Provincial Shop steward s Councils in order to build capacity at our
lower structures. The second National Political School was convened on 20 – 23 August 2013
at Kopanong Conference Centre, Benoni, under the theme: “Deepening Political Knowledge
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for Effective Leadership”. We have thus far hosted at least three Political Schools at a
national level and all of them were followed by Provincial Political Schools. Our Political
School programme is one of the organisation’s interventions in creating a platform to
deliberate, broaden and sharpen political understanding in strengthening political debate
within the labour movement. The third National Political School was convened from the 9th
– 12th of March 2016 at the Holiday Inn hotel in Boksburg under the theme “Transforming
the Criminal Justice Cluster in defense of the Working Class struggle for the advancement
of the National Democratic Revolution”. For the purpose of this congress we outline the
Political School’s declaration which depicts its outcome and resolutions emanated from
deliberations by delegates and presenters.

Declaration
We are delegates drawn from the National Office Bearers [NOBs], Provincial Office Bearers,
National and Provincial Negotiators of the Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union [POPCRU].
As we committed ourselves to advance our revolutionary agenda, we were joined by delegates
from the national leadership of the Alliance, delegates from the South African Communist
Party [SACP]; Congress of South African Trade Unions [COSATU] and its progressive
affiliates, POPCRU Group of Companies and the former Office Bearers, leadership from
the ANC Youth League, the Young Communist League; representatives from progressive
International Labour Organisations, from our only World Federation of Trade Unions
[WFTU], leadership from Lesotho Police Staff Association [LEPOSA], Botswana Public
Employees Union [BOPEU], Lesotho Public Service Staff Association [LEPSSA], Swaziland
Democratic Nurses Union [SWADNU], CEO of Safer South Africa Foundation [SSAF],
Leading Education Activists from within the Academic circles and Intelligentsia as well as
representatives from the Bargaining Councils.
We gathered yet again since our last 2nd National Political School convened in August 2013
at Kopanong Conference Centre in Benoni. We met here in Boksburg to revitalise, broaden,
and sharpened our political and ideological clarity at this historic POPCRU’s 3rd National
Political School from the 09th – 12th of March 2016 under the theme “Transforming the
Criminal Justice Cluster in defense of the Working Class struggle for the advancement
of the National Democratic Revolution”. With this in mind, it was essential during the
deliberations that we highlighted the importance of political education as a significant
building bloc to produce a well-rounded Cadre. We met over four [04] days having in mind
that it is not possible to wage a successful revolution without a clear political consciousness
conceptualized on the following objectives:


Building a revolutionary working class for the attainment of the National Democratic
Revolution [NDR];



Providing a platform for intensive political and ideological engagements;



Instilling responsible political traits with reputable characters among members;



Sharpening political understanding and encourage ethos of socialism and



Reinvigorating responsive leadership by continuously playing a progressive role
within the Alliance.
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We reaffirm our commitment to politically empower and educate our leaders and members
particularly in this epoch of heightened ideological contestations and we further reaffirm
that ideological struggles are an integral component of the working class struggle against
capitalism and to transform the immediate conditions of the workers and the poor. This
3rd National Political School was convened precisely as a political empowerment platform
in building our ideological capacity and confidence to yield among others the following
outcomes:


Improved ideological knowledge and understanding of national and international
politics affecting the working class and society;



Well capacitated leadership with more vigour to progressively advance the National
Democratic Revolution;



Improved participation on all the activities of the organisation and the Alliance.

A renewed POPCRU with politically conscious leaders who are able to interpret and
critique politics using the correct ideology aligned with the organisation’s values. Our
inspiration also derived from a presentation by the SACP Central Committee member;
Comrade Charles Setsubi outlining an understanding of Maxist-Leninist tools of analysis
and their application. It is our steadfast believe that political education still serve as a
new tactic to be used as critical tool to advance and capacitate cadres to fully appreciate a
need to improve our nation’s economic trajectory, strengthen our democracy, and avoid an
even more stratified and segregated society. The deliberations and engagements enhanced
through a panel comprising of three Professors, viz. Seepe, Fikeni and Friedman. Their
articulation enriched delegates to clearly articulate our argument on issues of the impact
of globalisation on trade union and to further understand the manner in which it impacts
on workplace relations. The strategies employed by capitalists to weaken the progressive
trade union movement to render some pieces of legislation ineffective which seeks to
reverse all the gains since the dawn of our democracy.
The President of COSATU clearly expressed and conveyed the fundamental role of the
Tripartite Alliance and the importance of continuing to defend this indispensable
component of the revolution. The role of trade union movement in advancing the NDR was
successfully tackled by another panel, viz. Dr. Minyuku, COSATU General Secretary and
Mr. Ralph Mathekga. It is within the same spirit that we reiterate COSATU’s resolution on
the scrapping of labour brokers who are the architects of temporary jobs, casualization
and retrenchments in the workplace as motive forces to erode trade unionism and workerunity in the workplace. We noted that our role as a trade union movement is key in
advancing the National Democratic Revolution [NDR] and its fundamental objectives to
liberate all of us in particular the working class and the poor from the supremacy of
economic exploitation. We further noted that the NDR was and is not about low intensity
or formal democracy but participation by majority in the total transformation processes in
shaping and uplifting their own lives. Of critical importance for a trade union movement;
is to advance, deepen and defend the National Democratic Revolution by continuously
strengthening the existence of the Alliance and insuring that the working class takes a
lead.
We were inspired by all the other important presentations delivered by Dr. Biki Minyuku
which augmented the delegates on the understanding of various themes and fields. The
2nd Deputy President of the Federation – Zingiswa Losi, came critical of the issues on
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intensification of gender struggles in unions and society – the unfinished struggle. We
welcomed a presentation from the World Federation of Trade Unions [WFTU] done by
Comrade Nikolas Theodorakis on a journey towards the 17th World Trade Union Congress
which will take place in South Africa from the 05th – 08th October 2016 in Durban under
the theme ‘Struggle – Internationalism – Unity”.


We drew more ideological stimulation on the presentation made by the 2nd Deputy
General Secretary of the South African Communist Party – Comrade Solly Mapaila on
the forms and content of class struggle. The SACP is a vanguard party of the working
class and this will in no way be diminished by its close association with the national
liberation front led by the African National Congress [ANC].



It is our believe that yet again, this political school has sharpened our ideological view
in advancing, mobilizing and fighting for the conditions of work of our membership
within all sectors where we organise.



We recommit ourselves to work closely with Labour Service Organisations, COSATU
and its affiliated Trade Unions, WFTU and the progressive political formations and
other like-minded organisations committed to advance Working Class Power within
the Sectors where we organise and other sectors of the broader society.



We reaffirm that WFTU remains more relevant and is still stable as the international
working class-orientated and as a worker-driven radical international movement to
fight against the hostilities of the bourgeoisie and the imperialists.



The 3rd National Political School, in its aims of a continuous struggle towards politicised,
vibrant, militant, vigilant and educated membership towards strengthening the
working class power declares:



That Unity of the Workers is essential and all efforts should be made to uninterruptedly
build it within all our progressive formations.



That there is need to develop a National Action Plan to confront and deal with racism
and its elements or perpetrators.



That unions must take a lead in defending women and advancing their struggles
especially on Labour broking where women are mostly exploited;



That gender struggles are not women struggles rather gender struggles that are
fought within the broader struggle towards the advancement of a National Democratic
Revolution;



That the National Democratic Revolution is a route towards Socialism and this is the
course we have to continue advancing.



To reiterate our revolutionary commitment to cascade political education to all our
structures and members as a key driver for an advancement of a working class
struggle and to promote organisational excellence;



To consolidate, unify the federation and built its presence through its own affiliates;



To defend and fight against State Owned Enterprises [SOEs] from a class capture by
Capitalists;
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That the SACP remains a progressive vanguard of the workers and the working class;



That COSATU should continue to mobilise its progressive affiliates and workers
towards the 17th WFTU World Trade Union Congress convening in October 2016 in
Durban;



We, the delegates represented here at this 3rd National Political School conclude that
the discussions, debates and the declaration adopted at this august occasion, the third
[3rd] National Political School has provided a vivid reflection of our unity, collaboration
and commitment to common principles, values and spirit. The outcomes of this school
will be shared and implemented within our ranks, all progressive organisations and
in society at large to realise our organisational commitments in advancing political
consciousness of the working class and the poor.

2.1.7.

Strategic Focus 2019 – 2023

The National Executive Committee convened from the 07th – 09th June 2019 was presented
with a draft strategic document which after engagements it was adopted for further the
development of Operational plans. We present a summarised version of the 2019 – 2023
POPCRU strategy for consideration by congress. Our 2014 – 2019 strategic plan which
was endorsed by the 8th National Congress came to an end this year and as a result,
we engaged into a process of developing a new strategic vision for 2019 – 2023. Over
the past four years there has been thorough assessment on the strategy implementation
plans from all Provinces and departments of the organisation through the NEC and CEC
meetings. The evaluations were done in order to ensure that we do not lose track of our
strategic vision and to ensure that challenges are amicably addressed. We present here
under the precepts from our 2019 – 2023 strategy processes and a document adopted to
take the organisation forward.
Strategy is the “how” in an organisation. It is about developing the way and coherent
approach in which the organisation decides to achieve the organisation’s vision and
mission, which is based on a thorough understanding of the causes, consequences and
cures for the challenges facing the organisation; in contrast to reacting in an ad hoc way
to a series of crises or challenges. A strategic plan is a long-term plan that articulates the
vision(s) and missions of an organisation, provides focus and direction to realise the set
vision(s). Thus, the ultimate goal of developing and utilising a strategic plan is to realise
its set vision(s). One of the main components of strategic planning is an on-going way
of thinking about an organisation in a proactive way, which is not something that can
be done just once every three or four years. It is about a long range view, based on a
question: Where is the organisation going in the next 3 to 5 years? Such way of proactive
long-term thinking prevents the organisation and all its stakeholders from thinking only of
short term crises and getting busy with everyday urgent tasks which are not strategically
important.
This document is a strategic plan of Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union [POPCRU],
which is derived from five strategic planning sessions with POPCRU strategic planning
teams comprised of the Heads of Department [HODs], one planning sessions with National
Office Bearers [NOBs] and two four-day strategic planning workshops participated by both
HODs and NOBS. The Strategic Plan 2019-2023 consists of ten sessions as shown in
the table of contents. In its last 30 years of eventful and fruitful existence, POPCRU has
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achieved a number of significant milestones as stated in the first session: “Organisational
Description”. However, as a progressive and transformative trade union, POPCRU does
not rest on its past achievements. Instead, it is trying to move forward from strength to
strength and set to achieve a number of goals during the next four-year strategic term.
This strategic plan describes and details the goals and objectives POPCRU set for its next
four-year strategic term, and how it plans to implement and achieve them during that
term. In this strategic plan, it will be found that all strategic objectives as well as plans
are interlocking and complementary to each another. It is in fact what a well-thought-out
strategic plan is meant to be.

a.

Organisational description

The strategic document depicts in summary a history of our beloved organisation.
POPCRU was established on 05 November 1989 as the first trade union organisation
in South Africa to organise within the South African Police Service [SAPS], Correctional
Services [CS] and the Traffic component the then South African Police [SAP now SAPS]
and Prison Services [now Correctional Services]. As a progressive, focused and influential
trade union, the focus of POPCRU was on establishing impartial and efficient service
and building human rights in the workplace and the community for police, correctional
service and traffic department workers. It has fought against the apartheid regime, and
still relentlessly fighting against racial discrimination sexism, repression or any other form
of discrimination in the workplace, disparity in working conditions and service delivery,
infringed fundamental rights, as well as working hard for the fair working conditions
and fair remuneration practices within the Criminal Justice Sector. This year POPCRU
is 30-year-old and stands still, tall and strong. POPCRU membership continues to grow
from thirty thousand in its first 5 years to around 160,000 in the year 2019. Through
POPCRU’s hard struggles, the transformation agenda has been taken forward within
all the departments where it operates, including active and meaningful participation in
policy formulation. Moreover, it has also gained international recognition and acceptance,
holding three successful International Symposiums on Police Labour Relations: Durban,
South Africa in 2002, 2006 at Maseru in Lesotho, and 2009 at Gaborone in Botswana.
The development and achievements POPCRU has attained during the last 30 years
are significant. However, reflecting and analysing its previous strategic plans and
implementation, a few areas are noted as POPCRU should be more focusing on and
achieving more on. Among them, the most important one is the area related to membership
recruitment, retention and growth, which is also one of the strategic goal that had been
set quite ambitiously in the past three strategic plans and therefore POPCRU has some
challenges to fully achieve it. In this strategic plan, membership growth is central strategic
focus area and other strategic focus areas are identified to support and facilitate it. For the
next four-year strategic term [i.e., from 2019 to 2023], POPCRU has articulated its vision,
missions, values, value proposition and mandate as follows:

b.

Vision

A transformative, self-sustainable, effective, and largest trade union within the Criminal
Justice Sector.
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c.

Mission statement

Provision of quality services to members through transformation of the sector thus ensuring
that a POPCRU member remains a priority.

d.

Values



Integrity and Ethical Conduct: Leadership, membership and staff shall be exemplary
and “walk the talk”.



Worker Control: The Union, in both its character and content, advocates for
participatory and inclusive practices and commitment to worker ownership



Justice for all: In our conducts and operation we do not discriminate against our
members, communities we serve and public at large.



Worker Solidarity: To enhance and strengthen relations with workers, both locally
and internationally.



Transparency and Accountability: In conducting its business, the organisation
shall be open and answerable to its membership.

e.

Value proposition: Our ability to transform the sector and the provision of exceptional
service to our members.

f.

Mandate: To transform the criminal justice system to protect and serve all South
Africans.

g.

Strategic Focus Areas

From analysis and internal reflection conducted during strategic planning sessions and
workshop, the following strategic focus areas emerged:


The 4th Industrial Revolution



Development of new products and benefits [such as reward cards, cashback &
investment opportunities through Workers’ life]



Marketing of POPCRU [Press/media coverage, establish POPCRU radio station,
advertisements, billboards]



Recognised as a brand & experts in providing quality service and competitive benefits
to members



Lack of political education and capacity building in the lower structures



Insufficient technological systems and the insufficient use of the existing system
[communication]



Organisational sustainability



Privatisation within the public service.
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h.

Action Plans

Action Plans are the most important parts of a strategic plan. All other sessions and plans
such as Risk and Mitigation Plan, Monitoring & Evaluation Plans, Communication Plan,
are necessary only for the successful implementation of Action Plans. In Action Plans, there
are five main sessions: Strategic Objectives, Outputs, Performance Indicators, Baseline
Indicators and Yearly Performance Targets for the next four-year strategic terms. In this
strategy document, Action Plans are not set in stone and therefore require reviewing,
reflecting on and adjusting according to the situations that have propensity to change.
Thus, it is necessary to review the Action plans in every monthly strategic review meeting.
We present these precepts from the broader strategy of the organisation for consideration
by congress. The congress must take tone that the inclusive or complete strategy document
with operational plans from Provinces and departments were processed through the NEC.

2.1.8.

Developments on POPCRU’s Institution of Higher Learning

Zizamele Cebekhulu College of education is at the brink of its inception and will open its
doors in 2020. Three College streams have been established. The Criminal Justice stream
that encompasses both Police science and Traffic management studies as well as security
studies. The second stream is the Correctional stream that covers all facets of work done
in the corrections department, leading to a BA degree in corrections. The third stream is
a BA degree in forensic science that mainly covers all forensic work done in the police,
which includes DNA, Ballistic work, cyber-crime investigation and all other facets that
includes organic studies that gears the police to solve all kinds of sophisticated crime.
This is our niche, this is one curriculum that we are spending time on and we are refining
it as required by the CHE. It is anticipated that two of these curricula will be certified this
month. As it is presently, the College will start with BA corrections and BA police science
for the first two years and forensic science will come later because of the infrastructure
development needed such as laboratories, equipment and classroom management facet
that will ensure that teaching forensic science is as practical and prudent as possible.
Curricula: Our curriculum is geared towards ensuring that we address problems
experienced in South Africa inclusive of all challenges from a criminal nature that present
themselves to the South African criminal justice system. It also addresses Trans-African
and Trans-National crimes that are foreign to the South African criminal justice system,
these include 419 and human trafficking which originates from West Africa and the
Eastern Block. These is also a big influx of Europeans, Americans, South Americans and
Asian communities, these communities come to South Africa with different challenges and
different kinds of crimes some of which are very sophisticated and need a curriculum that
will ensure that our men and women in the Criminal Justice are fully empowered to deal
with those situations and the entire criminal justice system is prepared to deal with these
people if they get into the criminal justice system chain.
Infrastructure: Harmony mines availed a number of land parcels and buildings for the
College, as earlier mentioned in all our reports. Among all those a suitable infrastructure
was decided upon which is the old Harmony time office. The infrastructure is occupied
by a church and ourselves. The church occupies one block and the College occupies the
other block and the land beside it. The development is going to take a period of 3 - 5 years
or the College to attain fully fledged College status. The rest of the development will take
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longer as the college grows. The College is working closely with the church in identifying
suitable placement for the church building and the Crèche. This will enable the College
to occupy the entire building. Renovations undertaken are compliant to the Council of
Higher Education requirements. Total remodeling of the building has been done, thanks
to the owners of the school. It is a habitable school with 8 classrooms, 2 laboratories,
lecturer offices, the administration wing, logistics as well as recordkeeping building. As we
grow the college, more and more buildings will be constructed, including a fully-fledged
library. At the moment the library is housed within the administration building. Future
planning will see the library developed as an independent and self-sustaining building.
Our hostel infrastructure will also be constructed, as we develop our master plan as well
as all other buildings and facilities needed for the College to be a fully compliant College.
The plan will see the College opening its doors in 2020. The course accreditation will be
ongoing as we developed more and more coursed that respond to our environment. In the
next five years we envisage the College to be a fully-fledged and compliant institution and
the Forensic Laboratories will be fully operational.
International relations and international Memorandums of Understanding [MOU’s]:
The College has signed MOU’s with the following International institutions:


Mississippi Valley State University [MVSU], which is in the Delta in Mississippi.



Mississippi College of Law [MCL], which is a college in the city of Jackson Mississippi.

The MOU with MVSU centers around student and lecturer exchanges, community policing,
rural policing; which includes stock theft, malicious damage to property, crime against
the old, women and children. It also centers on international crime syndicates as well as
fingerprinting. The MOU is geared towards transferring our students to Mississippi for a
few semesters as well as them taking online courses at our college through Mississippi
Valley State University. The MOU with MCL entails us sending two – four people to do their
studies in forensic science, specifically cyber-crime, document study as well as digital
analysis. These people are envisaged to come back to South Africa and not only teach in the
College but also to share their knowledge with the entire Criminal Justice Sector. In a way,
we feel that this will gear us toward contributing to the knowledgebase in South Africa.
Thirdly we are working very hard to get an MOU signed with the University of Maryland
Baltimore as well as New York City University in New York as both these institutions are
leaders in forensic science.
Local relations and Memorandums of Understanding [MOU’s]: The College is working
closely with the University of Zululand and Free State University and our consultants
mostly come from UNISA, University of Pretoria and University of Johannesburg. We have
sourced out the best knowledgebase in terms of developing a curriculum. The following
experts are working with us in developing the curriculum and this process will ensure
that as and when we start, we would not be having problems in terms of instructions and
instruction material.


Professor T. Mofokeng from TUT,



Professor T. Matshaba from UNISA,



Dr. L. Sitole from UJ and



Dr. N. Gama from UP.
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We also have Dr. Patricia Jernigan and Dr. Jim Bell both from Jackson State University
serving as advisors for the College. Next year we are planning an international Criminal
Justice conference in Virginia, Free State which will coincide with the opening of the
College and we hope to have the best of the best in attendance. That will be the official
launch of our Criminal Justice College.

2.1.9.

Sectoral report

The organisation has since its inception operated within the most three [03] important
and critical sectors within the Criminal Justice system. These sectors were used by the
then Apartheid regime to brutalise those who were mainly political activists. The formation
and existence of POPCRU was seen as a thread to the system and the State hence those
who were associated to POPCRU were targeted and most of them lost their jobs and
were incarcerated. The existence of POPCRU within these sectors played a major role in
changing the status quo and advocated for immense transformation of the entire Criminal
Justice Sector. The organisation has over the years repositioned itself as a strategic axis to
deepen engagements on the core challenges confronting members and in delivering quality
membership services.
The section outlines the achievements and challenges that are still confronting the
organisation in achieving its main objectives within these sectors. Despite the many
challenges facing us and the broader trade union movement in the country and elsewhere
in the world, we are still committed to consolidate all the gains to improve the quality of
lives and excellent working conditions of the working class in general and the members
within the Criminal Justice. The reflection hereunder depicts our operation mostly since
the previous 8th national congress to to-date.
POPCRU exists for the transformation of the Criminal Justice Sector to ensure justice for
all, the protection of our members’ rights, improvement of benefits, working conditions
and the improvement of the socio economic status of our members amongst other things.
The transformation of the Sector is a mammoth that dates back to the dark days of
Apartheid where the Police Force and the Prisons system were tools of oppression aimed
at serving the interest of the White Minority and promoting White supremacy. This task
requires strategic interventions and leadership to ensure the efficacy of the system as a
value chain of social justice and having an ideal justice system where all shall indeed be
equal before the law and there shall be justice for all.
POPCRU participated aggressively in the transformation of the Police, Traffic and
Correctional Service since inception, however the components of this Sector still operate in
silos from a strategic, systems and operational levels and most importantly the Sector is not
professionalised and Traffic remains highly fragmented. More needs to be done to further
transform, synergize and professionalise the Criminal Justice Sector to ensure efficacy
and justice for all. It is against this background that the organization has sanctioned
research on the ideal Policing, Corrections and Traffic. In the meantime we need to look
at the current situation and develop the Policy Framework and Strategic direction that is
geared towards achieving the imperatives of the ideal Criminal Justice ideal system.
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Current Status
Currently access to justice is a nightmare; identification systems are not linked and
automated, there are gaps in the Policy and Legal Framework in the coordination and
synergy within the value chain of the Criminal Justice System and Departments often
work in silos. The kind of training offered in the Police, Corrections and Traffic doesn`t
contribute to a highly professionalised service which is not rigged with corruption,
maladministration, lack of Leadership and instability amongst other things.
The Department of Correctional Services has been very stubborn and hostile to the
organisation in terms of dealing and addressing the very pertinent issues of members.
The relation with the management of this department has been very sour which led to
a sit-in by the entire National Executive Committee [NEC] of the organisation at DCS
headquarters in Pretoria in November 2018. The NEC was irritated by the arrogance of
the Minister and his entire team towards the organisation and their failure to respond to
the demands which were presented during a National March on the 18th of July in 2018.
We have raised very key demands in particular on the current composition of the Correctional
Services structure which is skewed at the top level. Our view is that the current top-heavy
structure creates duplication of functions, confusion at lower levels and subsequently
poor service delivery at the Correctional Centre level in the form of manpower shortage.
It is with no doubt that the current post establishment of the department needs to be
reviewed with the key objective of improving working conditions for the members, their
safety for the enhancement of productivity and morale, and increase effectiveness and
efficiency in its core mandate of rehabilitating inmates.
Our observation is that Correctional Services has capacity challenges in ensuring that it
operates within its mandate while taking into consideration the well-being of its workforce.
Generally our concerns and demands focused on [i] non-implementation of the signed
collective agreements dating as far back as 2009, [ii] lack of adequate personnel, [iii] nonavailability of tools of trade which include uniform for members, [iv] the and promotion
policy.

Access to Justice
Access to justice remains a challenge wherein we are of a firm view the rich get the best
outcomes within the system and the poor and marginalized often do not find joy in the
system due to financial constraints.

Identification Systems
The identification systems of suspects and offenders are not linked to the identification
systems in the Department of Home Affairs resulting in huge costs wherein the Police and
the Department of Correctional Service hold a large number of awaiting trials pending
verification.
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Policy and Legal Framework
The current Policies are not effective and efficient in the reduction and eradication of
crime, rehabilitation offenders and the reduction fatalities on our roads. We also note
that there is a Criminal Justice Cluster which is guided by the White Paper on Safety and
Security and that it doesn`t not its imperatives in the fight against crime.
Training
Currently the entry level is matric across all three Departments. The Training offered in
these Departments does not produce ethical, professional and highly skilled professionals
who are combat ready to deal with the sophisticated types of crimes, the optimal utilisation
of technology and integrity

Proposed ideal policing and Corrections
The Central Executive Committee [CEC] convened from the 31 August – 02 September
2012 resolved that there should be a process undertaken on developing a proposal for
the outlook of a Police service that we envisage. The proposal should outline the kind of a
system for effective and reputable service for a democratic South Africa.
The organisation has a great concern about the current state of policing and corrections in
the country. The Department of Police and Correctional Services in particular still remains
not fully transformed as we envisaged post-apartheid era. Emanating from the 2012 CEC,
it became imperative for a framework to be developed on the transformation of the Police
Service and Corrections into a professional, representative, efficient and effective, impartial,
transparent and accountable services which would uphold and protect the fundamental
rights of all people, and which would carry out its mission in accordance with the needs
of the Community.
A process to develop comprehensive and well-structured position papers on the
transformation of the SAPS and Correctional Services is currently underway. In the main,
the following factors should be considered:
*

Training and development;

*

Equality of service delivery;

*

Restructuring of the entire Criminal Justice Sector;

*

The implementation of the Polokwane resolution of Single Police Service;

*

The effectiveness of Community Policing;

*

The effectiveness of the rehabilitation programmes and

*

The legislative framework for effective policing.

In summary, a transformed policing should be characterized with the following:
*

Improved capacity and professionalism;
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*

Demilitarised service;

*

Equal and easily accessible services to the public;

*

Improved training and representativity of the previously disadvantaged within the
critical components of the SAPS and Correctional Services;

*

Well capacitating Units i.e. Crime Intelligence and Forensic Laboratory for excellent
service delivery;

*

Improved infrastructure that enhances better working conditions to members.

Recommendations
*

A total overhaul of the access to justice where the poor shall enjoy the same access
to justice like the rich in accordance with the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa which states that all shall be equal before the law. For this purpose we
recommend that the Legal Aid Board must be strengthened and funded adequately to
employ services of competitive legal practitioners and senior Councils amongst other
measures.

*

The identification used by the Department of Home Affairs must be automated and
be utilised by all Departments within the Criminal Justice sector for synergy, timeous
identification of suspects and offenders to fast the administration of justice and
reduce overcrowding amongst other things.

*

A Law must enacted to ensure the coordination and synergy of Law Enforcement
at Strategic, systems and operational levels including Traffic Policing as a force
multiplier as opposed to the White Paper on Safety and Security and other initiatives
that have proven not to work.

*

The policies within the Police Service must be user friendly to the victims of crime
in particular women and children and there must specialised courts for all types of
crimes including traffic courts

*

Correctional Services must partner with rural development and other Departments to
ensure the rehabilitation of offenders and rural development.

*

The training must be standardised in the law enforcement and that the entry level
into must be a three year qualification that will allow a person entry. Upon entry the
person must be allowed to specialise in Traffic, Corrections or Policing in various
fields and various career streams to ensure professionalism and ethics.

2.1.10.
a.

State of the Provinces

Eastern Cape

Provincial leadership since 2015 congress: The province went to its congress in
September 2015 and the following comrades were elected:
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Position

Name & Surname

Gender

Chairperson

Loyiso Mdingi

Male

Deputy Provincial Chairperson

Bongiwe Mcitwa

Female

Provincial Secretary

Zamikhaya Skade

Male

Deputy Provincial Secretary

Xolani Prusente

Male

Provincial Treasurer

Ntombizonke Twetwa

Female

There has been no change in leadership since the last congress. We have been working
together and have made interventions and engagements as a collective. We have managed
to deal with differences whenever they would arise.
State of the Province since the 8th National Congress: The Province has stabilised from
the challenges it has previously face and we are working hard to consolidate and maintain
unity. This does not mean there are no challenges but unity of the organisation is always
preserved. We have decisively dealt with the Saftu challenge that has been trying to recruit
our members to Salipsu. They could not make inroads even though they were using our
former FTSS. The other challenge that is consistently troubling our members is the non –
cancellation of SAPU and SACOSWU form the members that we have recruited. We need
assistance in handling the matter. The recent challenge of Sapawu, the newly formed
pseudo union has subsided in the province after it had emerged strongly in one of our
institutions. We can state that the province is stable.
State and operation of the Provincial structures: Our Provincial Shop steward Councils
have been meeting according to the year planner to deal with its constitutional duties. We
have so far held three normal Provincial Shop steward Councils in 2016, 2017 and 2018.
The first Provincial Shop steward Council in 2016 and was done together with Political
School. The PSC dealt with its normal business after which a successful Political School
was held. One of the key decisions of that PSC was the adoption of a Program of Action
emanating from the provincial congress resolutions. The second one was held on the eve of
the Provincial and National ANC congresses. Apart from its normal work as the structure,
the PSC further endorsed comrade Mabuyane to lead the ANC in the province as well as
comrade Ramaphosa for president. The last Provincial Shop steward Council was held
in 2018 and dealt with a number of issues including the decline in membership and
improvement of service to members. One of the resolutions was to improve visibility and
service to members. The province has twelve locals of varying sizes as follows; Butterworth,
Igqili, Makhanda, Karoo, Ukhahlamba, Wild Coast, Uitenhage, Queenstown, East London,
Umthatha, Port Elizabeth and King/Nkonkobe. Most of our locals are fully functional
except few that require constant interventions to ensure they all function optimally. The few
that require assistance are Port Elizabeth; Uitenhage; Butterworth and Wild Coast. Their
problems relate to capacity and leadership challenges. We are intervening as leadership
to ensure that locals are being assisted. While there are these challenges, we have noticed
growing stability in our locals with fewer contestations in the last local congresses.
Training and development: Induction programs over the past term were conducted in
eight locals as follows:


Ukhahlamba



Umthatha
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East London



Makhanda



Queenstown



Karoo



Igqili and



Butterworth

The impact of these induction programs could not be maximum because of the rate at
which Shop steward s are changed at institutional level. A total of fifty three comrades
with the breakdown of twenty seven females and twenty six males were taken through the
Ditsela covering four areas which included Gender, Leading and managing trade unions,
Political Economy and Labour Law. There has also been accredited training for five of
our FTSS and has resulted in the improvement of their performance. The challenges with
training include people who get trained disappear after they have not been re-elected while
the other challenge is the slow provision of training. There is demand for training and we
must match the demand through continuous provision of training.
Sectoral report: The Province is operating in three sectors i.e. Correctional Services,
Transport as well as the South African Police Service. We are engaging in all the
departments but the challenge is lack of leadership across departments. In Correctional
Services the major challenges remain manpower shortage, shift system and stabbings of
members. We have been engaging the department on these matters but they are mainly
of national competence. We have successfully engaged the Regional Commissioner on
the issue of transfers of nurses and we managed to stop the transfers. The Department
of Transport remains the challenged department in terms of leadership. The department
is avoiding engagements and whatever we agree on is never implemented. We have only
issue based engagements with no structural meetings. We engage with management of
the South African Police Service and agree on a number of issues but implementation is
not happening. This has been the case with the previous Provincial Commissioner and it
is still the case with this new commissioner
Collective Bargaining: The SSSBC Chamber is not functioning at its best. Even though
meetings are sitting and Annual General Meetings being held there are delays in finalising
matters on the agenda. We have launched Lower Bargaining Structures in the province
but many of them became dysfunctional and we are in the process of reviving them. Except
for the summits that are occasionally held by the PSCBC and GPSSBC in the province, the
chambers are dysfunctional and there is no progress.
b.

Free State

The Province lost one of its own, Comrade Moipone Mokatsane a dedicated and discipline
Cadre, a female warrior, a revolutionary, strategic and visionary leader. The Comrade
serves in different structures of the Organisation before she become the Deputy Local
Secretary of Mangaung local. The Comrade got ill during the training session of the local
of Mnagaung, where she was ensuring that members are advanced. She then decided to
go and consult the Doctor little we knew that she won’t come back. She accede her last
breath the same day on the 5th May 2017.
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Provincial Office Bearers [POBs]
Provincial leadership since 2015: The congress which took place in Welkom Inn: Welkom,
during September 2015 elected the following leadership to take the Province from 2015 to
2019:
Position
Provincial Chairperson

Name & surname
Pakiso Mokalapa

Gender
Male

Deputy Provincial
Chairperson
Provincial Secretary

Sandile Peake

Male

Chakale Mahlatsi

Female

Deputy Provincial
Secretary
Provincial treasurer

Kelepile Direko

Male

Nelisa Riet

Female

Changes in leadership: In April 2016 the National Executive Committee meeting, took a
decision to remove the Provincial Chairperson Pakiso Mokalapa following the report from
the Provincial Executive Committee meeting of the 4th - 5th March 2016. The NEC further
agreed that the Deputy Chairperson Cde, Sandile Peake be the Acting Chairperson of the
province until the next Provincial congress. Thus the structure remains with four Provincial
office bearers until to date. Leadership is still discharging their duties accordingly as
mandated by the Constitution.
State of the Province since the 8th National congress: Apart from the removal of the
Provincial Chairperson the province is still interact. Provincial leadership still discharge
their duties effectively as mandated by the Constitution of the Organisation.
Functioning of the Constitutional Structures: The constitutional structures were able
to function and meet regularly following the year-planner which reflected distinct dates
of scheduled meetings such as Provincial Shop steward Councils. The organisation’s
administrative body, the, Provincial Executive Committee has most of all of its structures
functioning with varying levels of consistency. These sub- structures include the Secretariat
Forum Committee, PEDCOM, Chairperson Forum, Fulltime Shop steward Meetings and
provincial bargaining structure. These sub-structures are enabling platforms to ensure
that the PEC delivers on its mandate. The leadership collective as elected by the 08th
Provincial Congresses in 2015, with the amendment of April 2016 NEC resolution, has
been able to discharge its constitutional and Organisational responsibility of leading and
guiding our structures and the entire membership. Wherever challenges emerged, they
were Organisationally dealt with as expected. With regard to the programme of action as
mandated by the 8th Provincial Congress we are happy to inform the National Congress
that 90% has been done as per the assessment of the Constitutional structures meeting.
State of the locals: Locals assessments indicates that in there is an improvement that
has been observed in terms of the functioning of the Locals, performance of the Locals
has improved compared to past years; this has been witnessed during Congresses in
2017, 2019 and with the Local Councils of January – February 2018. However as the
organisation we need to ensure that we don’t open the gap between ourselves and the
locals such as all Local councils meeting scheduled for the year must be realised as such.
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Though the remaining matters are none-compliance of the locals to the Organisational
strategy of 2015-2019, apart from all intervention that we have engaged on.
Functioning of the Institutions: Functioning of the Institutions vary from one institutions
to another, since 2015 to date. Other institutions from other locals are doing outstanding
work whereas others are adamant to perform the work of the Union. Remember none
active Institutional Shop steward s result to none participative membership. For this
reporting time we had two launching of the Institutions one in 2017 and the last one in
2019, we observe level of maturity in some of the Institutions where there is consistency
of leadership. We are further worried with the none-participation of the Female Comrades
in the Organisational structure, the PEC that sit 25th -26th April 2019, resolved on the
capacitation of female Cadres. While diagnosing the functioning of the Institutions, locals
has been advised that local leadership to adopt some the institutions to ensure that we
achieve our mission. The decision further encouraged by the work study conducted by the
Organisation, presented in the previous Central Executive Committee meeting on service
delivery issues.
Training and development [capacity building]: Training and developments of Shop
steward s remains our beacon of hope in ensuring that we build capacity within the Locals
and the province at large. Such development of stewards will ease workload from the FTSS
and LOB’s as most of the institutions will have capable leadership who are equal to task
and ready to confront every situation in the workplace. For the reporting period ranging
from 2015 to 2019, the province in partnership with other external service providers has
been able to carry out the following training interventions:

2017/2018 training interventions
Shop steward
training

Letsemeneng 21 Shop steward s

Pedcom Structure

Mohokare and kopanong: 28 Shop steward s

2018/2019 training intervention
Preparing for disciplinary
hearings and History of the
Organisational
Maxist and classic and financial
wellness
History of the alliance

Mangaung 53 Shop
steward s
Mangaung Shop steward
s
43
59: Mangaung Shop
stewards
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PEDCOM: Led
by the Deputy
Provincial Secretary
SACP and Old
mutual
SACP

Internal trainings
CCMA

Section 23 of the
Constitution

Workshop

Mangaung Local [2017-03-14]
[04] Four Comrades were trained.

Labour Relations Act
Basic Conditions of
Employment Act
Employment Equity Act
Occupational Health and
Safety Act
CCMA

CCMA

Preparing for a Case
Employment equity- sexual Workshop
harassment
Employment equity- sexual Workshop
harassment

Matjhabeng Local
07 March 2017 and 2 comrades
attended.
Mangaung Local
24 May 2017 and
2 Comrades attended

Sectoral report
Correctional Services
Grootvlei 2001 interdict: The matter was long in our agenda since from the incident in
August 2001, in 2016 August was 15 years since sitting with the challenge. The challenge
was the interpretation of the interdict and the duration of the interdict itself of which
both of us, Correctional Services, National and Regional level we were not in possession
of it. We managed to deal with the matter and put it to rest through the Regional office of
Correctional Services. We are safely to say our members are operating normal after the
matter has been put to relaxation.
Virginia matter : We sanctioned two days [21st -23rd December 2015] work stoppage due
to the behaviour and attitude of the Head of Correctional Centre. On the 21st December
2015, we had a meeting with the Area Commissioner with specific demand:


We need immediate temporary removal of HCC pending the investigation



Urgent investigation be conducted on the following terms of references:
o

Abuse of power;

o

Victimisation;

o

Arrogance;

o

Threating and

o

Assault attempts.
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As the result of the intervention requested by the Province from NASCOM the Deputy
Regional Commissioner Me Molatedi together with Director Bikane were instructed to
meet with the Provincial leadership to urgently address the matter on the 23rd December
2015. The outcome of the meeting was that our members were to resume their official
duties under the following conditions:


Immediate temporary transfer of the HCC pending the investigation.



No disciplinary actions will be taken against our members regarding their action
unless proven otherwise on the outcome of the investigation.



No work, no pay will not be effected to our striking officials.



The investigation will be based on the term of reference as outline above.



Investigation will be conducted by the legal office of the Department.



Every official to corporate during the investigation.

Progress on immediate removal of the Regional Commissioner [RC]: Comrades must
all recall that during our 8th Provincial congress we resolve that the Regional Commissioner
must go with immediate effect, on the same resolution the Province was mandated to
deal with the matter. We march on the 30th June 2016, with the one of the demand was
removal of the RC in FS/NC Region, we since requested the intervention of the National
on the matter, we have further escalated the matter to for political intervention. With other
concerns the department responded to our memorandum apart from the removal of the
Regional Commissioner, they indicated that the matter has been escalated to National
office.
Relationship Build by Objective [RBO]: During the our 8th Provincial congress we
presented the report that the RBO will be held during October or November 2015,
immediately after our Provincial congress, as the last one we had with the department
was in 2006, we insisted the department to urgently have one which will also assist us in
matters of relations with Area Commissioners and Head Correctional Centres.
South African Police Service [SAPS]: Congress will remember that the departure of General
Sithole in the Province was just the beginning of another era with its own challenges.
From 2015, we had just moved out of the most frustrating period characterise by amongst
others arrogant and difficult management under the leadership of General Mpembe. It was
during that time that we experienced the rebelliousness from various station Commanders
and Provincial management, whom to larger extend were protected by the DPC, where
their misconduct were swept under the carpet. As we made commitment in the province
to ensure labour peace we then consult with the alliance in the Province for immediate
removal of the Deputy Provincial Commissioner HRU after several engagement has taken
place: We are happy to report that effective from 1st of April 2016 De Wet was placed in
Mangaung as the cluster Commander eventually he retired from the department. This for
us is really a victory as the man was ensuring that we get frustrated on any matter that
concerns our union.
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Another issue of Nxotholozi whom was better known by dismissing and victimising
POPCRU members at Bultfontein was immediately removed to Allanridge. With the
appointment of the current MEC: Police, Roads and Transport: Honourable Mashinini
and Provincial Commissioner J Tsumane we observe the improvement in relationship
with the management of the South African Police, though some challenges were still there
but we manage to address them. The premature departure of the Commissioner Tsumane
in December 2017 left us with questions which one might not be able to answer. The
appointment Acting Provincial Commissioner Afonso tried to assist the issue of relations in
the province. In April 2018, current Commissioner LT General Sempe was appointed, the
man was well known of being anti-labour unions. Since the appointment of the General
Sempe in April 2018, we only manage to meet with him first time on the 9th May 2018.
Since from that meeting we started to work together in the province in addressing some of
the issues that are not sitting as well, the element of none recognition of labour still there
but we are managing.

Police, Roads and Transport: This is one of the departments that were under section
100 due to none-performance. We are happy to report that the department is currently
working quite well. One of the contributing factors was none-consistency of the leadership
at the strategic level even the head of department, The appointment of late HOD Sandile
Msibi in 2011, assisted the Department to come out of section 100. We since lost the
HOD Sandile Msibi whom passed on during early December 2017 due to illness. During
April 2018 HOD: Sipho Mtakati was appointed, we need to reflect that the Comrade is
coming from the ranks of POPCRU he served as the Shop steward for several terms in
Groenpunt before he was deployed to municipality thereafter to the Department of health.
The relationship with the Department is very good apart from the attitude and posture
of the Chief Director traffic, we need to mention that the Comrade also coming from us
as former Deputy Provincial Secretary of POPCRU In the Province, Cde Nako Ramotsoto
whom he undermines the leadership of the Province, by telling members that he is coming
from POPCRU and he is untouchable, we reported the matter National Executive meetings
further reflected in the CEC report we are still managing the matter well in the Province.
We safe to say the Comrade has refrained from that dirty work but we are not going to rest.
Utilisation of lawyers during disciplinary hearing: Since 2015 we struggled with the
department to stop utilising the lawyers during the department hearing, the matter is
no more existing within the department, we successfully dealt with the matter at the
provincial level.
Suspension: There was a tendency in the department to suspend members without
following the correct procedure on Disciplinary code that an employee should be given 5
days to respond why he or she should not be suspended. Furthermore we are experiencing
the long period of suspension of our members which are not procedurally prosecuted. Both
Utilisation of lawyers during the disciplinary hearing and un-procedural suspension have
been finalised successfully in the province. Although the previous report highlighted among
others the challenges we experienced in the department, which ranged from lack of policy
compliance, governance issues, non-consultation on some decisions etc. It is important
that upon the appointment of the new HOD Cde Mthakathi no time was wasted but the
wagon started to roll. This included having to deal with the scourge of suspensions which
were taking longer than necessary, Entering into the Strategic session which resulted into
the new MOU which repealed and monitored the progress made since its signing in 2014,
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the direct engagement on the review and/or formulation of policies etc. The energy with
which issues were dealt with included having to deal with some manager who thought that
they were above POPCRU and today they are eating a humble pie and some might even
sing goodbyes very soon. Leadership we are mainly excited about the fact that the long
non-functional DTT is now in full swing and deeply engaged on issues which include:


Training and development of members,



Uplifting the lowered morale of members,



Effective utilisation of members for overtime and



Compensation of members with improved qualifications etc.

Although we are happy with the progress made it is important to note that there are ugly
heads which from now and then will rear their ugly heads, and that requires the leadership
to constantly and boldly challenge and address them.
This among others includes how then do we, as a responsible union, continue to sharpen
our tools in addressing the decease of corruption among our members. It is important
therefore that we must keep the momentum flowing in the sector and not relax because
things are happening.
Group 4 Securicor [G4s]: This is one department one could not safely say the relations
are good; the relationship in the sector since the dismissal and the reinstatement of the
members has since not reach the stage where one could safely say is cordial. Current
conditions within the facility as compared to the previous reports have been characterised,
on one hand by continuous elements of attacks on our members by inmates and on the
other hand, by some opportunistic characters who emerged in the midst of this challenges.
Moving from the previous PSC 2014, which sat on the verge of our successful return of
our members to work, there has been tireless and continuous attempts and efforts to
address the issue of safety of our members in the facility, such included having to force
the management to purchase safety clothes for members which included helmets, tonfas,
bullet proofs amongst others. Our continuing attempts included having to write a letter
of concern to both the Head Quarters of the institution and the National Commissioner of
Correctional Services which resulted in the latter’s situational analysis visit to the facility
in February 2015, to establish the facility’s compliance with their safety recommendations.
However, we note that to this end there are continuous cases of attacks by inmates on our
members.
It is also important to report that the first process of organisational rights dispute at the
CCMA, launched by a rivalry union in the facility, Numsa, we manage to address the
matter adequately, however the CCMA ruled in our favour. Furthermore, and following our
last RBO exercise in 2014 which committed parties among others, to embark into a policy
review process, we are happy that we have completed our policy review input process
which amongst others includes amendments into the Disciplinary Code, Acting Allowance
Policy, Conditions of Service, Averaging of working hours etc. Comrades the previous PSC
of 2017, took time to receive an extensive report, mainly in respect of the challenges we are
facing in this prison, which were mainly escalated by us losing organisational rights due to
going under the threshold of 50+1% in the month of August 2017. In this respect attempts
were made to re-claim the situation, which included the establishment of the dedicated
task team which was to ensure that we return members to the fold.
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During the performance its duties in the recruitment we noted that at some point we did
indeed reach the 50-1% in the work place. However to our dismay and further analysis it
appeared that many if these members who we shall have recruited, will simply the next day
cancel our membership and go back to SAPU. This situation in itself carries the implication
that much as there is a sufficient determination to ensure that we recruit our members back
in order to obtain back our collective bargaining right, such attempt seem to get eroded by
the very same members. During July we came to realise, upon our calculation of member
ship and our interpretation of Organisational Rights and Procedural Agreement, we may
have regained our strength for the purpose of bargaining, and as such set up a bilateral
with the employer. This discussion became a process of different interpretation in so far as
what constitute organisational right for the purpose of bargaining for the employees within
the bargaining unit. Having differed with the interpretations, which the employer held that
as far as the work force/place is concerned we are still below the threshold we then agreed
to explore further avenues which in this respect [In the Interpretation of the agreement]
requires that we must go for CCMA, if we are still struggling to keep members in POPCRU.
Despite the above, we are happy to report that we are about to gain our Organisational
right back, members has since rejoin the Organisation in numbers, we had our verification
meeting on the 12th June 2019, it is confirmed that we are in majority again 51.7% which
we converted to be 52%. We are currently engaging on the regaining our Organisational
rights and additional rights back.
Collective Bargaining
Safety and Security Sectoral Bargaining Council [SSSBC]:For the period under review
emanating from the previous Central Executive Committee meetings where we reported
that the functioning of this structure remains satisfactory in ensuring that collective
bargaining with the department of SAPS is advanced and that the member’s interests are
advocated for. There have been a number of issues which has been raised by us as well
as the employer in the chamber and it is important to point out that we have been able to
provide sufficient representation of behalf of our members. The 2018 AGM saw us electing
the former Deputy Provincial Chairperson of COSATU, Cde Zanele Sifuba as our Provincial
Chamber chairperson, and the first female one for that matter. This in its self-demonstrate
the level of impact we are having in the chamber. Some of the issues that have been table
for the period include, among others:–

Establishment of the lower bargaining structures: Since the signing of SSSBC
Agreement 3/2015 which obliged that chambers must ensure that all clusters
and stations establish their own bargaining structure, we have been successful in
ensuring that all the structures are established. This also required that our leaders
and steward at a ground level make sure that these structures are functional. To this
end we are happy that more than 98% of this structures are established and that we
need to make sure that we all participate in ensuring that they are functional.

–

Exchange of fixed establishment between Batho and Kopanong SAPS: Although
this matter was on the table, the employer since tabled a position paper which seek
to exchange the establishment of the said stations, in that, in terms of the Crime
Statistics analysis, Batho Police is not as busy as Kopanong Police, and since Batho
happens to be more resourced more than Kopanong and being a full Colonel Station,
more resources are needed at Kopanong. Therefore, noting that this proposal has
an impact on our members and the need to thorough consultation, and having
understood the rationale behind the move, processes of consultation between the
parties and between us and our members out to be respected. However we noted
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that Management was not consulting in good faith as during the process they even
implemented the position before the finalisation thereof.
–

Capacity Building of POP members: The employer has since submitted this matter
to the chamber which in essence seeks to increase the manpower at POP. But since
this involved the transfer of some of our member for various and sometimes not so
honest reasons, the employer has been requested to provide more information on the
matter, especially in relation to, Progress in respect of member whom we have since
requested their transfers, medical condition of employees alleged to no longer be fit
etc.

–

Access to Vehicles by FTSS: We have since paced this matter on the agenda of
the chamber and even presented a draft Provincial Agreement but there seem to be
a continuous resistance mainly from the office of General Makubo in signing the
agreement. However there is still a commitment to exhaust all that is at our disposal
to break the impasse around this matter. Despite this challenge the office is from
time to time, able to intervene as and when a FTSS struggles to access a vehicle to
perform their duties.

It is therefore sufficient to conclude that in the normal circumstances of collective bargaining
and its challenges we are fully executing our mandate in this structure. Bohlokong to be
a fully flesh Police station: the study conducted in 2011 with regard to service delivery
issues remain on the agenda for more than we anticipated, we engaged the management
on the matter without any progress, until we requested the intervention of the alliance on
the matter. Finally the SAPS have agreed with the implementation, though still faced with
the challenges of the resources.
Regional Labour Forum: Leadership this important structure was dysfunctional in the
Region and it is the relevant platform where issues that affects our members must be
discussed and resolved. The Regional Commissioner has rendered this structure ineffective
to the point where she would not even implement the decision of this forum until it finally
collapsed. We have struggled to realize this meeting, to an extend that we withdraw from
the forum due to the posture of Management dealing with the issues. Though we were not
sitting in the forum we had a good way with regard to dealing with issues of mutual respect,
addressing complaints and grievances as raised by our members. We are announcing to
the National congress that after continues engagement with the Management we seen
the importance of participating to the forum. That we need progress with regard to the
engagement in the forum.
Departmental Task Team meeting: After our two days strategic engagement with the
Management of Police, roads and transport, it was agreed by both employer and labour to
challenges facing the resuscitation of the DTT structures. The first DTT was held on the
23rd August 2018, with the sole purpose of setting terms and reference for the meeting.
Free State PSCBC/GPBSBC: The functioning of both FSPSCBC & GPSSBC in the province
is still intact, except the historical challenge that in both structures PSA continue to raise
a number of issues as opposed to other COSATU unions, however this does not pose a
direct challenge to POPCRU as in the sectors where we organise there are bargaining
structures for engagement, i.e. SSSBC, DBC & Task Teams. These are our observation:
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PSA is taking a lead in all the negotiations at chamber,



Nehawu membership has declined seriously and



We are not in majority, but will have to occupy the space.

Resettlement Policy: The finalisation of resettlement policy is still outstanding and
awaiting approval of the CFO and labour and employer has been advised to use Provincial
Resettlement policy which is in existence.

c.

Gauteng

Administrative issues: The administration is doing well communication systems and
processes are properly in place and adequately responsive to our structures. There are
properly efficient systems for good accounting standards and processes. The provincial
office was moved from an old building to new office situated at No. 21 Kruis Street, 2nd
floor in Johannesburg.
Provincial Office Bearers [POBs]: We wish to present that in 2015 at our 08th Provincial
Congress, the Provincial Office Bearers were elected as follows:Position

Name & surname

Gender

Provincial Chairperson

Vusi Tshabalala

Male

Deputy Provincial Chairperson

Naughty Magoai

Male

Provincial Secretary

Lerata Motsiri

Male

Deputy Provincial Secretary

Johanna Mahlobogoane

Female

Provincial Treasurer

Rashie Mankoe

Female

The Provincial Office Bearers are responsible for the organisation’s day - to - day activities
and act on behalf of the PEC and its committee between meetings. They are in charge of
the organisation’s finances. They present and seek the Provincial Executive Committee’s
endorsement upon exercising and discharging their responsibilities. They are further
responsible for other duties as may become necessary from time to time or as may be
decided by the Provincial Congress, Provincial Shop steward Council and / or Provincial
Executive Committee. The POBs have functioned and discharged their responsibilities,
including steering the organisation to date. We account therefore on the developments
that took place since the 2015 Provincial Congress.
Constitutional structures: POPCRU is a worker-driven organisation and its decision
making process lies purely on its Constitutional Structures. Within the Provincial context,
the highest decision making body of the organisation is the Provincial Congress. Other
structures refer to the PSC and the PEC respectively while at the Local level this relates to
LC, LSC and the Institutions. Generally the PSC’s and the PEC’s have been fairly qualitative
in dealing with a variety of issues by sitting accordingly to deal with such in an objective
manner. These structures have quite helpful to drive the organisational program forward
despite some serious challenges facing us. Key critical interventions and guidance was
demonstrated by all possibilities as a result we are quite proud to belong to the two strategic
structures. Monitoring and evaluating of implementation of decisions fairly rested with
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these structures, equally at the Local level the same should be said about the effectiveness
of these structures in implementing Organisational decisions. The Organisation has since
gone through various expansions, engaged in chain of organisational activities and Major
developments in an effort to make the above commitment a reality. An assessment of the
organisation is thus; made as follows:
In between the Provincial Congresses meetings, the Provincial Shop steward Council has
done a good job in terms of addressing Organisational challenges in terms of the Policy
matters. The Organisation has, through its structure, the Provincial Executive Committed
[PEC] displayed a lot of maturity and has built a strong cadreship of Comrades who are
dedicated and have shown dedication to the Organisation.
Developments from the 08th Provincial Congress: Since the 08th Provincial Congress,
there were some developments which emerged at Provincial and Local Levels as outlined
below. Some of these developments brought about some challenges within the Organisation
which needed some form of intervention.
Changes within the Provincial Office Bearers: The Province experienced an unfortunate
situation with the resignation of the Deputy Provincial Chairperson, Naughty Magoai on
the leadership positions in the organisation. With his resignation, the Provincial Executive
Committee [PEC] which was held on the 25 – 26 April 2019 at Oribi Hotel in Johannesburg
deliberated on the matter and resolved that his resignation is accepted.
Organisational Challenges within the Provincial Office Bearers: The Province had some
in-house challenges in a form of mistrust amongst the Provincial Official Bearers [POBs].
The suspicions of, amongst the POBs came in as a result of the POBs discharging their
organisational responsibilities towards the convening of the Local Congresses during March
– April 2019. The leaking of decisions taken during the POBs meeting and which caused
the disunity in the Province. The problems were deliberated on the POBs meeting on the
11 February 2019 and not resolved and POBs refused to owning-up, taking responsibility
of the leaking. The POBs subjected themselves to the National Office for their intervention
and as a result, the POBs were then subjected to process of investigation.
Functioning of the organisation in between Congresses: The organisation is fully
functional and effective between the Provincial Congresses, operated by two effective
Structures, namely; the Provincial Shop steward s Council (PSC) which sits annually,
except during the year of the Congress and the Provincial Executive Committee [PEC]
which assembles at least three times per annum. We take a look on decisions taken during
the 08th Provincial Congress.
The Operations of the Provincial Shop steward Council [PSC]: The report reflected on
the sitting of the PSC from the period of 2016 - 2018 including of course a highlight on the
key strategic decisions taken since then.

2016 Sitting
Resignation of the former Moretele Local Chairperson: Part of this PSC was to deal with
the resignation of the former Local Chairperson of Moretele Local, Mandla Hlatshwayo.
This emerged from the Provincial Executive Committee which was held during 2014 where
one of the key matters engaged was subjecting the Chairperson, Mandla Hlatshwayo to
organisational discipline.
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The PSC was later invited to engage on the matter and make the necessary pronouncement.
The PSC engaged on the matter by appreciating the work done by the POBs. It was then
resolved to endorse all steps taken by the POBs.
Suspension of the former Dr Yusuf Dadoo Deputy Local Chairperson: The PSC had to
engage on the conduct of the Deputy Local Chairperson, Comrade Ndabayithethwa who
was quite unhelpful to drive the Organisational Programme. The PSC was later engaged
to the suspensions of the former Local Chairperson and Local Secretary and which were
uplifted by the PSC after they were both afforded opportunity to correct and edify them.
Disbandment of Ekurhuleni North Local: The PSC disbanded the Ekurhuleni Local for
poor service delivery and non-adherence to organisational requirements and absence of
Local Leadership.
2017 PSC sitting: The report covered all activities of the 2017 PSC on the following issues:


On the complaint lodged by Tshepo Magadlela, member from Boksburg
Correctional Centre: The PSC engaged on the report of our member, Tshepo
Magadlela who lodged a complaint against the institutional committee about unfair
and un-procedural elections of the institutional committee, specific, the nomination
and election of the former institutional chairperson and resolved that they endorsed
steps taken by the POBs during their interventions on the matter.



Unlawful suspension of Sedibeng Local Chairperson, Nkosinathi Ndwandwe by
SAPS Management: The PSC accepted the report and the interventions made by
the POBs on the unfair disciplinary actions taken by SAPS management against
Sedibeng Local chairperson, Nkosinathi Ndwandwe and further endorsed POA in a
form of picketing which was facilitated by the local leadership in solidarity.

2016 PSC sitting
Release of JHB Local Chairperson: The PSC deliberated on report of the former JHB
CBD Local chairperson, Mike Mongwe who during the 13th National Congress of COSATU
was conducting himself not with respect and discipline during proceedings of the meeting.
This conduct of comrade Mongwe have been viewed as a similar trend of observation which
was analysed in details by the previous PEC which took place on the 10 - 11 May 2018 at
Stay City Hotel, Berea. This mentioned PEC examined critically the conduct of some of the
PEC members without mentioning names, whom during constitutional meetings would
not participate into full duration of this meetings consistently. During the adjournment
of the Congress at the hotel in the evening, the POBs convened the meeting with JHB
CBD Local chairperson, Michael Mongwe and Local secretary, Julia Dinake and spent
half of the night engaging on the problems of Cde. Mongwe extensively. The POBs in their
intervention granted Cde Mongwe special leave for him to address his personal matters
and refused to accept an offer. Subsequent to that, during the congress proceedings, he
without the right proper channels of raising issues, he attempted to smuggle through his
individual position which led to unnecessary conflict between the NEC assigned speakers
in the congress. In the Provincial Office Bearers [POBs] meeting which was convened on
the 04th October 2018 at the Provincial office, the conduct of Cde. Mongwe was discussed
and the POBs realised that his problems are more serious and sensitive.
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The PSC endorsed the work done by the POBs and release Cde. Mongwe in his responsibilities
as the Local chairperson of JHB CBD. That Cde. Mongwe to remain Fulltime Shop steward
[FTSS] and allow the POBs to continue assisting him with his problems.
On Dr Yusuf Dadoo Local: Having considered various stated weaknesses and the overall
weak state of Dr Yusuf Dadoo local, the POBs met during the 04th October 2018 to discuss
what should be done. The meeting followed Local Shop steward Council meetings on the
05th September 2018 and the reconvened Local Shop steward Council meeting on the 25th
September 2018 which both failed to take place.


The suspension of the Local chairperson, Mthetheleli Mandla and institutional Shop
steward , Olwethu Ndzamela by Employer - Management of DCS during September
2018.



The dismissals of POPCRU Shop steward s, namely; Regina Mhlaba and
Mdelekoa in August 2018.

Tunu

The POBs while assessing the state of organisation in this Local and how to recover lost
political ground on the state of an affair under circumstances, resolved to do the following:


To deploy a team of PEC to Dr Yusuf Dadoo with the responsibility of camping in the
local to work with the LOBs to implement an intense organisation rebuilding and
recovery
programme of all the Institutions.



To deal with all cases of purging leadership and membership of POPCRU.



To ensure that all structures in the local are run and managed according to the
POPCRU constitution.



To prepare the Local for a Special Local Shop steward Council and/or Local Congress.

The PSC have accepted the work done by the POBs, placed the Local in the ICU and
endorsed the programme of action: Programme must include demands of upliftment of the
suspensions and reinstatements of the dismissed Shop stewards.
Ekurhuleni North Local: The challenges that were faced by the interim institutional
committee of Modderbee Correctional Management Area. There was a problem of
organisational discipline by our Shop steward s in this institution. One of the challenges
which faced the institutional committee was the implementation of the organisational
decision, which required them to implement the programme during the interventions of
the POBs on the matter of Victimisation and Harassment of the Local chairperson, Robert
Sibeko by Management of Modderbee Correctional Centre. These comrades defied and
appeared to be challenging the instruction of the LOBs to do the following:


Were requested to disengage the management during the issuing of contemplated
notice of suspension against Cde. Sibeko by management.



Withdrawal of relations between Modderbee Management and POPCRU
Province.

in

the

This conduct of these comrades manifested itself even during the meeting between
themselves and the Provincial chairperson, Vusi Tshabalala; this included the ability to
understand that the intervention was in the best interest of the local. The intervention
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led to the upliftment of the suspension of the local chairperson, Robert Sibeko. However,
after a month we experience harassment again on the local chairperson and that led
to him being suspended by management. In our view this was not an attack only to
the local chairperson but to the organisation. This situation was indeed weakening the
functioning of the local in this institution management. The PSC have accepted the report
and endorsed a programme of action in dealing with the management issues.


The programme included demands of uplifting the suspension of the local chairperson,
Robert Sibeko.



Investigation of the case opened by Cde. Sibeko against one of the Managers and his
suspension thereof.



The reinstatement of the institutional chairperson, Cde. Monareng who have since
being dismissed by the employer and while there is an order for his reinstatement
by the outcome of the arbitration.

Provincial Executive Committee [PEC]: 2016 – 2019: The Provincial Executive Committee
executes its responsibilities as determined from time to time by the PC and PSC. This
structure further carries out the day to day running of the Union. Over the past three
years, the PEC considered reports by the Provincial Office Bearers on the organisational
activities which encompassed all locals and give direction where necessary. All the reports
of the PEC are accordingly served into the proceedings of the Provincial Shop steward
Council annually for engagements and final pronouncements.

Organising
Performance of Fulltime Shop steward s [FTSSs]: The Provincial leadership have
observed that we are not optimally using the resources we have to the benefit of ourselves;
to this end we wish to report that we are having complement of about 26 FTSS’s. All
are placed according to the needs of the Province. These FTSS’s are accountable to the
Province, each Monday they submit their weekly program which must be certified by the
office, Locals are supposed to have such scheduled so as to monitor the performance of
their FTSS. These complement was then divided into two groups, the other responsible
for recruitment and the other for general work. This enables us to be focused in our work
therefore reduces the unnecessary duplication of work. FTSS meet every Monday to plan
their work, share experiences and account to their work; the POBs are part of this meeting
so as to give guidance where needed and assist accordingly.
We wish to report that there has been a systematic campaign by the employer to refuse
to release our FTSS’s under false pretences of “occupying a critical post”. This was
demonstrated during the recent round of renewing FTSS contract wherein the following
FTSS were not released. They were Cde Seroto and Magoai. We have engaged on this matter
and all our FTSS were released. We have made some recommendations for appointment
of FTSS that will be replacing those that have been released back to the employer.
Case management report: This is one area which requires special attention as it is a daily
occurrence in our work. We have a centralized Case Management Systems in the office
which seeks to evaluate, monitor and coordinate cases for better service. All cases from
the Locals are supposed to be reported in the office of the Case Coordinator and respective
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designated Shop steward s are supposed to handle such cases until finality. We therefore,
wish to report that the Case Management desk has been kept to its toes for the reporting
period. There is an improvement in the general administration of the cases in the office.
Reporting cases: Member Representation at the lowest level is assisting and we need to
keep the standard and improve it further. FTSS and Paralegals are working wonder in
terms of ensuring members’ representation and service to the members.
Arbitration cases: We wish to report that this office continue to handle all reported
Arbitrations accordingly. The majority of Arbitrations Cases are done by a number of
appointed paralegals to enable the Arbitration Coordinator to affectively execute her
function and ensuring quality Representation.
Recruitment: Our 08th Provincial Congress commanded us to ensure that we reach a target
of 60 000 by 2019. Our objective in the Gauteng Strategic Operational Plan commanded
us to be the 03rd largest union within COSATU at the Provincial level with a total members
of 60 000 in 2019. The Congress that sits during September 2015 has taken note with the
growth of membership and further noted the decline of membership in the Department of
Correctional Service. Accordingly, this profound determination is made within the context
of many factors and necessary resources assembled to qualify our clarion call, “POPCRU
member is our Priority”. We wish to report that in achieving our objective, the Province
has to ensure through various strategies that we do not only strive to prioritize union
membership but we also ensure unconditional fulfilment of our organisational obligations.
Noting the growth and equally the fluctuation of membership in the Province due to other
external factors and wish to indicate that we had to develop a strategy so as to respond to
the identified challenges of membership growth and retention.
Analysis of membership losses and recruitment: Being able to monitor membership
losses and recruitment is extremely important for our union. This enables us to see what
accounts for losses and to assess our losses alongside our recruitment gains. Tracking
membership losses is an important indicator for us to assess our effectiveness. We have
included the following categories under membership losses:

Losses due to dismissals;



Losses due to death;



Losses due to retirement and



Losses due to resignation from the union.

Training and development: Training and development is a program designed to help
new leadership so they can be able to adjust to the work of the Organisation successfully
and it further serve as a refresher to others. Training and development have emerged
as formal corporate functions, integral elements of corporate strategy, and is recognized
as professions with distinct theories and methodologies as an Organisation increasingly
acknowledge the fundamental importance of Shop steward s growth and development,
as well as the necessity of a highly skilled leaders, in order to improve the success and
efficiency of their work Organisational. The report will be covering period since the past
three years to date and all interventions that were made within the province through
locals. Our locals continue to have informal induction or training as a way of transferring
skills. Training intervention as follows:-
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Name & surname

Gender

Status /course

Institution

Naughty Magoai

M

Advance Project
Management
Advance Project
Management
Advance Project
Management

University KZN

F
Matshediso
Sebatana
Thomas Hlongwane M

University KZN
University KZN

Collective Bargaining
Safety and Security Sectoral Bargaining Council [SSSBC]: The chamber was not
functioning well and as a result the AGM Chamber did not take place during 2018. Our
observation was that the differences between the employer as a party and the Secretary
of the Council were so sour to an extend that all the relations were poisoned; however the
situation has changed after the realisation of the AGM that took place during 2019.
Matters in the Chamber


Vacating of State Properties [Single and Married Quarters]: Provincial SAPS
management issued members with notices to vacate the State property. We
therefore challenged the matter and tabled our position paper in the chamber which
subsequently received necessary attention in the chamber and stopped. A task team
was established to work on the matter in terms of the provided terms of references.
We have agreed that no member will be evicted while the task team is doing its
investigation and until the task is completed.



Security Guards: The matter is under discussion in the chamber and task team has
been established into finding a working structure for Security Guards. There is an
understanding in the chamber that the Security Guards must not be victimized until
the investigation process is finalized.



On the Training Committee Report: There were three [03] meetings that were held
and the following issues were discussed; number of training interventions, courses
provided, the name list of people who were trained in terms of their ranks, gender
and race.



Correctional Services: The Regional Labour Relations Forum was established during
2017 in region and few meetings were convened to deal with issues of mutual interests.
All parties in the Regional labour relations forum committed to the course. The
learning and equity meetings are not sitting as expected because of postponements,
however, we have appointed comrades to seat in those committees, hoping they will
push for this meetings to sit as expected.

Sectoral report
South African Police Service [SAPS]: Over a three year period we have seen our relations
with SAPS management in a state of anxieties on a number of issues despite our good
relations with the Provincial Commissioner. We have observed though a tendency by some
elements within the service to reverse the gains achieved thus far. There was a proposed
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flexi system of 40 hour week in LCRC and it was taken to the Labour Court for an interdict
as such SAPS undertook to respect the decision. We have also attended to the issue of the
SAPS Provincial Management during notices which were issued to our members to vacate
the state properties, without proper consultation and were not afforded opportunity to
engage on the alternatives. We intervened and stopped the process which was unfolding
and agreed on the establishment of the Task Team through the Chamber and wish to
report that the investigation is not completed but also our members remained in these
properties.
There was also unilateral changes in the organisation of work which was called
“Centralisation” in the FSL unit, without consultation of the leadership and we took a
decision that our affected members not to comply with the unlawful instruction. Generally
the situation in this sector is quite habitable and engagements are always accessible
without any difficulty. The issue of state brutality through the use of Police during peaceful
protest is something which we need to raise with top management of SAPS. Equally we
condemn incidents where Police Officers are disrupted through violent measures when
conducting their job of ridding our committees from drugs.
Correctional Services: The relationship with the Regional office since the past three years
has been characterised by conflict and confrontation. It was as a result of the dismissals of
our Shop steward s and members who heeded the organisational call to defend and never
to compromise their Organisation and our member’s safety at various Prisons. The most
affected by these dismissals in the Province in particular is Modderbee and Krugersdorp
Centres. Despite all these challenges, the organisation ensured that a just struggle by
workers translates to justice for all. We had some few RBOs whose its objective was to
mend and strengthen relations between employer and the employee’s organisation to the
affected Management Areas. This process unfolded on a good footing except some few
incidents at certain Management Areas. The relations between the Regional Commissioner
and us are quite frank and we had quite a clear line of interaction on an on-going basis.
We have some outstanding matters which we have requested her intervention on the
following:

Unlawful suspension of our Shop steward at Krugersdorp Correctional Centre, i.e. M.
Mandla.



Victimisation of our Shop steward, R. Sibeko at Modderbee Correctional Centre.



Dismissals of our Shop steward s, D. Monareng and J. Skhosana at Modderbee
Correctional Centre.

There has been no improvement on these matters; however we are doing our best to
assist those comrades. We also wish to indicate that at the level of Area Management and
Institutions, relations with our structures is not quite healthy and sound as opposed to
the Provincial level, this to us is a matter of serious concern which requires immediate
attention. Generally there has been some order in some troublesome institutions and hope
for more of such. It should be said that there is a very slow depressing development in this
department and not leaving out the issue on the re-demarcation of Provinces which led
to an unrealistic situation of geographical set up. Therefore our view has been that the
Provinces be the centre point as opposed to the current Regional set up.
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Traffic: This is one sector where relations have improved fairly. We wish to report that the
period under review have been characterised by very long intense engagements. We started
engagements on the salary coordination process with the MEC and including the Migration
of Traffic to the Department of Community Safety; Contract Workers; the Structure of the
Component [Corridor Model] and College Utilisation for education and development. The
MEC has undertaken a process of Investigation on the Blackbrain production where our
Traffic Officers were utilized for acting/playing part purposes. The new Chief Director was
appointed and as an organisation we are striving to establish good relations in an effort to
engage him on matters of mutual interest. We are also looking at possibilities of extending
further engagements with the Premier’s office for political interventions.

d.

KwaZulu Natal

Provincial Office Bearers [POBs]
Position

Name & surname

Gender

Provincial Chairperson

Jeffrey Dladla

Male

Deputy Provincial Chairperson

Amina Sadec

Female

Provincial Secretary

Nthabeleng Molefe

Female

Deputy Provincial Secretary

Nkosinathi Mthembu

Male

Provincial Treasurer

Mncedisi Dlamini

Male

We have four officials and three staff members in the office. Our offices relocated to new
offices which are located at number 320 Smith Street, Mercury House, 11th floor, Durban.
We would like to thank the national office in making sure that we move to the new place,
but we are still in the verge of looking for permanent KZN POPCRU House. The office space
that we have is enough and able to accommodate everyone, there are also consulting
rooms and a walk-in store room. The furniture was delivered in May 2019 and the offices
look very professional.
The Provincial office serves as the central point of the province. The provincial leadership
work as a collective in implementing the programs and campaigns of the Organisation.
The organisation is in good state but we need not to relax because of the recent judgement
by the Constitutional Court to give the right for small unions to organise in the work
place without recognition. The establishment of the aggrieved federation other has also
given wings to the small unions and POPCRU is the target because of the history with
its secretary. We must bear in mind that our Organisation is under attack, we need to
be vigilant at all times. The leadership is able to respond to challenges as they manifest
themselves from time to time.
State of Locals: The Province has ten [10] locals which are fully functional and adhering
to the constitution of the organisation. Our province has its own dynamics but the locals
are dedicated to serve the organisation with diligence. The emerging of the new unions has
tried to confuse members but having the Shop steward s on the ground assisted to curb
such infiltration, even though some formal leaders were instigators. There is a relationship
between locals and FTSS and the issue of doing joint programmes is always stressed
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amongst them. Local leaders who were working against the organisation were dealt with
accordingly in terms of the constitution and policies of the organisation.
State and functioning of the Provincial Shop steward Councils [PSC’s]: The PSC’s
have taken place successful in execute the mandate of the organisation, by also doing
assessments of the constitutional matters that the organisation dealt with during the
course of these years. It is amongst its responsibility to assess all structures in the province,
developments in programs and other activities thereof.
State and functioning of the Provincial Executive Committees [PEC’s]: This is a body
which manage the affairs of the organisation in the province PEC and several special PEC
meetings took place in this period due to the activities of the organisation that needed
to be implemented. This was a very busy period in the organisation with challenges that
needed national intervention but our PEC members were also hands on in making sure
that the organisation is defended at all cost. Our province has lot of dynamics especially
political but our PEC managed to deal with challenges that manifest and we are honoured
to say that POPCRU KZN is the best in the province as in some other affiliates you can
witness the cracks that was caused by factions in politics. We would like to thank PEC
members for the maturity that they portrayed in dealing with provincial politics.
Functioning of the Local Congresses [LCs]: Two congresses have been taken place during
this period and some of the leaders are no longer with the union because of different
reasons. Some were promoted, resigned from the service and others did not complete their
term because of their unbecoming behaviour towards the organisation and the organisation
terminated their services. In both of local congresses held there were no challenges.
Functioning of the Local Shop steward Councils [LSC’s]: There is a lot of improvement
within the locals but the issue of training still need to be provided on an ongoing basis in
order to equip our Shop steward s to be up to the task. Induction was done an LSC level
as new Shop stewards are elected. There is a commitment in the leadership that leads the
locals, this is based on the good attendance of Shop steward s in the LSC’s and this is an
indication that most of the institutions have been launched. Comrades are encourage to
make sure that they don’t allow any vacuum in the institutions if one is identified, there
must be replacement urgently so that we will have a fully compliment of Shop steward
s in the institutions. There is a challenge to get people from specialised unit to partake
in organisational activities but they are face with lots of challenges bit by bit they are
committing themselves as most of their institutions are now launched. The engagements
in the LSC’s are improving a lot which is very encouraging to have comrades engage
fruitfully in all matters of different sectors.

Training and development
CCMA training programme: The Provincial office has partnered with CCMA and different
training workshops are conducted to capacitate Full Time Shop steward s, Paralegals
and Shop steward s of POPCRU. The province sent twenty [20] delegates to attend the
2nd Annual CCMA Shop Stewards & Union Officials Conference which was conducted
on the 27th – 28th September 2018. CCMA invited POPCRU to attend the short session
on Organisational rights, this session was successfully held on the 18th February 2019
and we had a full house whereby fourth [40) POPCRU members attended. These CCMA
programs are continuous and they are also conducted at the local level.
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Old Mutual training programme: Phase one of induction was done in 2018 whereby the
Shop steward s and Paralegals were inducted on the basics. This workshop was welcomed
by all the Shop steward s as it was educating them about the organisation, their role and
responsibilities as the Shop steward s at an institutional level. It bought back hope and
confidence amongst them. The second phase of induction will be conducted in June. The
sponsor has already been secured from Old Mutual.

Sectoral Reports
Correctional Services: Working relations were not good at all even though we hold
meetings with management but the regional commissioner was not availing himself for
the meetings, so if you engage with his staff they do not have power to make decisions or
mandate. There were progressive issues that we engage on but there was no implementation
because they needed to obtain the authority first before committing themselves. Working
relations started to improve then deteriorate because the employer always summersaults
in the resolutions agreed upon. Bilateral and multilateral meetings were taking place
occasionally. There is no difference in management even though there is an acting regional
commissioner because issues tabled to him has not yet been resolved, relations has not
yet improved. Most of the challenges that we have emanates from the issues that are not
yet finalised at the national bargaining council and some are made deliberately by the
employer not implementing as per the resolutions.
South African Police Service [SAPS]: Our province is still not yet stable because there is
no permanent provincial commissioner. If people are acting they are not the same in terms
of stamping the authority. There were bilateral meetings that were taking place between
management and the organisation but management was deliberately failing to implement
resolutions of the meeting. They were taking advantage of the situation and the previous
acting commissioner was very lenient to them. Management were ending up postponing
meetings at the eleventh hour. They are also dismally failing to implement the outcomes
of climate studies in which for us those climate studies are the waste of time or they are
trying to shift focus of the members other than investigating the allegations. The current
acting Provincial Commissioner is able to make management to account on the issues and
we thought that his strategy is going to assist us; as they will see a need to attend to the
issues immediately other than to be paraded by the Commissioner in front of the union.
We cannot say working relations are good as he is still new in the Province but we will
monitor and be able to rate the relations.
Department of Community Safety and Liaison: There are no working relations with
the department because there are not meetings that sit between the parties. Meeting are
requested with the office of the HOD but not materialized, so most our issues are attended
by the MEC who avail himself to meet with us and resolve issues. The only issue that is
having bearing on members is the issue of recruitment as the employer or the committee
responsible for the recruitment is bias to certain individuals especially those who are not
our members. The issue has been reported to chamber and it was resolved that the Office
of the Premier to intervene and chair the departmental task team so that issues can be
resolved. The working relations between members and management is still a challenge
[NEHAWU vs POPCRU] most of senior managers are NEHAWU members and they easy
manipulate some of the things because they have authority. Both leaders at the provincial
level have agreed to continue with their intervention in the department.
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Road Traffic Inspectorate [RTI]: The working relations with the department are neither
good nor bad nor bad. Meeting do take place but the challenge is the implementation of
the resolutions. The intervention by the chamber for the office of the Premier to be one
who chairs the meetings in the departmental task team assisted because management
attended to such meetings and we were able to finalise some of the long outstanding
issues. For the issues that are discussed outside the chamber management is still failing
or afraid to take decisions.
Collective Bargaining: The Provincial negotiators are made up of 4 members namely; Cde
Gretta Govender, Amina Sadeck, Zanele Shibe and Renesh Ramsukh. It must be noted
that negotiations are very difficult in the level of the province because ever since 2016
the national head office promised a workshop for all provinces which up to date has not
materialized. This will always belittle our efforts when it comes to report submission since
there is no format created. Another challenge is that the negotiators of the SSSBC have
never had an opportunity to meet together with the entire provincial leadership to discuss
collective bargaining matters. Almost for the past 3 years now only one meeting was held
with the SSSBC and PS which really assisted in terms of mandate taking.
Safety and Security Sectoral Bargaining Council [SSSBC]: The Provincial chamber is
taking place but it is not effective as their issues are taking long to be finalised. The
council itself has a challenge of not fulfilling its resolutions, whereby they sign agreements
and indicate that they will be workshopped with 60 days which is not happening and that
creates a problem. The employer and labour individually going to the members to explain
the agreements in the way they better understand it, which is not the true reflection of
what is meant in the agreement. Sending different messages with the view of achieving
one thing but working in silos is not assisting the chamber but course confusion amongst
members. There is no capacitation of members by the council, which will assist for the
smooth running of the chamber.

e.

Limpopo

Provincial Office Bearers [POBs]: Our 8th Provincial Congress held in September 2015 at
Karibu Lodge in Tzaneen elected the following leaders:
Position

Name & surname

Gender

Provincial Chairperson

Khehla Masemola

Male

Deputy Provincial Chairperson

Getrude Malungane

Female

Provincial Secretary

Hangwani Mashao

Male

Deputy Provincial Secretary

Nelson Maesela

Male

Provincial Treasurer

Alice Mabotja

Female

The 2017 CEC elected Cde Khehla Masemola to ascend to the vacant position of Deputy
President of POPCRU and the position of POPCRU Limpopo Provincial Chairperson has
been vacant since then.
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Provincial Shop steward Councils [PSC]: There were three [03] Provincial Shop steward
Councils in the period under review, on the 30th March 2016 which was also combined
with the Provincial Political school on the 31 March 2016; 14 and 15 September 2017; 11
and 12 October 2018 and the Shop steward for 2019 is set to take place in September.
State of Locals: The province has nine [09] fully functioning locals. In the period under
review the locals have been performing well with no major challenges except Greater
Letaba which was disbanded in 2017 due to poor performance and lack of leadership. A
new local leadership was elected in a Special Local Congress and have been performing
since then and the local is showing signs of stabilizing. We have had two programmes of
Local congresses in the period under review, in 2017 and in 2019. The local congresses in
March 2019 emerged with solid leadership structures.
Human Resources: The province has four [04] permanent staff members, Provincial
Administrative Secretary, Provincial Administrator, Cleaner and a General Worker. Our
staff members have been performing very well and are being assessed quarterly as per
organisational policy expectation. The organisation took a resolution that all contract
workers [cleaners and gardeners] must be permanently employed. Our two contract workers
were thus translated to fulltime employees to bring Limpopo’s fulltime staffs complement
to the above mentioned four. The Province has been performing very well in managing
finances and assets of the organisation in the period under review. In 2015, 2017 and
2018 Limpopo was voted as the best financial managed provinces and received a roving
trophy as an award in the Central Executive Committee awards for this achievement.
Sectors
South African Police Service [SAPS]: The relations with the commissioner of SAPS are
not the best. It is always difficult to meet the PC to address the general members’ problems.
A matter which has always been cited is that the commissioner is busy, to which we
have responded that part of being busy includes meeting organised labour. We however
continue to address individual members’ problems with line managers.
Correctional Services: Most of the matters relating to this sector are issues that confront
all the national level. These include the issue of implementation of Second Phase OSD,
Shift system, 2008 second group, Promotion policy and Availability of uniform amongst
others. This is what caused the decision to embark on a sit-in in the minister’s office prior
to our CEC in November 2018. Contrary to the promise made by the minister to resolve
issues there has not been much movement. At a Provincial level the relations with the
Regional management has improved as we are able to resolve matters that are brought
to their attention. There are still however, elements that want to stoke the fires of discord
from time to time. It calls for vigilance to not allow them to succeed in doing that, because
it then makes engagement to resolve members’ challenges very difficult.
Traffic: There are two matters that dominated discussions during the period under review.
One is the one of the Organisational structure. We have requested that a task team be set
up to look at the concerns that that were raised by members. The Task team is still going
to report to the Principals but we have agreed with the MEC that no members should be
moved from where they are currently located. The other one relates 250 Traffic Officials
who have recently completed the Learnership for training as Traffic Officers in December
2019. POPCRU has already recruited the majority of these members. The management of
the Department has badly handled the budgeting issues concerning the absorption of the
Students. Management seeks to place the students on an Internship for a year, waiting for
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the 2020/21 budget. This will be grossly unfair to this group of workers. The Federation
was also requested to engage the Premier to resolve this matter. The PEC endorsed a
program of action should the desired meetings not yield tangible results. A program to
address and consult the members on the possibility of putting pressure on management
or to accept what has been given to us by management was processed. The majority of the
members supported the need for industrial action.
Assessment of the 2015 - 2019 strategy: The Provincial Office Bearers have used all
platforms allocated to them to increase awareness around POPCRU services to its members
and prospective members. All Shop steward s and Local Office Bearers are conversant
with the POPCRU services and utilises that information to recruit and defend POPCRU. All
our employees were vetted and there were no negative findings against any employee of the
Province. This has helped the province to mitigate risks issues. The province has a full staff
complement of 4 fulltime employees who are being assessed every quarter. The provincial
office is being managed in accordance with the aspirations of the organisation that all its
offices are standardised. We have found out that the yearly audits being conducted assist
in weeding out non-organisational conducts and have led to the office being streamlined.
As a province we have a Complaint Register which is checked every week by the Provincial
Secretary. Certain complaints if deemed to be of importance will be brought to the attention
of the Provincial Secretary for immediate intervention. In the period under review most
our employees have been taken for education development from with external service
providers. We had a successful Political School on the second day of our 2016 Provincial
Shop steward Council at Tzaneen. Our Leaders Alliance leaders delivered well thought out
educational material for the benefit of all delegates.
Representation of members: No POPCRU member has attended a hearing with
representation. This is due to the fact that we have a huge pool of paralegals that have
been trained and are committed to representing members at a drop of a hat. Every month
the Paralegal and Arbitrations Coordinators prepare a joint report which is sent to the
National Office for consolidation and filling. The Province has adhered to the General
Acceptable Accounting Principles in the past four years. It has remained stable and
managed all resources allocated to within the organisational expectations. The Province
has been steadfast in making sure those organisation financial policies and expectations
are respected and adhered to i.e. amongst others the 7 days accounting principle, the
donation handling principle.
Organising: The province did not do well in recruitment of new members in the period
under review. The set targets for the period could not be achieved.
Improved Standards of Living for members: There has been constant engagement in
all the Provincial Chambers to ensure that the hard won gains of the workers are not
reversed. Most of the work at this level involves monitoring implementation of collective
agreements that the Organisation has signed with employers and monitoring of the all the
laws in the sectors where we organise.
Improved Working Conditions: There have been instances of racism that were noticed,
particularly around Modimolle Local. The Organisation called for an investigation which
was instituted by management. Labour was also represented. The investigation found
that there was indeed racism and some of the recommendations to curb the racism have
already been implemented while others still need a concerted effort to be carried through.
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Protection of territory: At a provincial level part of the protection of our territory is to
ensure that we timeously recruit new members appointed in our sector before they are
recruited by our detractors. We are however disappointed to observe widespread of poaching
of members by a COSATU affiliated union. This calls for thoroughgoing engagements if we
are to live to the Federation’s injunction of one industry one union.

f.

Mpumalanga

Provincial Office Bearers [POBs]: The provincial congress in 2015 at White River elected
the following comrades to lead the Province:
Position

Name & surname

Gender

Provincial Chairperson
Deputy Provincial
Chairperson
Provincial Secretary

Life Monini

Male

Star Mmadi

Male

Sipho Nkambule

Male

Deputy Provincial Secretary

Stefelina Mokwena

Female

Provincial Treasurer

Evelina Yende

Female

Comrade Stefelina Mokwena vacated the position of the Deputy Provincial Secretary and
her resignation was endorsed by the PSC. The Province has been stable since the 8th
national congress. It has always prioritized the unity and cohesion of the Organisation
in the province. Leadership at the Provincial and local levels have displayed high levels
of Organisational discipline and commitment in servicing membership. Our participation
especially in COSATU has improved and this is shown by the number of locals where our
shop stewards are leading.
Provincial Executive Committee [PEC]: This constitutional structure is tasked with the
day to day running of the Organisation through the assessment of the quality and standard
of service delivery to the membership. It has to implement resolutions of the Provincial
Shop Steward Council and also develop strategies to assist shop stewards and local office
bearers in handling matters in their respective areas of operation. The structure has
realised its sittings as per the year planner and has discharged its duties in a responsible
manner.
Provincial Shop steward Councils [PSCs]: This constitutional structure sits once every
year to among other duties bestowed on it to assess the performance of the province
and take corrective action where necessary. It also has the duty to fill a vacancy in the
provincial leadership. This structure has consistently met its obligations and has been
attended by all locals.
State of the Locals: Locals in the province are stable and discharge their responsibilities
as expected however there are locals who have experienced challenges with regard to the
changing of leadership due to transfers, resignations and visibility as a result it affected
the locals in visiting and servicing of membership and institutions accordingly. Though
at some locals after new leaders were elected visibility and servicing of members was
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rendered. In some of the locals there are females that have been elected to lead the local
and it’s a good indication in terms of gender representativity at our structures in the
province. Most locals are committed to the service to members. Certain locals due to some
challenges have changed the leadership and have regressed quite significantly in terms of
the representativity of female comrades to the extent in some you will only have one female
comrade in the structure.
Education and training: We report under training and development that the
undermentioned members have went for Training and Development initiated by the head
office. The organisation strives so hard to ensure that Shop steward s at all levels are
capacitated for the benefit of the organisation. Shop steward s that have undergone training
today can represent members well at disciplinary hearings and that is a good sign of the
quality of training provided. The training of Shop steward in the province is progressive
and ongoing to ensure that programmes are implemented for Shop steward s to undergo
training and development across the Province.

Sectoral report
South African Police Service [SAPS]: General Magadlela was appointed provincial
commissioner of the province in 2015.We had a cordial working relationship with him. His
stay in the province was short-lived and he was among those provincial who were removed
following the meeting of general after the Marikana issue. He was followed by General
Zuma whom other unions did not welcome in the province. He attended one of our PSC
in Secunda and that was the last time. We never had a cordial relationship with the PC.
His actions have prompted our PEC to embark on drastic actions, among others sit-ins to
persuade him to accede to our demands.
Tactical Response Team [TRT]: About ten members within this unit complained to the
Organisation about being side-lined at the offices because they don’t have an operator’s
status. This challenge was not only experienced by members in this province, members in
Gauteng were also experiencing the same. These members communicated with each other
and learnt that the Gauteng matter was attended to successfully with the assistance of
HOD Organising and requested a similar intervention. Such request was acceded to and
indeed their plight was addressed. As we sit in this PSC, the members were afforded an
opportunity to go for retraining in October 2017. Currently these members are utilized
as a provincial task team. The other challenges of transport are being attended to by
the province. The relationship in this department is bad and this is confirmed by the
number of actions done by the Provincial management to our members. In Standerton the
Provincial Commissioner went there and caused havoc at the Detective service instead of
allowing the relevant component, HRU to deal with the labour related issues there.
The Grootvlei matter about the removal of the Station Commander as recommended by
the Cluster Commander has been delayed at the provincial office despite the POBs having
taken the matter up with the PC. Recently members of POP were charged for refusing to
work unpaid overtime. That was a direct attack on the collective agreement signed in the
sector on overtime. This matter as well was taken up with the PC. The issue of the Police
station at Marite that is close to a member which poses a danger to our members was also
taken up with him but he has not given us any response. We have seen no willingness
from the part of the provincial commissioner to harmoniously deal with issues raised with
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him. The Provincial leadership eventually took a decision to stage a sit in to force the PC to
act on the issues raised above and indeed he eventually acted and resolved the Grootvlei
matter and the Marite one is still outstanding.
Correctional Services: The Regional office has not been having a permanently appointed
Regional Commissioner but had acting RCs and DRCs. This has made engagements difficult.
The Region as and when called to attend to issues will come down to institutions to engage
but will take forever to come back with feedbacks. An RBO was conducted in Barberton
management area but that document that was the product of the RBO was never adopted
and actioned. Resources were expended fruitlessly and every time the matter is raised
no one want to accept responsibility. In the beginning of 2018 the leadership of the three
Provinces invaded the Regional office and demanded an engagement with the regional
management to deal all long outstanding matters that included the DIU investigation of the
Bethal management area intake, the collapse of relations in the Barberton management
area and the victimisation of our shop stewards in the Witbank management area. The
responses were as follows:


On the Bethal recruitment matter the regional management reported that they were
informed that the investigation was still continuing and were awaiting a progress
report from DIU and further they requested assistance from the Organisation on the
matter,



On the issue of the collapse of relations in the Barberton management area the
management reported that they had appointed an Investigator, Mr. Fourie who was
not welcomed by shop stewards at the Barberton Correctional Centre and were about
to appoint another investigator,



On the victimisation of our shop stewards in Witbank management area they requested
that we provide them with the list of the affected shop stewards which we did.

The management areas have the tendency of taking disciplinary action against our shop
stewards without informing the union, as expected and such has been taken head on
with the regional leadership and we have seen some progress with the issue of our shop
steward in Mkhondo. The issue of heads of correctional centres changing shift patterns
as they pleased had raised its ugly head in Ermelo and Piet Retief wanted to follow suit.
Some of these changes happened with the consent of our shop stewards as was the case
in Ermelo and now they want to reverse it and the HCC is refusing. The matter has been
taken up with the Regional office and we are informed that the Regional office visited Piet
Retief Correctional Centre to find out what was happening. The Regional management had
sanctioned a probe and found that members were divided on the matter and we had to
provide leadership on the matter and was eventually amicably resolved.
Traffic: We have had 3 MECs in this department since 2015. Comrade Vusi Shongwe
attended our provincial congress and the next day he went and established the unit he called
traffic intervention unit knowing very well that we had on a previous occasion engaged the
department about a similar unit but with a different name. He left the department with the
problem of the TIU after he had approved notch increases for the unit with the exclusion
of the rest of the Traffic officers. Comrade Pat Ngomana took over and he rectified the
issue of the notches by giving all officials the same notch for the similar rank. He pushed
to have the flexi shift implemented despite numerous engagements where we pointed
out to the department that the flexi shift under the current conditions won’t work and it
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was stopped with the intervention of the federation. After the general elections comrade
Gabisile Shabalala had been deployed by the Premier to this department. The department
of Community Safety Security and Liaison has since time immemorial tried to subject our
members to conditions that are not in line with the progressive labour legislations that
were ushered by the democratic dispensation. They are always keen to outsource certain
functions to agencies and some that are outside of the province. The point we are making
here is the introduction of the revenue collection agencies which started with TMT followed
by MEDACO and now SANTEL.
Last year around August the task team members of the department collapse the task team
because we have brought the HOD legal to beef up our team. They stayed away for a year
from the task team despite our efforts to have the task team reconvened. They resurfaced
this year and wanted to implement the so called flexi shift unilaterally which we have
opposed to this day. They have visited all Regions in the Province in what they termed
consultation with the member because they have dead locked with the Organisation. We
must commend members who stood their ground and told them that the flexi shift will
not work under the current conditions. In August of this year this Organisation wrote
the department a letter requesting them to confirm what was reported by members and
Coordinators.
The department did confirm that they were implementing the flexi shift system from the
01st of September 2018 because the executive have made a decision that they have to
implement the shift pattern. We then sought legal advice with a view to litigate against
the department. Court papers were prepared and submitted to court with a letter to the
department to halt the implementation pending the court process. During all this time the
department was given air time in the media where it distorted fact regarding the matter
and at last we were also afforded an opportunity to give our side of the matter. The aim of
the litigation process was to force the department to stop the unilateral implementation
and return to the negotiating table which we eventually achieved with the intervention of
the federation COSATU and the ANC.
The role played by members cannot be ignored because without them having stood their
ground in not complying with the unlawful imposition of the shift pattern we would not
have succeeded in putting a stop to it. Our issue on the flexi shift is that for the department
to be able to implement it they need to do the following:


Employ enough manpower as was agreed upon during the road traffic indaba of 2008.



Acquire adequate physical resources like vehicles, fire arms, torches, bullet proofs,
handcuffs etc.



Act in line with the committee established by the then minister of transport, minister
Dipuo Peters.

The MEC have announced that he was putting on hold the flexi shift for a period of a
month. This begs the question that in his view shall the department be in a position to
acquire and comply with the above summarized requirements before the end of October
while they failed to do so in ten years. The task team has started engaging again and we
will from time to time provide progress on the matter. Bilateral meeting have been held and
we engaged the department on the issues of our members whose salaries were adjusted
from salary level 5 to 6 so that they were in line with their counterparts in transport
inspectorate whose entry level was 6. This was captures as a promotion by the department
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and we disagree. They have undertaken to seek advice from the DPSA in order to address
the matter. The issue of uniform the department seem to be doing what it has always done
of providing inadequate uniform. They have undertaken to make a budget available for
uniform every year.

Collective Bargaining
Safety and Security Sectoral Bargaining Council [SSSBC]: The chamber is functioning
quiet well and has faced some challenges with regards to the non-attendance of the
independent chairperson in most meetings which was as a result of poor communication
between her and the chamber officer. The chamber had retained the same chairperson
for two terms so that the work of the chamber may not be impeded while inducting a new
chairperson.
Lower bargaining structures: These structures were launched in all clusters across the
province but are not functioning optimally. Very few if any issues are referred to this
structure for engagement by parties. A scan through most local reports attests to the fact
that these structures are just white elephants. These structures came about as a result of
this Organisation’s view of encouraging dialogue at the lower levels. It is important that we
maximally utilize them to the benefit of our members. These structures must be utilized
as empowerment instruments to train and prepare on negotiation skills.
Labour Forums: The forums have collapsed due to the non-existence of relations in all
the management areas in the province. While this situation prevails, our members suffer.
Disatisfactions are referred to upper structures for resolutions, which means that there
are people who don’t deserve to earn their salaries in the department. So far two RBOs
were conducted in two areas, namely Bethal and Barberton and the fruits thereof are
non-existent. When area management attends these RBOs it is for compliance purposes
because the upper structure has resolved that such must happen. Even the regional
labour forum does not sit consistently. It gets postponed every time it has to sit and the
matters that are still serving in the forum remain unresolved. It took the leadership of
the three provinces under LMN to invite itself to the offices of the acting RC to force a
discussion on the issues affecting our members. All we got was a commitment that the
region will convene a regional RBO that will come up with the line of march for areas to
follow in order to build relations.
Public Service Coordinating Bargaining Council [PSCBC] / General Public Service
Sectoral Bargaining Council [GPSSBC]: These are the only chambers that are sitting
almost quarterly. A number of issues were deliberated on in these chambers though most
were not relating to our sector.
Flexi shift/third shift: One matter that was brought by the management of DCSSL to the
chamber was the introduction of the so called third shift or flexi shift which was rejected
outright. The representatives of the department threatened to unilaterally implement by
the 01st July 2016, citing that they had been consulting with labour since 2015. The
Organisation secured a meeting a meeting with the top management of the department
to further deliberate on the matter. While meeting was in progress, the regional manager
of Ehlanzeni called cost centre heads and instructed them to place members on the so
called flexi shift. That call was condemned and rejected by the Organisation. A task team
was then established that was tasked to look at the state of readiness by the department
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to implement the flexi shift given the fact that at the national level, the minister has
established a committee whose task was to visit all nine provinces interacting with all
stakes holders to solicit inputs on how to make our roads safer for the users. Putting an
end to forced overtime by having the commitment by the executive management that no
member will be forced or instructed to work unpaid overpaid.
Review of Provincial Bursary Policy: We agreed with the employer that transport will
be provided to members who are attending classes. We are still engaging on the matter of
accommodation as is still a concern to our members.
Upliftment/scrapping of moratorium: Employer indicated that they had consulted with
their principals as requested in the previous meeting. They indicated that they had been
mandated to abolish all vacant posts within the Mpumalanga Provincial administration
as a result of the moratorium on exception of the Department of Health and Department
of Education. They indicated that as per chamber discussion, acting allowance would be
paid in accordance with the Public Service Regulations, but they will pay only those who
are having acting letters from the HOD’s.
Implementation of resolution 1 of 2012: Employers indicated that implementation
should have taken place by the 31st of January 2017, however due to irregularities
committed during the process and other interruptions by organised labour they have not
yet been implemented. They requested more time to conclude implementation. However
labour rejected the interruptions, we are still having challenges some of our members are
still not moved to new levels e.g. Traffic management – control provincial inspector and
control transport inspectors.
Disposal of state houses: Labour requested a 40% discount from the state houses that
need to be sold. And we demanded that the first preferred customer must be the person
who is staying in the house currently.

g.

North West

POPCRU in the Province held its 8th Provincial Congress on the 24th – 25th September
2015 at Rustenburg. The congress went well and was able to take resolutions that are
meant to guide the Province for the term under review. Congress delegates kept to the
Organisation’s principle of discussing leadership and the following leadership was the
outcome of that process:
Position

Name & surname

Gender

Provincial Chairperson

Solomon Lekhu

Male

Deputy Provincial
Chairperson

Johnnie Dingake

Male

Provincial Secretary

Nomalanga Mabokela

Female

Deputy Secretary

Mosadiwamaje Mokokong

Female

Provincial Treasurer

Johannes Mekgwe

Male
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The Provincial office bearers are intact and continue to work as the collective. On the 5th
of August 2016 the Province convened a special PSC to fill a vacant position of provincial
secretary after the former Secretary Cde Mabokela was elected to a position of 2nd Deputy
General Secretary. The following were changes in leadership for the period under review:
Deputy Provincial Secretary, Mosadiwamaje Mokokong was elected to the position of
Provincial Secretary and Gaolape Seokolo was elected as the Deputy Provincial Secretary.
Provincial Executive Committee [PEC] operations: The Province held its PEC meetings
as per chapter 10 of the constitution 16.3.1 to ensure management of the affairs of the
Province between Provincial congresses. The overall standard of the PEC has been growing
from leaps and bounds. This is because of the very principle mentioned above of not willynilly changing the leadership at the drop of a hat. It has allowed those who are members
of the PEC to grow and improve in many aspects including report writing, engagements in
the PEC, decision taking in the PEC and understanding by virtue of them being members
of the PEC they are the last line of defence of the Organisation.
Provincial Shop steward s Council [PSC]: The Province also convened these meetings
without any challenges as per the year planner. The PSC has also shown signs of
improvement in terms of report writing, engagements in the meeting and maintaining the
decorum required of such leaders.
State of the Locals: The province is currently operating with nine [09] Locals. All locals
are functioning well but they differ in terms of adherence, participation and compliance
to Organisational issues. However the POB’s have worked very hard to address those
shortcomings. In 2016 March all locals convened their local congresses to elect new
leadership as their two year term came to an end. On the 5th - 15th 0f March 2019 again
locals convened local congresses two elect new leadership as the mandate of former LOB’s
came to an end. It is important also to reflect that in both years of congresses we have
managed to retain all PEC members and to some extend PSC members also.

Sectoral
South African Police Service [SAPS]: The relations with this department had been good
and sound. After the departure of the former Provincial Commissioner the SAPS appointed
a new Provincial Commissioner L/G Motswenyana. As the Province we have been engaging
management on some key issues such as dilapidated buildings, Security guards, Misuse
of expeditious process racism and overtime payments in particular for members deployed
during the ÀFCON. There are issues that remain a challenge for our embers such as in
cooperation of Public Service act personnel into police act, phasing out of level 1&2 and
promotions.
Community Safety and Transport Management: The relations are good and sound. The
department had been without the HOD for a period of a year after the suspension of the
former HOD who was accused of maladministration. Since 2016 until March 2017 those
who came was only on an acting basis until the appointment of new Head of department
in April 2017. In 2018 July the department was amongst the five which were put under
administration [section 100(b)] to date. When the process of administration started there
was serious progress made until the recall of the former administrator back to head office
by the minister and appointed a new administrator, whom since his arrival has put the
department on a back foot again due to his lack of experience on issues of transport.
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The issues of tools of trade such as uniform for members , vehicles , promotions and etc.
remains a serious challenge and since it is difficult to address them it is important to fastrack the nationalisation of traffic in order to deal with all plights members are facing in
traffic department.
Correctional Services: The relations between us and Region are not improving. This is
compounded by the fact that management of Region continues to take some decisions
that affects working conditions of members without consultation. The Region has not
appointed a Regional Commissioner those in that position is on an acting basis to date,
the one who was appointed in 2018 did not even stayed for six months as he was moved to
national office. We are of the view that until there is a permanent regional commissioner
those that are acting will continue to run the region pushing a certain agenda.
Progress report on strategy: 2015 – 2019: This is an ongoing program however we have
realised that whilst busy recruiting the target that was set by the congress was unrealistic.
The other challenge was recruitment material which was not available to assist during
recruitment campaigns. Having raised those challenges from 2015 to date we report
progress as follows:


2015 September to December = 135



2016 January to December = 372



January to December = 429



January to December = 244



January to June = 125
TOTAL = 1 305

h.

Northern Cape

Provincial Office Bearers [POBs]: The leadership collective was elected in the 8th Provincial
congress held at Kimberley [Protea Big Hole] from 26 – 27 September 2015. The leadership
collective is working together. The following leadership was elected during congress:
Position

Name & surname

Gender

Provincial Chairperson

Zamani Mathiso

Male

Deputy Provincial
Chairperson

Temba Smit

Male

Provincial Secretary

Boitumelo Pheleo

Male

Deputy Secretary

Motlalepula Molefe

Female

Provincial Treasurer

Kelebogile Moeng

Female

Provincial Shop steward s Council [PSC]: We have convened a two ordinary Provincial
Shop steward Council and one Provincial Political School for the period under review as per
the adopted national and provincial programmes of action. No co-option of a leader[s] was
embarked upon at the any given Shop steward council. Provincial Executive Committee
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Meeting [PEC]. We have convened six [06] ordinary Provincial Executive Committee
meetings for the period under review the PEC’s are convened in terms of the Programmes
of action. The PEC’s have been playing its oversight role in relation to organisational work.
State of Locals: The Province comprise of ten locals, which recently convened local
congresses to renew their mandate for the next two years. We have convened two local
congresses for the period under review. All locals are functional and giving services to
workers.
Institutions: The Province comprises of 131 institutions with 7340 members with the
following breakdown:


SAPS: 91 Institutions: 5 574 members



DCS: 24 Institutions with 1 192 members



Department of Transport Safety and Liaison: 16 Institutions with 245 members.

Provincial campaigns: We managed to embark on the following campaigns for the period
under review:


Restoring dignity Campaign,



Anti- Crime Campaign,



Alcohol and Drug abuse campaign,



Road Safety campaign,



Mandela day campaigns and



Recruitment campaign.

Sectoral report
South African Police Service [SAPS]: The following challenges are experienced in this
department:


Shortage of staff in police stations;



Unequal distribution of resources across stations in the Province;



Racism;



Favouritism and



Arrogance of certain managers.

We have managed to score a number of victories in the Province in relations to:


Reduction of dismissals;



Payment of overtime and



Improved Bargaining.
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We have managed to implement the agreement on rules of engagement and have managed
to reduce a number of disputes, the Provincial management has been open for engagement
on a number of issues. We managed to convene joint programmes on:


Anti- Crime Campaign [Joint Campaign];



Disciplinary Hearings and



Greening of Workplaces.

The relationship with the department is good and has improved since the appointment
of the current provincial commissioner. The only challenge we experienced at a strategic
level was an attempt of the removal of the Provincial Commissioner based on political
interference.
Correctional Services: The relationship with this department is not good but has improved
since the appointment of the Deputy Regional Commissioner we dealt with the following
challenges for the period under review:


Salary adjustment group 1 & 2 of 2018 [Partly resolved],



Two months difference on appointment [Group 1 of 2008],



Holiday work in Kimberley Management Area,



Lack of uniform,



Shortage of staff and



Attacks on officials by inmates.

The Kimberley Management Area Commissioner has adopted a posture of undermining
the trade union and being a law unto himself. We are in a process of defending the
union against his attacks and fighting against unfair labour practices he and some of his
managers are perpetuating.
Department of Transport Safety and Liaison: The relations with this department is
not good the political head(s) of this department consistently fails to assert themselves(s)
hence allowing to be led by the administration head. We have encountered the following
challenges in this department:


Chronic shortage of traffic officers;



Lack of Promotion;



Lack of uniform;



Corruption and



Favouritism.

We have successfully dealt with the issue of implementation of 24/7 shift system, which
we managed to seek political intervention on the matter based on shortage of staff to
implement the said shift system.
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Implementation of strategy 2015 – 2019
Recruitment: We have managed to increase our membership 1340 members since the
last congress, the current membership stands at 6976 members, we have embarked on a
number of recruitment campaigns which have assisted us in increasing the membership
base of the province.
Capacity building: We have managed to train a number of Shop steward s through Shop
steward induction programmes, Shop steward training and two political schools. We have
also managed to use the CCMA to train a number of Shop steward s on representation.
Listening campaign: We have managed to embark on annual workplace visits for the
previous four years. We visited institution every year during the re-opening of the office.
We have also embarked on the following programmes:


POB Road shows [Twice every year] and



General meetings [every quarter].



In an effort to maximise interaction with members we have resolved to implement
institutional meetings the first week of every year in all locals.

i.

Western Cape

Provincial Office Bearers [POBs]: In 2015 we had a Provincial Congress; we have defined
the different roles for each and every POB. Unity of purpose, visibility to our locals, we
allocated one POB to two locals. We had 8th Provincial Congress on the 29 – 30 of September
2015 at the Fountains Hotel in Cape Town, the leadership listed below emerged. Former
Provincial Chairperson Cade F.J. Fields resigned due to personal reasons on the 25th of
April 2016. A Special PEC & PSC was convened on the 30th – 31st of May 2016 where both
meeting adopted Cde Fields resignation and the Special PSC co-opted Cde CRB Flink as
the new Provincial Chairperson of POPCRU Western Cape. As leadership we are is still
intact since it was elected, we have defined role for each and very POB. We are visible to
our locals and we allocated one POB for two locals. We meet on Monthly basis and account
as per our areas of responsibility.. The current Provincial leadership is as follows:

Provincial Leadership Elected in 2015
No.

Name
Francisco
Jeremy

Surname

Position

Gender

Fields

Provincial Chairperson

M

2

Beauty

Stoffel

Deputy Provincial
Chairperson

F

3

Mncedisi

Mbolekwa

Provincial Secretary

M

4

Xolile

Marimani

Deputy Provincial
Secretary

M

5

Kathy

Adamou-Yalandi

Provincial Treasurer

F

1
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Current Provincial Leadership
No.
1

Position
Provincial Chairperson

Gender
M

2

Name
Conwe Boney Revilley
Flink
Beauty Stoffel

Deputy Provincial Chairperson

F

3

Mncedisi Mbolekwa

Provincial Secretary

M

4

Xolile Marimani

Deputy Provincial Secretary

M

5

Kathy Adamou-Yalandi

Provincial Treasurer

F

Provincial Executive Committee [PEC]: We convened six PEC’s since our last National
Congress in June 2015 and there was 99% attendance at all those meetings, all POBS’s
were present and we took resolutions which were implemented successfully. Our PEC’s
are functioning very well as it meets its constitutional obligation and there is stability. The
PEC is implementing its plan and however sometimes it cannot complete its its work due
to budgetary constraints. We are therefore appealing that the budget must be increased to
accommodate additional day.
State of locals: All our locals are in good standing, they are currently operating with full
strength of Local Office Bearers [LOBs]. As mandated by our constitution we successfully
convened local congresses in March 2017 and March 2019. The report below outlines the
status of Local leadership from the period of March 2017 and March 2019.
Progress report on Strategic Plan: We are implementing our strategic plan however we
are not meeting our targets on recruitment due to different challenges such as members
who are leaving the service due to retirement, deaths etc. We are implementing our strategic
plan however we are not meeting our targets on some of our strategic objectives as listed
below:


Increase membership growth – Our recruitment target from October 2018 to April
2019 is 2364, total members recruited are 556 and we have a shortfall of 1808.



Implementation of Anti-Crime Campaigns – This campaign was due to take place
in November 2018 but due to the fact that we were going to do it with SAPS they
requested that we implement in the 2019 new financial year.



We must have mass meetings twice a year – In the wake of the SSSBC agreement
outcry we convened mass meetings to address our members.



To educate our members on Organisational matters – We are educating our shop
stewards, currently we are busy with the induction of all Shop steward s including
LOB’s.



To create cancellation register in order to fast track cancellation – We are
monitoring our cancellation register and we are even referring our members to finance
office at station level to speed cancellations.
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Organising
Fulltime Shop Stewards [FTSS]: Our FTSS are performing very well in terms of disciplinary
cases representation, we have received a total of 1041 disciplinary cases since our last
national congress in 2015 and we have won 90% of those cases although majority of our
FTSS doesn’t have a formal training in paralegal work. Our top performer in disciplinary
cases consistently is Cde Jeff Makubela. We are doing well also on grievances, we received
a total of 198 grievances since 2015. On institution visits we are also doing exceptionally
well especially those FTSS who are also local leaders.
Case Management: We are receiving cases in corruption, rape. Our members are involved
in these crimes whereas we are organising in the Criminal Justice Cluster. Fraud and
Corruption – in the main, is done by task teams when attending scene they always find
a way of going back to the suspect looking for money, whilst in drug case the drugs will
be taken from the dealer to another dealer who must sell those drugs for them or give
them money – assault case are done during the raids were suspects will be beaten – state
accommodation majority of our members do not want to move out of the state housing
and they are eviction letters and are charged for misconduct – most of the Awol case
have a similarity pattern this are people applied for transfers to other provinces and their
transfers are denied and will always find always not to go to work citing many things
without going to the doctor-(appeal for the authority to at least have a minimum number
per year for transfers.


Expeditious process cases: In some instance the employer does not want to postpone
these cases, citing the fact that the matter must be finalized as speedily as possible.
Sometimes we believe the matter must be referred to a normal disciplinary process
simply because some critical witness and not be called in by the Presiding officers –
but our views are always disallowed. It is our believe that expeditious process must
be taken out - it has some serious unfairness and many of Presiding Officer do
not understand this process – they use it to punish members than correcting the
behaviour.

Arbitration Cases: There challenge of backlog in arbitrations, it takes more than a year
to get a date while it only takes 30 days and it’s an outcry from our members because
they don’t earn a salary when they are dismissed. It takes very long to get a date for
arbitration matters in particular SSSBC matters and we have raised the matter with the
council but they’ve been promising for some time to correct it. We humbly request for an
intervention on this matter simply because majority of case are dismissal cases. Training
for all Paralegals attending arbitration must be done ASAP – lack of training is an issue.
Recruitment: From the last congress in 2015 our membership has grown, we are currently
sitting at 22 thousand plus. Our recruitment coordinator if Cde Clint Morgan. Most of
our new members, we get them through our SAPS Academies [Phillipi, Bishop Lavis and
Oudtshoorn], whenever there are new students we get invitation to come address them
and for all three institutions we successfully deployed our recruitment teams.
Gender Report: We have two Provincial Gender Coordinators that were appointed since
2018; it is Buyiswa Matika and Nandie Andries. Cde Nandie Andries is also currently
serving as a Provincial Chairperson for the Cosatu Gender structure. They have trained
Local Gender Coordinators on their role. All our locals have appointed Local Gender
Coordinators. Our Gender Coordinators have implemented the following programmes:


On the 29th of November 2017 we hosted the Gender Based Violence Campaign in
Khayelitsha.
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Back to school campaign on 18 January 2018 at Hartenbos Primary School



On the 19th of November 2018 we launch of the 16th days of Activism Campaign where
we had a picketing at Maitland SAPS against sexual harassment at the station.



Back to school campaign on 22nd January 2019 at Manenberg High School, handing
over of sanitary towels.



On the 18th of July 2019 we hosted the Mandela Day event at Kleinvlei SAPS, there
minor renovations that were done at the police station.

Sectoral Report
South African Police Service [SAPS]: At SAPS we have a cordial relationship with the
current Provincial Commissioner Khombinkosi Jula but there is a room for improvement
however he never honoured our invitations to our constitutional meetings. Our previous
Provincial Commissioner Arno Lamoer was charged with corruption and he was convicted
in 2017. We do meet on bilateral meetings on quarterly basis. Under SAPS we have SSSBC
as a labour forum and it is functioning very well.
Challenges: Members are still unhappy with signing of SSSBC Agreement 3/2018.
Langebaan SAPS have a problem with victimisation towards our members. Racism was
reported at Eden Cluster. We have witnessed the mushrooming of fish-and-chips unions
like, SAPPAWU which does not have principles. This was born out of populist stance after
conclusion of the agreements.
Correctional Services: At DCS we do have a relationship with Regional Commissioner
Delekile Klaas however there is no leadership in DCS, there is a constant fighting between
Deputy Regional Commissioner Freddie Engelbrecht and Regional Commissioner Klaas and
that hampers service delivery. Bilaterals are taking place but there is no implementation and
we recommended that they must be separated because of this poor working relationship.
Under DCS we have GPSSBC as a labour forum and it is functioning very well.
DCS Trade Unions: At DCS we have three Union, POPCRU, PSA and SACOSWU however
are still the majority union in this sector. In traffic we have a challenge because we never
had a bilateral meeting with Western Cape Provincial Traffic Head Kenny Africa, we
requested bilateral meetings several times but he is always not available. The problem is
that traffic is controlled by the DA and it’s difficult to make inroads, there is also lack of
implementation of agreements. The solution only for the ANC to win this Province. Under
Traffic we have GPSSBC as a labour forum and it is functioning very well. At Traffic we
have three unions, POPCRU, PAWUSA and NEHAWU however are still the majority union
in this sector.

2.1.10.

Departmental reports

The organisational performance and direction is the responsibility of the entire leadership of
POPCRU. The organisational administrative operation is discharged through set objectives
and operational plans. This task is performed by five [05] as developed during the strategic
plan in 2010 and confirmed through the organisational strategy in 2015. The following are
the departments, each one headed by the Head of Department:
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a.

Secretariat

Functioning of the department: The Secretariat’s mandate is clearly articulated
within the prescripts of the organisation’s constitution. We have maintained stability
on the functioning and employment patterns within the organisation at all levels of
administration. The number of resignations has been kept to a minimum as compared
to previous years where we had massive resignations due to unsatisfactory conditions of
service. The organisation’s administrative and human resources are intact due to rigorous
administrative systems that were put in place and implemented over the past four years.
These include quarterly human resources audits, payroll and personnel management. Our
administrative machinery is well-oiled to ensure that we keep the organisation’s service
delivery strategies up to a required level.
Recruitment and appointment: Since the last congress, the organisation has witnessed
the following staff movements as reflected hereunder. It is worth noting that the changes
in employment patterns were informed by various factors such as:


Discipline,



Resignations;



Retirement and



Other strategic deployments within the Organisation.

Staff Movement: July 2015 To July 2019
YEAR: 2015
Appointments
14

Resignations

Terminations

Transfers

Promotions

Deceased

0

0

0

0

0

Resignations

Terminations

Transfers

Promotions

Deceased

05

0

0

0

0

Resignations

Terminations

Transfers

Promotions

Deceased

02

01

0

0

0

Resignations

Terminations

Transfers

Promotions

Deceased

0

0

0

YEAR: 2016
Appointments
08
YEAR: 2017
Appointments
04
YEAR: 2018
Appointments
04
Appointments
0

02
Resignations
0

02
YEAR: 2019
Terminations
1

Transfers
0
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Promotions
0

Deceased
0

POPCRU staff members and National Office Bearers: The tables below indicate POPCRU’s
staff complement since the last congress to date:
National Office Bearers [NOBs]
Name And
Surname

Position

Gender

Political Responsibility

Zizamele Cebekhulu President

Male

Political Head

Marurung
Masemola

1st Deputy President

Male

Collective Bargaining

Bonny Marekwa

2nd Deputy President

Female

Gender, Education and
Training

Nkosinathi Theledi General Secretary

Male

Organisations’
Administration & Research

Rankele Msinto

1st Deputy General
Secretary

Male

Human Resources &
Organising

Nomalanga
Mabokela

2nd Deputy General
Secretary

Female

Legal Services

Thulani Nsele

National Treasurer

Male

Finance

Secretariat Department
Name

Surname

Employment
Date

Gender

Portfolio

Dliswa

Mthimkhulu

15/08/2006

Male

HOD: Secretariat

Mantwa

Mabasa

17/08/2015

Female

Human Resources Manager

Mpai

Radebe

24/07/2017

Female

Personnel Officer

Mfundo
Kgeilelwa
Josephine
Thato

Gaya
Mamabolo
Masiela
Molefe

15/03/2016
29/04/2015
27/04/1993
15/10/2009

Male
Male
Female
Female

Education and Training Officer.
Communications Officer
Events Co-ordinator
Admin Support – Presidency

Thobile
Lucky
Josephine
Mokgadi

Moloi
Stuurman
Radebe
Monyepao

15/04/2009
09/01/2017
15/09/2007
25/01/2016

Female
Female
Female
Female

Admin Support – Secretariat
Receptionist
Office Assistance
Assistant Communications
Officer

15/01/2016

Male

Senior International Relations
Officer

Skhumbuzo Phakathi
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Research and Development
Name

Surname

Tryphina

Phihlela

Employment
Date
17/06/2009

Gender

Portfolio

Lehlohonolo

Lefalatsa

15/06/2012

Male

Researcher

Tshepo

Skhosana

16/04/2018

Male

Parliamentary Officer

Hlengiwe

Shelembe

15/06/2012

Female

Acting Unit Head

Female

Senior Researcher

Treasury Department
Name

Surname

Employment
Date

Gender

Portfolio

Busisiwe

Mazibuko

01/08/2008

Female

HOD: Finance

Nombulelo

Mkhonza

03/01/2011

Female

Unit Head: Finance

Samson
Tshwarelo

Mpila
Mtshali

18/01/2016
15/08/2013

Male
Female

Unit Head: Logistic
Admin Support: Finance

Ntombifuthi Maluleke

01/07/2013

Female

Logistic Officer

Cornelius
Thabo

Mahwai
Mahlangu

15/10/2004
15/01/2016

Male
Male

National Office Driver
Budget Controller

Jabulisile

Nhlapo

15/10/2009

Female

Data Capturer

David
Sonwabile

Kubheka
Komani

01/08/2015
11/11/2012

Male
Male

Senior IT Officer
IT Officer

Collective Bargaining
Name

Surname

Oupa
Thulani

Sebiloane
Ngwenya

Employment
Date
01/07/2008
01/06/2006

Cecilia
Mluleki
Peter
Martha
Crosby

Madumise
Mbhele
Masemola
Molongoane
Maluleka

03/09/2018
01/06/2017
01/02/2014
01/06/2017
07/01/2019
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Gender

Portfolio

Male
Male

HOD: Bargaining
Unit Head: Bargaining

Female
Male
Male
Female
Male

Admin Support:
SSSBC Coordinator
GPSSBC Coordinator
PSCBC Coordinator
Traffic Coordinator

Organising Department
Name

Surname

Gloria

Yeki

Employment
Date
01/07/2010

Gender

Portfolio

Disatla
Millicent
Abel
Dimakatso

Tlhaolakgomo
Segole
Masoka
Monama

01/10/2019
01/10/2014
01/10/2014
26/05/1999

Male
Female
Male
Female

Membership Retention
Administrative Support
Unit Head Organising
Campaigns & Gender Officer

Ntshembo

Nkanyane

16/09/2013

Female

Recruitment Officer

Female

Acting HOD : Organising

Legal Department
Name
Sibusiso

Surname
Mtsweni

Employment Date
Gender
15/01/2016
Male

Early

More

01/03/2007

Male

Timothy
Nyamayavo

Magwaza
Ntimane

12/09/2013
15/06/2012

Male
Male

Ntando
Nokuthula
Charlton

Masilela
Zwane
Johnson

06/04/2010
16/07/2018
01/07/2017

Female
Female
Male

Portfolio
HOD: Legal
Contract:
Legal
Advisor
Senior Legal Advisor
Labour
Relations
Officer
Administrator
Legal Advisor
Paralegal

Status of Provincial staff: This section presents the status of Provincial staff complement
since the last Provincial Congress and the employment patterns within the Organisation.

Name & Surname
Gauteng
Rebecca Williams
Mapitso Pula
Peter Mofokeng
Irene Ndlela
Kwazulu Natal
Siyanda Mshengu
Phumzile Gumede
Hlengiwe Msomi
Thokozani Nkabinde
Mpumalanga
Arthur Moloi

Portfolio

Gender

Provincial Administrative Secretary
Provincial Administrator
Provincial Paralegal Coordinator
Cleaner

Female
Female
Male
Female

Provincial Administrative Secretary
Provincial Administrator
Provincial Paralegal Coordinator
Cleaner

Male
Female
Male
Female

Provincial Administrative Secretary

Male
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Zoleka Manzini
Evelinah Yende
Lindiwe Nkabini
Limpopo
Epharaim Mafuwane
Kgaugelo Modiba
Clifford Chuene
Rachel Mothiba
Tshepo Mashuba
North West
Jeffrey Gaanakgomo
Ntombi Khumalo
Johannes Mekgwe
Idah Loliwe
Joseph Moshoete
Eastern Cape
Mzanenkosi Kulute
Fikiswa Gaveni
Xolani Prusente
Nontobeko Bidli
Nyinyi Jamela
Free State
Diphaphang
Motaung
Maleshoane Molutsoane
Tselane Lesenyeho
Suzane Motopi
Northern Cape
Thapelo Motloung
Xolile Singonzo
Eva Baranye
Western Cape
Avethandwa Mqamra
Siyabulela Kulute
Patrick Raulani
Noxolo Gubukile
Fumanekile Matolo

Provincial Administrator
Provincial Paralegal Coordinator
Cleaner

Female
Male
Female

Provincial Administrative Secretary
Provincial Administrator
Provincial Paralegal Coordinator
Cleaner
Gardener

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

Provincial Administrative Secretary
Provincial Administrator
Provincial Paralegal Coordinator
Cleaner
Gardener

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

Provincial Administrative Secretary
Provincial Administrator
Provincial Paralegal Coordinator
Cleaner
Gardener

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

Provincial Administrative Secretary

Male

Provincial Administrator

Female

Provincial Paralegal Coordinator
Cleaner

Female
Female

Provincial Administrative Secretary
Provincial Administrator
Cleaner

Male
Male
Female

Provincial Administrative Secretary
Provincial Administrator
Provincial Paralegal Coordinator
Cleaner
Gardener

Male
Male
Male
Female
Male

Employment equity: The report below indicates that our staff complement is more
representative of more females and Africans. We have a transparent personnel recruitment
system and in some instances we apply a head-hunting approach to attract scarce skills
and to balance our equity status. We may of course in terms of this report be challenged
to balance the equation however the limitations are informed by available funded vacant
positions to be filled.
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Race

Men

Female

Disability

African

28

37

0

Coloureds

01

01

0

Whites

0

0

0

Indians

0

0

0

People living with
disability

0

0

0

Total

29

38

0

Media and Communications
The content herein offers a summative breakdown of the work undertaken by the POPCRU
Media and Communications team over a period stretching back to the 8th POPCRU National
Congress. It is a reflection of the key duties and progress made.
Functions: The function of Media and Communications is to maintain a positive image
of POPCRU to the general public, stakeholders and the community by ensuring that the
purpose and objective of the union are clearly communicated on an ongoing basis.
Internal and External Communications: The office has had an opportunity to convey
messages to POPCRU members via the bulk SMS methodology, specifically focused on
announcements of recent developments within bargaining councils and the agreements
thereof. We have also been able to communicate many other announcements through our
updated and revamped website and social media platforms. Through numerous media
statements released to the press, we have on many occasions managed to communicate
POPCRU’s positions on varying subjects. We have also been enjoying both audio-visual
and audio media coverage to an extent that even outside of releasing statements; the
media pursues us for comments and interviews regularly. Internally, we rely on print
media and the internet as the most independent news platform available in sourcing news
that is trending and making headlines from across the world. We have also expanded our
social media platform to the POPCRU Facebook page, affording members an opportunity
to offer more news to those receiving the updates. The office is also still responsible for the
writing of speeches and compilation of presentations for Office Bearers.
Communication Tools
Facebook: Through the use of our Facebook page, it has become a platform to share
general news of possible interest that are not only limited to those of the organisation, and
this platform has demonstrated to reach a bigger number of our membership, opening
direct and instant platform for communication. What we have witnessed at times are
the concerted attacks by some groupings who consistently portray the organisation in
a bad image and raising issues that are constitutionally supposed to be raised within
structures, or attacking our media statement positions, especially in times where we speak
to solidarity-laden matters relating to our sister unions or political matters
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Website [www.popcru.org.za]: The website is up and running, insourced and revamped.
It has become easier to issue and release information and update where the need arises
without having to rely on external people for these functions. The website is regularly
updated to suit the needs and to avail information to our members and the general public.
POPCRU News: We regularly release numerous editions focused on contemporary issues
of the periods under review. The designing process is no longer outsourced, therefore
cutting down on costs and ensuring the editorial team is afforded time to make immediate
makes necessary changes where the need arises. Internally, we continue to experience
challenges from contributors, especially provinces when time for submissions arrive.
Some provinces send us a single paragraph as its contribution and this affects the quality
of the content we are working to send out to members. Further, some of the contributions
are sent in the form of a report to an NEC, which warrants to be edited, sometimes at the
compromise of provinces’ intended content outlook.

Networking
Media Networking Sessions: We regularly convene Media Networking sessions aimed at
giving intense outlooks to journalists and building relations. As aware as we are about
the golden rule that the media is not our friend, we have, however, utilised it to our best
advantage in attaining the wide coverage we continue to enjoy. This is an ongoing process
in building strategic relations.
COSATU Media Forum: We participate in the COSATU Media Forum. This is a platform
under which cooperation between affiliates is essential in light of the recent and
continuing political discourse that has seen intended lies and misconceptions portrayed
in dominant media platforms. We will be attending the session to follow in contributing to
the strengthening of our overall media strategy in defence of our objectives.
Projects and Events: The office has been covering POPCRU events including those of the
alliance. The content and images gathered from these events feed into the POPCRU News
to ensure our members are updated when receiving the publication. They are further fed
into our Facebook page and the website. The role of media is an essential part in sharing
information among members and the broader society. It is therefore essential that the
team is informed in time on all activities the organisation is to undertake so they are
readily covered for the benefit of members and society.

Legal
The Legal Department represents the core business of the organisation and as such is
closely linked to the corporate aspirations of POPCRU as a union. The labour relations
function is firmly embedded in the understanding of legal laws and frameworks which
remain the core function of this Department. As the organisation we are entrusted with
the provision of all legal services, advice and labour law enforcement on behalf of our
members. This is the mandate of the department:


Enforcement of Compliance with Labour Legislation and Collective Agreements;



Attend to union member’s complaints and grievances;
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Management of representation of union members in disciplinary and arbitration
hearings;



Initiate and defend POPCRU in Labour litigation and General Litigation;



Drafting and vetting of contracts and policies;



Provide legal opinions to the organisation, members and officials;



Monitoring work done by the union representatives on labour relations and labour
related issues.

Disciplinary hearings: Representation of members starts at an institutional level. This
is where Shop steward s intact with members on daily basis. It is therefore important
that we have Shop steward s who are approachable and accessible to members. During
the period of June 2015 to June 2019, 7 714 new disciplinary cases were reported
nationally. We note that there are cases that may have not been reported but handled and
finalised at an institutional level. Gauteng, KwaZulu Natal and Western Cape recorded the
highest number of disciplinary hearings. This was expected as these provinces have the
highest number of members. We are pleased to report that our Shop steward s have been
successful in reducing the number of members dismissed in disciplinary hearings. Out of
the 7 714 disciplinary case recorded, only 568 resulted in dismissals. While loss of one
member as a result of dismissal cannot be welcome, the number of dismissals is very low.
The positive role played by Shop steward s cannot go unnoticed.
We have noted with concern the increase in misconduct which has criminal elements
allegedly committed by our members. There is an alarming increase in the number of
cases involving fraud, corruption, accepting bribes and extortion in SAPS and Traffic. In
DCS there is an alarming increase in the number of cases relating to breach of security
arrangements and smuggling of unauthorised articles. These types of offences also play a
big role in putting the lives of our members at risk. These cases paint a negative picture
about the service in general and POPCRU. Our President, in addressing the 2018 CEC,
raised this matter and invited the delegates to have a posture towards these types of
cases. Of great concern is the fact the majority of these transgressions are committed by
younger members who still have a bright future ahead and will be needed for the good of
our country.
In November 2016, the Minister of Police signed SSSBC Agreement 1 of 2012 into disciplinary
Regulations. Regulation 9 of the SAPS disciplinary regulations introduced the infamous
expeditious process. Currently, this process is implemented in the manner that violates
the rules of natural justice. This process does not involve a fair procedure wherein the
Chairperson is neutral. The chairperson becomes a player and the referee in that he actually
presents the employers case and decide on the guilt of the accused employee. There are no
witnesses called to give evidence. This automatically affects the accused employee’s right
to cross examine witnesses. The process is premised on the assumption that the employee
is guilty until proven innocent. This goes against the rule that a person is presumed
innocent until proven guilty. The information used in this process is usually obtained
from the docket which is intended for the criminal prosecution. The biggest challenge with
such practice is that the standard of proof in criminal matter and disciplinary hearings is
not the same. The accused employee is not allowed to be represented. The Shop steward
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or fellow employees are mere observers in the process. By its nature, the expeditious
process is used as a vehicle to dismiss employees without properly considering the facts.
The process solely relies on hearsay evidence as there is not a single witness called. It is
not clear what the position of the SAPS is as it seems to be dependent on the outcome
of the hearing. The current practice by SAPS is that where the outcome does not lead to
dismissal, the matter gets reviewed. When they apply for review the expeditious process;
they cite a proper procedure that ought to have been followed by the Chairperson. They go
further to say the decision and the procedure followed are irrational. The manner in which
the expeditious process is implemented is indeed irrational and stands to be reviewed and
set aside.
Currently, there are two matters that are on review. They are both filed by SAPS and
POPCRU is supporting the review with a specific view to have Regulation 9 declared invalid
and; or alternatively proper procedures outlined by the Court. Both these matters are still
pending.
Arbitrations: Where members are not happy with the outcome of internal disciplinary
cases and grievances, they will declare disputes with the relevant Bargaining councils.
During the period of June 2015 and June 2019, at total number of 1 410 new disputes
were declared. This figure does not included disputes that were declared before June
2015. The breakdown of issues referred by POPCRU is as follows:

POPCRU

UNFAIR
LABOUR
PRACTICE

UNFAIR
Interpretation/
DISMISSAL Application
of Collective
Agreements

Unilateral
Change to
Terms &
Conditions of
Employment

Refusal Matters
to
of Mutual
Bargain Interest

TOTAL

701

568

24

0

1 410

110

7

We have noted with regret the delays in finalising Arbitrations, especially in the SSSBC.
Some of these matters date as far back as 2012. This completely defeats the principle
of speedy resolution of disputes. We are informed that this is due to a shortage of
Commissioners, coupled with their remuneration. While we do receive complaints from
members about Shop steward s handling their matters, we have found that very few of
these complaints relate to performance by Shop steward s. In the main, the complaints
are informed by member frustration and lack of understanding of the processes involved.
We note that there is a room for improvement in updating members about the status of
their matters.
Labour Court matters: We currently outsource Labour Court matters to a panel of Attorneys
to defend and prosecute review applications involving our members. These Attorneys
become the face of the organisation whenever they act on our behalf. It is for that reason
that we continuously monitor their performance. We have in the past four years terminated
instructions that were given to four Attorneys due to poor performance. Currently, we
have 15 Law firms in our panel of Attorneys. These Attorneys are distributed as follows;
Johannesburg = 09, Port Elizabeth = 03, Durban = 02 and Cape Town = 01. All these
Attorneys are based nearer to the Labour Courts. We do not have Attorneys in Provinces
that do not have a seat of the Labour Court. We note the concern raised by members
during the member satisfaction survey conducted by our Research Unit regarding non
availability of Attorneys nearer to them. We do not handle criminal and civil cases unless
POPCRU as a legal person is cited as a party to such lawsuits. We encourage members to
join the Legal Provida from Workerslife. This policy covers individual member’s criminal
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and civil lawsuits. The positive work by Shop steward s and paralegals has resulted in the
decrease in the number of cases that are referred to the Labour Court. The referrals can
be broken down as follows:


2016/2017 = 106



2017/2018 = 78



2018/2019 = 66



2019/2020 = 25 [as at 30 June 2019].

While new instructions to Attorneys are decreasing, the turnaround time at the Labour
Court still leaves much to be desired. The NC is requested to take note that it takes about
a minimum of two years to finalise a matter that is on a normal roll. This is unacceptable,
taking into account that if time frames are complied with matters can be finalised within
a period of 6 to 12 months. We note the challenges relating to the seats of the Labour
Court. Current it only sits in Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban and Port Elizabeth with
Polokwane being a Circuit Court. This leads to matters dragging due to unavailability of
Court dates and Judges.
Hopeless Cases: We continue to receive requests for reviews of matters that have no
reasonable prospects of success on merits. These are matters where, while everything
is done within the applicable time frames, there are no reasonable prospects of success.
We also have encountered late requests for reviews of cases that have good prospects
of success on merits. The degree of lateness ranges from one [01] week to more than a
year. The challenge with this is that condonation is not for the taking. It is worse when
the degree of lateness is excessive. A lot of good cases get lost in this fashion. This brings
about undesirable consequences in that the member loses the case, and we in turn lose
the member, the money spent on litigation and our good image. This may also lead to
civil claims by the disgruntled member (s). At times these reviews are already filed and
POPCRU is cited as Applicant. This creates expectation for members that the matter will
be handled further. We have noted that the Labour Court has adopted a stance where they
issue punitive costs orders where hopeless cases are brought before it. In some instances,
the Attorneys have been ordered to forfeit their fees. It must also be noted that an opposed
review application costs the organisation, on average, about R150 000-00 per matter. This
therefore calls on all of us to be considerate of financial implication and the impact on a
relationship with an Attorney who has been ordered to forfeit fees especially after they had
advised that there were no reasonable prospects of success.
Congress discussions: We call on the congress to critically engage in detail on the following:


The shortage of commissioners in the SSSBC and the time it takes to finalise arbitration
cases. How can POPCRU address this for the benefit of our members



In line with the attempts to reduce legal cost borne by the union,



Congress must critically engage on Section 161 (1) (b) in particular which empowers
us to represent our members directly in the Labour Court without making use of
attorneys.



There is capacity to tackle this task. Is this capacity sufficient to meet up with growing
challenges on legal matters?



As a cost cutting measure, how does the union capacitate our shop stewards to be
able to effectively and successfully represent members at the Labour Court?
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Collective Bargaining
Non-implementation of signed Collective agreements: Equally important, the
NEC noted a lack of proper implementation of signed resolutions. Our view is that the
GPSSBC Resolution 2 of 2009 was signed with the main objective of introducing the
Occupational Specific Dispensation [OSD] for centre and non-centre based Correctional
officers. Furthermore, the resolution in reference was also aimed to provide a unique
salary structure, career pathing opportunities, pay and grade progressions as well as the
appointment of new recruits to better capacitate Correctional Services for improved service
delivery in accordance with its mandate. Subsequent to the finalisation of the GPSSBC
Resolution 2 of 2009, Correctional Services have dismally failed to properly implement
phase two of this Resolution. This resulted in the Organisation holding an overnight
meeting with DCS management on the 02nd November 2018 whereby it was agreed that
the full implementation of the OSDs, the development and implementation of lawful shift
system and promotion policy must be prioritized and expedited.

Progress on the full implementation of OSDs
OSD for Correctional Officials: The settlement agreement on the implementation of the
2nd Phase of the OSD for Correctional officials has now been implemented in full. The
Organisation and DCS have agreed to conduct workshops to ensure that everything went
above board and to deal with grievances that may arise. Members who felt were left out
whilst qualifying to benefit from the 2nd Phase of the OSD for Correctional Officials have
been invited to submit their names for consideration and verification as part of finalizing
the process.
OSD for Educators: The payment of outstanding pay progression and adjustment of
salaries in accordance to qualifications as per ELRC resolution 4 of 2009 has been effected
and we are monitoring the process.
Development and implementation of lawful shift system: We have tabled our demand
of a 40 hour work week in accordance with COSATU`s resolution on working time and
DCS is yet to revert to us.
Promotion Policy: The employer is yet to respond on the demand with their mandate.
We have tabled a proposal on the promotion policy based on cumulative performance in a
rank as follows:
Accelerated

Normal promotion

promotion
3 years
4 years
5 years

5 years
6 years
7 years

The non-implementation of this Resolution is another challenge which has demoralised
officials, consequently leading to a large influx of resignations. The management has
not been doing its utmost best to avoid these types of resignations, which could have
been resolved by properly implementing signed Resolutions and maintaining high morale
as this is of a significant value, more so in a workplace whereby staff operates under
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conditions of physical and psychological strain. We resolved that the National leadership
should immediately engage the newly appointed Minister to raise these important issues
especially the lack of implementation of all signed resolutions.
Life threatening attacks on Correctional Officials by Inmates: We engaged extensively
on the escalating number of challenges within Correctional Services. We noted that
Correctional Services has consistently appreciating overcrowding as a serious challenge
including the current 2019/20 Annual Performance Plan indicates that South Africa has
a total prisoner population of 162 875 people, including pre-trial detainees, with official
capacity of approximately 118 572. This represents the 11th highest prisoner population
in the world in terms of sheer numbers, giving an occupancy rate of 135% overcrowding.
This is against the total staff compliment of 38 344 including those who are non-Centre
based. These challenges results in physical and emotional strains for the members. This
kind of calamities impinges on the safety of Correctional Officers who are quite often
attacked, stabbed, assaulted, raped, traumatised and killed by inmates. We further noted
the fact that Correctional Services is not willing to resolve the long standing challenge
of inadequate personnel, regardless of numerous negative effects emanating from this
challenge.
Our conclusion is that the management of Correctional Services is very arrogant and
stubborn in dealing with the issue of shortage of staff in all Correctional Centres across the
Country and deliberately ignoring the demands we presented during a National March in
2013 and 2018 subsequently. The NEC believed that there is a serious lack of willingness
from the management of Correctional Services to address these challenges in reference
hence the newly appointed Minister have to be engaged as a matter of urgency.
Early retirement and the reduction of budget for payment of performance bonuses:
We joined the voices of all other COSATU affiliates to oppose and reject the “carrot-tangling”
retirement packages offered by government to Public Servants under the pretext that
they are initiated by employer whilst members had to initiate the process. We noted that
government had no clear plan of action on the negative effects to members, filling of all the
vacant positions and how government will deal with its impact on service delivery which
is already a serious challenge. Labour declared a dispute on the matter in the PSCBC
and a conciliation meeting was held on 26 July 2019 where the parties to the dispute
agreed on granting the employer 10 working days to try and amicably resolve the dispute
failing which Labour will proceed with further action. We also welcomed the clean-break
principle which was signed into law, bringing to an end a situation of divorced members
owing money to the GEPF after a pay out of a spouse’s portion. [Matter still under further
engagements].
Further to the deliberations were the following areas, which are covered at length in the
Political report:


The role of the Independent Electoral Commission [IEC];



Appointment of the 6th Cabinet;



Resignations of former Ministers

Collective Bargaining is the nerve centre of the Organisation, charged with the responsibility
of ensuring sound working relations, improved benefits and quality of life of our members in
the Departments where we organise including the Public Service Coordinating Bargaining
Council and Sector Councils and offers intervention and support services. In this section,
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the Organisation highlights state of collective bargaining and functioning of bargaining
Councils in the Public Sector. The highlight also includes challenges including but not
limited to the lack of collaboration and partnership amongst bargaining Councils, the
Commission for Conciliation and Mediation and Arbitration [CCMA] and the National
Economic Development and Labour Council [NEDLAC] and the lack of participation of
affiliates in the coordination of activities of NEDLAC amongst others. In conclusion this
section further highlights successes and provides recommendations on the way forward.
Collective bargaining in the Public Sector: It should be borne in mind that collective
bargaining was not formalised prior to 1994. The ushering of democracy in 1994, brought
about a new dawn where progressive labour laws were enacted which include collective
bargaining. Most importantly, South Africa is a member State of the United Nations and
has enacted laws to give effect to International Labour Organisation [ILO] Conventions. ILO
convention 87 and 89 makes provision for freedom of association and right to bargain and
section 23 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 106 of 1996 which is the
Supreme Law of the Country guarantees the rights on Labour relations and the Labour
Relations Act 66 of 1995 as amended gives effect to the Constitution and gave rise to the
establishment of bargaining councils in the public sector coordinating bargaining council
and sector bargaining councils.
Establishment of Bargaining Councils in the Public Sector: The Labour Relations Act,
Act 66 of 1995 [LRA] makes provision for the establishment of collective bargaining platforms
for the public sector. Section 35- 37 of the Act, makes provision of the establishment
of the Public Sector Public Sector Coordinating Bargaining Council [PSCBC] and Sector
bargaining councils to give effect to section of 23 the Constitution amongst other progressive
pieces of legislation. Section 35 of the LRA states: “There will be a bargaining council for

The public service as a whole, to be known as the Public Service Co-ordinating
Bargaining Council; and



Any sector within the public service that may be designated in terms of section 37.”

Section 37 [1] gives the PSCBC the power to designate a sector of the public service for the
establishment of a bargaining council and may also vary the designation of, amalgamate
or disestablish bargaining councils so established. In terms of this provision, the PSCBC
has designated Sector Bargaining Councils in the public service with jurisdiction to deal
with matters arising within that particular sector. These are:


Education Labour Relations Council [ELRC]



Safety and Security Sector Bargaining Council [SSSBC]



Public Health and Social Development Sector Bargaining Council [PHSDSBC], and;



General Public Service Sector Bargaining Council [GPSSBC].

Composition, purposes and functions of the Bargaining Councils in the Public Sector:
The PSCBC and Sector Bargaining Councils are comprised of the State as the Employer
and admitted trade unions. The main purpose and function of the Councils is to promote
sound labour relations through collective bargaining and dispute management amongst
other imperatives within their various scopes. It is important to note that we are admitted
to the PSCBC, SSSBC and the GPSSBC.
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The scope
The PSCBC: The PSCBC has powers to perform all the functions of a bargaining council
in respect of those matters that are regulated by uniform rules, norms and standards that
apply across the public service; or apply to terms and conditions of service that apply
to two or more sectors; or are assigned to the State as employer in respect of the public
service in terms of section 36[2] of the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995.
The Safety and Security Sector Bargaining Council [SSSBC]: The SSSBC was established
to replace the National Negotiation Forum. The SSSBC was registered as a Bargaining
Council on 28 July 1999 for uniformed police officers and civilian employees employed
in the South African Police Service (SAPS) and the Department of Safety and Security, as
designated by the PSCBC in 1998.
The General Public Service Sector Bargaining Council [GPSSBC]: The General Public
Service Sector Bargaining Council was designated in terms of the PSCBC Resolution 10 of
1999. It was registered with the Registrar of Labour Relations on 28 July 1999 and covers;
the State as employer and its employees who fall within the scope of the PSCBC and do
not fall within the scope of the ELRC, PHDSBC and the SSSBC. Its Scope is comprised of
nine Provincial Governments, ninety three Provincial Departments, thirty four National
Departments, and plus minus; three hundred and five thousand employees.
The State of Collective Bargaining and functioning of Bargaining Councils in the
Public Sector: Collective bargaining in particular centralized collective bargaining has
paid dividends in the improvement of the socio economic status of members, working
conditions and the promotion of sound labour relations including but not limited to the
promotion of social justice, economic development and dispute resolution since the dawn
of democracy. However, this process is not immune to challenges. Collective bargaining
is increasingly under attack from rival formations that are hell bent on reversing all hard
earned gains, weakening centralized collective bargaining, doing away with the majoritarian
status and proliferating the trade unions amongst other things. Some of the challenges
include but not limited to:
Prolonged negotiations and failure to adequately inform members on developments
during negotiations: The negotiations are often prolonged resulting in anxiety amongst
members which leads to the loss of faith by members in the Trade unions which are
often exacerbated by the inefficiencies in communication of developments during the
negotiations.

Propaganda


Some unions deliberately attack other unions and projects themselves as the sole
representatives of the interest of workers. The attack on other unions mandates are
used as if Trade unions negotiate with other Trade unions whilst in fact all trade
unions negotiate with the employer.



The Employer uses the media and miscommunicates issues to gain sympathy of the
Public about processes of negotiations.



To make things worse, Some Trade unions use malice and deceit with a view of
weakening and breaking the backbone of centralized bargaining to allow the
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proliferation of Trade Unions as an entry point for themselves and their allies who
are outside the processes.


For this purpose, the progressive outcomes of negotiations are misconstrued as sell
out positions by our detractors whilst their members also benefit from the same
outcomes without them providing alternatives.

Non implementation of signed agreements: There is a growing tendency of not
implementing signed agreements by the employers and lack of enforcement.
Lack of cohesion and unity of COSATU unions in the Public Sector: Some COSATU
affiliates act outside the mandate of the Joint Mandating Committee JMC by individually
tabling matters in bargaining councils that have not been canvassed and agreed at the
JMC. It is worrisome that recently some within COSATU work with our rivals. This weakens
COSATU and defeats the purpose of working together as COSATU and does away with the
essence of being in the majority within the PSCBC and the Sector Councils whereby the
vote weights do not matter anymore.
Lack of collaboration, synergy and partnerships amongst Bargaining Councils,
the CCMA, NEDLAC: The PSCBC, sector councils, the CCMA and NEDLAC often share
constituencies and often leave each other behind on pertinent issues that affect these
constituencies, for an example NEDLAC deals with the development of laws which have a
bearing on conditions of service in the Public Service without the involvement of the PSCBC.
The other example is that the CCMA and Public Sector Bargaining Councils including the
PSCBC have a dispute resolution function and share the same pool of arbitrators which
often put the public sector councils at the back foot in accessing the arbitrators because
the CCMA pays more.
Lack of participation by COSATU affiliates in the coordination of activities and items
that are to serve and serve on the agenda of NEDLAC: The Leadership of affiliates often
do not participate in the setting and monitoring of activities and items that are supposed
to serve and serve on the agenda of NEDLAC something that may lead to adverse effects
if not addressed.

Recommendations


Negotiations must be timed to mitigate the identified risks trade unions have ensure
the effective communication of developments to members at all material times.



Strengthen centralized collective bargaining and defend the hard earned gains with
a view of attaining more benefits under the difficult economic outlook, anxiousness
and uncertainty on the future of work against the backdrop of the 4th Industrial
Revolution.



COSATU unions must be more on the ground continuously improve service delivery
to members and protect the territory against the proliferation of Trade unions and
the polarization of the environment by either the Employer or the rival trade unions
amongst other things.



COSATU must develop a program to fight the non-implementation of agreements to
ensure the proper implementation of signed agreements and enforcement thereof.
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Defend and enhance the cohesion and unity of Labour in particular the Congress of
South African Trade Unions [COSATU].



Establishment of strategic partnerships by all structures that are aimed at promoting
sound labour peace and social justice to effectively use the limited infrastructure
and resources for maximum output through collaboration and partnerships given
that there are overlaps in mandates and that these structures often serve the same
interest and constituencies and;



The Leadership of COSATU affiliates must actively participate in the development
of the agenda of NEDLAC, monitor activities of NEDLAC and take ownership of the
items serving on the agenda of the council respectively.

Successes: The Organisation is admitted to the PSCBC, SSSBC and the GPSSBC. COSATU
is the majority in the PSCBC leading to the conclusion of progressive collective agreements
which resulted in above inflation cost of living salary adjustments, the improvement of
other working conditions and benefits including but not limited to the following; just to
mention a few. It is worth noting that POPCRU participates in negotiations with other
Trade Unions and signed progressive collective agreements at the PSCBC, the SSSBC,
the Department of Correctional Services [DCS], the Road Traffic Management Corporation
[RTMC], Group 4Security [G4S] and the Cross Border Road Transport Agency [C-BRTA]
for the improvement of working conditions, cost of living adjustment and livelihood of our
members. For this purpose, the Organisation signed a total of 39 collective agreements
over the reporting period. 16 of these agreements were signed in the PSCBC, 12 in the
SSSBC, 1 in DCS, 5 agreements in the Road Traffic Management Corporation [RTMC]
and 4 at the Cross Border Road Transport Agency [C-BRTA] and 1 at the Load Control
Operations [LCO]. These are broken down as detailed hereunder as follows:

PSCBC


Resolution 1 of 2015: Agreement on the review of the impact of existing outsourcing
and agentisation practices within the Public Service & Conducting an independent
impact study on the principles of Decent Work.



Resolution 2 of 2015: Agreement on Salary Adjustments and Improvements on
Conditions of Service in the Public Service for the Period of which the provisions on
salary adjustment were amended by Resolution 8 of 2015.



Resolution 3 of 2015: Agreement on the review of the government employees’ medical
scheme [GEMS] which was later replaced by Resolution 4 of 2017 which gave rise to
the election of Trustees by the Board of Trustees of GEMS by Labour in the PSCBC
and establishment of the working committee on GEMS which inclusive of GEMS.



Resolution 4 and 5 of 2015: Agreement on the review of annexure A of PSCBC
Resolution 1 of 2007 and reviewing the modalities on the payment of danger
allowance and including the feasibility for the introduction of Danger of Danger
insurance



Resolution 6 of 2015: The agreement requires the Employer to conduct a feasibility
study regarding the post-retirement medical aid subsidy and home ownership.
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Resolution 7 of 2015



Resolution 8 of 2015: Amendment to Resolution 2 of 2015 on Salary adjustments
for the period 2015/16 – 2017/18



Resolution 2 of 2016: Agreement on the extension of times of previous agreements
that have not been implemented.
o

Resolution 1 of 2015: clause 5,2 and clause6,2

o

Resolution 3 of 2015: clause 3,4 and;

o

Resolution 5 of 2015: clause 3.3.



Resolution I of 2017: Agreement on the amendment of pension benefits



Resolution 2 of 2017: Agreement on the granting of Organisational rights and
curbing the proliferation of trade unions.



Resolution 3 of 2017: Negotiations protocol agreement



Resolution 4 of 2017: Agreement on the efficacy of GEMS replacing resolution 3 of
2015, the election of trustees to the board of trustees and the establishment of the
working committee on GEMS.



Resolution 5 of 2017: Agreement on giving effect to GEHS in accordance to resolution
7 of 2015 and the establishment of the Advisory Body on GEHS.



Resolution 1 of 2018: Agreement on the salary adjustment from 2018 to 2021.



Resolution 2 of 2018: Close out agreement on the payment of pension redress
benefits.

SSSBC


Agreement: Agreement 1 of 2015: Procedural Agreement on regulation of the
relationship between parties and the maintenance of harmonious working relationship
desired by all parties.



Agreement 2 of 2015: Recognition of improved qualifications with a view of giving
effect to PSCBC Resolution 1 of 2012.



Agreement 1 of 2016: Release of National Office Bearers whereby recognised trade
unions are afforded a maximum of five National Office Bearers to be released on full
time basis and they can occupy a post upon their promotions if they require or if they
seize to be re- elected in office as office bearers.



Agreement 3 of 2016 Admission Threshold: Increase of the threshold from 30 000
to 50 000.



Agreement 4 of 2016: Removal of Lieutenant and Major rank amending the salary
structure as outlined in agreement 2 of 2011 and moving members who were appointed
to those ranks to Captain and Lieutenant Colonel respectively.
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Agreement 1 of 2017: Agreement on the increase of the clothing allowance.



Agreement 2 of 2017: Agreement on the grade progression for constables and
sergeants.



Agreement 4 of 2017: Agreement on the grading of categories of Public Service Act
appointees.



Agreement 1 of 2018: Agreement on the equalisation for the payment of flying
allowances of pilots employed within the SAPS with that of Department of Defence
and introducing the South African Police Service Flying Allowance (SAPSFA



Agreement 2 of 2018: Agreement on the grade progression of constables with 11
years of unbroken service and above as of 31 March 2018 shall to Sergeants, grade
progression of sergeants with 11 years of unbroken service and above as of 31 March
2018 and Warrant Officers with a minimum of one (1) year uninterrupted service in
the Service on Band B1 and on notch 5 of Band B1 or a higher notch on 31 March
2018 to reduce the back log of 69 219 members.



Agreement 3 of 2018: for the implementation of job evaluation outcomes
relating to the job evaluation and grading processes undertaken by the SAPS for
entry level posts taking into account outstanding work that is yet to be undertaken
and concluded within specified periods for the Special Task Force (STF) ,National
Intervention Unit (NIU) ,Counter Assault Team (CAT) ,Tactical Response Team (TRT)
,Close Protection; and
Static Protection will be regraded with effect from 01
December 2018 backdated to 01 November 2018.



Agreement I of 2019: agreement on the translation of 10111 posts into Police Act
posts.

Department of Correctional Services
DBC agreement 1of 2017: Settlement agreement on the 2nd Phase of the OSD for
Correctional Officials.

Traffic:
Load Control Operations [LCO]: Agreement in 2015 with Load Control Operations
(LCO): An agreement guaranteeing the employment of 80% of the employees to be employed
by the new service provider.
Road Traffic Management Corporation [RTMC]


Agreement 1 of 2015: The organisation entered into a 3 year multi-term salary for
the salary increment for the year 2016, 2017 and 2018 respectively.



Agreement 1 of 2016: The recognition of service for employees who have completed
ten years, fifteen years and twenty years of unbroken service.
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Agreement 2 of 2017: Transfer of employees from the Department of Community
Safety and C-BRTA to be employed under RTMC in terms of section 197 of the LRA
as well as the Traffic College in Pretoria to be members of RTMC with effected for the
1st of April 2017.



Agreement I of 2019: Agreement on the salary adjustment, pay progression and job
evaluation.

Cross-Border Road Transport Agency [C-BRTA]


Agreement 1 of 2016: Agreement on the COLA and long service awards:



Agreement 1 of 2017: agreement on normalization of salaries.



Agreement 1 of 2018: agreement on the adjustment of salaries.



Agreement 2 of 2018: Settlement Agreement on the implementation of outstanding
matters, the promotion policy and the conduction of job evaluation process.

Executive summary on the signed agreements since 2015 to date


Most of the agreements signed in the PSCBC have been fully implemented, 4 of those
have not been fully implemented and 3 of them have been subjected to a secondary
process through Resolution 1 of 2018 and not much progress have been recorded.



All of the agreements signed at the SSSBC have been implemented and we are
monitoring the implementation of agreements signed in 2018.



The settlement agreement on the implementation of the 2nd Phase of the OSD for
Correctional officials has been implemented in full and the Organisation and DCS
have agreed to conduct workshops to ensure that everything went above board and
to deal with grievances that may arise. Members who feel left out whilst qualifying
to benefit from the 2nd Phase of the OSD for Correctional officials have been invited
to submit their names for consideration and verification as part of finalizing the
process.



All agreements signed in the RTMC and the C-BRTA has been implemented and in
both Entities the Organisation is monitoring the finalization of the Job evaluation
and restructuring processes currently underway for proper implementation.

Other successes and achievements: Other successes include development of internal
capacity on dispute resolution by all bargaining councils in the public sector, Training and
development and dispute resolution, good governance and continuous sharpening of skills
for negotiators through networking [LERASA, ILERA] and ILO training programs.
Training and development on dispute resolution: All Bargaining Councils in the Public
Sector are making efforts to create internal capacity by training shop stewards and employer
reps as commissioners. For this purpose, the councils in partnership with universities
have trained a sizeable number of members. It is also befitting to celebrate that there
are systems and control measures in place to ensure the proper management of limited
resources and through good governance. The Organisation participates in governance
structures of bargaining councils to ensure that they meet their constitutional mandates
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regarding Dispute resolution and others. It is noteworthy that the PSCBC, SSSBC and the
GPSSBC received clean audits since 2015 to date wherein all these Bargaining Councils
have prudently handled the finances of our members in the quest for social justice in the
light of existing challenges.

Nationalisation of Traffic


The Country enjoys a Constitutional democracy post 1994 and Government functions
are governed through legislation as enshrined in the Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa, Act 108 of 1996 and given effect through other pieces of legislation
in relation to policing and law enforcement and the collaboration on the Criminal
Justice System.



The Criminal Justice System as a value chain of justice and safety for safety of the
citizenry and Traffic law enforcement remains highly fragmented and is not yet
synergized to date.

Legislatively


The Constitution of the RSA in Act 106 of 1996 section 199 (Chapter 11) makes reference
to, and provision for a “single police service”. Under the provision “Establishment,
structuring and conduct of security services”, Section 199[1] reads as follows: “The
security services of the Republic consist of a single defense force, a single police service
and any intelligence services established in terms of the Constitution”.



Section 205(1) of the Constitution however seems to contradict section 199 to an
extent and reads as follows: “The national police service must be structured to function
in the national, provincial and, where appropriate, local spheres of government.”



This seemingly contradicts mandates and responsibilities of other law enforcement
agencies. The Constitution, 1996 was finalised during 1996 and replaced the 1993
Constitution. However, the formulation of the powers and functions of the police
now looked completely different: called the “objects” of the National Police Service,
section 205 [3] In the Constitution, 1996 says:.to prevent, combat and investigate
crime, to maintain public order, to protect and secure the inhabitants of the Republic
and their property, and to uphold and enforce the law.



The South African Police Service Amendment Act, 1998 [Act No 83 of 1998] deserves
mentioning since it addresses police functions on the level of local government.
Section 64 E of this Amendment Act defines the functions of such policing agencies
as traffic policing, the policing of municipal by-laws and crime prevention.



The National Road Traffic Act makes provision for the establishment of the Road
Traffic management Corporation [RTMC] the aim of which is “to provide, in the public
interest, for co-operative and coordinated strategic planning, regulation, facilitation
and law enforcement in respect of road traffic matters by the national, provincial and
local spheres of government; to regulate the contracting out of road traffic services; to
provide for the phasing in of private investment in road traffic; to that end, to provide
for the establishment of the Road Traffic Management Corporation; and to provide for
connected matters.”
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Policy direction of the ruling Party


The ANC in its 52nd National Conference realised the need to deal with this challenge
as far as safety and security is concerned and reaffirmed the imperative of a single
police by resolving that amongst things;



The constitutional imperative that there be a Single Police Service should be
implemented;



The municipal, metro and traffic police, be placed under the command and control of
the National Commissioner of the South African Police Service, as a force multiplier.

Noting all above, POPCRU advocates for the nationalization of Traffic law enforcement
within the Department of Transport as a first step towards harmonization of working
conditions, service standards and equitable distribution of resources, the introduction
and implementation of an Occupation Specific Dispensation [OSD] for Traffic officials,
professionalization of Traffic and the creation of uniform services standards as a build up
to the single police over a period of time.
Where do we come from: The Organisation acknowledges that it has taken too long to
make a dent on the fragmentation of Traffic and the plethora of challenges related thereto
which dates as far back as 2001 which was exacerbated by the removal of executives each
time the Organisation shall have made progress until 2016 where a different approach
was taken to have a review process taking que from the SAPS and Defence review amongst
others. The Organisation welcomes the fact that the Traffic Law Enforcement Review
Committee was established by the former Minister of Transport Ms Dipuo Peters in
December 2016 at our insistence to review the Traffic Law enforcement and to develop a
blue print for future traffic law enforcement in South Africa amongst other things.

Progress made by the Committee


The Committee consulted a pool of identified Stakeholders.



Consolidated the inputs and drafted draft reports which were consolidated and
improved over a period of time.



The final Draft Review Committee report was tabled to the Board of the RTMC and
adopted by the Shareholders Committee of the Department of Transport in March
2019.



The report has been subjected to a peer review process whereby a number of
professionals have already been appointed to do the review.



A workshop between the Committee and the Peer Review panel took place on the
15th May 2019 to acquaint them with the terms of reference and clarification of the
recommendations.



The peer review process must be concluded by the end of July 2019.



The Committee will consult Stakeholders on the final draft report by no later than the
30th September 2019.
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This development means that once the report is finalized, it will be tabled before Parliament
for engagement. NB! It is important for Congress to engage the recommendations of the
Committee on the nationalisation of Traffic as part of dealing with fragmentation and
the development of a blue print for future Traffic Law enforcement in the country for a
way forward. The recommendations and the Committee proposed a phased approach to a
hybrid [partially consolidated, coordinated], and over the long term, a centralized system
of traffic policing as follows:


That a single traffic police system for South Africa be accepted in principle.



That a single traffic police system be phased in over a period to be determined, and
in an evolutionary manner.



That the RTMC’s National Traffic Police Unit be consolidated with the nine Provincial
Traffic Departments during the first phase of consolidation.



That the consolidated agency be known as the National Traffic Police Service.



That, apart from its general patrol responsibilities, specialized units be established to
focus on trans-national and national traffic crimes.



That a Monitoring and Compliance Unit be established within the National Traffic
Police Service to conduct inspections to ensure that the National Road Traffic Law
Enforcement Code is implemented as prescribed.



That the Corporation must develop capacity to assist all traffic law enforcement
authorities to correctly interpret and implement the National Road Traffic Law
Enforcement Code.



That Metropolitan Police Departments not be considered for consolidation into a
single traffic police system during Phase 1 of the consolidation process, as they are
established in terms of the SAPS Act, of 1995 and intrinsically linked to the objectives
contained in the 2016 White Paper on Policing developed by the SAPS.



That the consolidation of metropolitan police services into the National Traffic Police
Service be considered only after thorough consultation processes have been completed
with all affected stakeholders.



That the National Road Traffic Law Enforcement Code be implemented as soon as
possible as contemplated in section 32 of the RTMC Act.

For this purpose, the Committee recommends that the phased approach should be
implemented as follows:
Phase 1: [One – three years]: Consolidation of the RTMC’s National Traffic Police Unit
with the nine Provincial Traffic Law Enforcement Authorities. This requires the approval of
the respective MEC’s for Transport and Traffic matters, i.e. the Shareholders’ Committee.
The ten entities will then be merged into the National Traffic Police Service. The status
quo, insofar as practical deployment is concerned, will be retained in the interim period
as any large-scale transfer and staff rotation will precipitate a broad range of unintended
consequences. During this phase, the RTMC will develop standardised policies and human
resource practices for the newly established agency. The Corporation will simultaneously
commence with a systematic implementation of the National Road Traffic Law Enforcement
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Code nationally, accompanied by an extensive capacity building program. The merger will
require pragmatism and excellent negotiating skills to appease exaggerated expectations
on the part of traffic law enforcement practitioners employed by provincial traffic law
enforcement authorities. A significant percentage of provincial traffic officers have indicated
their support for the consolidation of their agencies into a national traffic law enforcement
system.1 Metropolitan police departments and traffic law enforcement authorities have
not expressed the same level of enthusiasm for consolidation of traffic policing services.
It is also not desirable to attempt any consolidation of metropolitan police departments
with the proposed National Traffic Police Service during this phase, as these agencies
are established in terms of the SAPS Act, and are catered for in the 2016 White Paper on
Policing and will require more consultation with a range of stakeholders.
The Corporation should also establish a clear policy on career pathing for traffic law
enforcement practitioners within the National Traffic Police Service. Establishment of
specialised units that would focus on national and international issues related to transport,
syndicated transported crime, public transport, major and catastrophic crashes and
intelligence gathering capacities.
Phase 2: [Three – six years]: This phase will be characterized by a range of interventions
that will professionalize the traffic police services rendered in South Africa. The following
is indicative of what is required to achieve this objective:


the establishment and implementation of a professional body for the registration of
traffic law enforcement practitioners,



a fully functional national traffic crash database, the development of intelligence-led
traffic policing practices, enhanced capacity-building programmes,



full implementation of the National Road Traffic Law Enforcement Code,



Monitoring systems, etc.

The Corporation must establish a national crash data management system that will allow
real-time access to every traffic law enforcement authority. The Corporation should also
commence with a program to “entice” local authorities to consider contracting their traffic
law enforcement services to the Corporation.
Phase 3: [Six – nine years]: The last phase of consolidating traffic police services is to
finalise a strategy to ensure that traffic police services in the country are evidence based,
intelligence-led, commensurate with international best practice and sustainable. Predictive
policing practice should be implemented at all levels of the traffic policing system. Each
traffic law enforcement authority not integrated into the RTMC’s National Traffic Police
Service, must report its performance annually and these reports must be “interrogated”
thoroughly to determine the authority’s contribution to national road safety strategies. The
RTMC shall during this phase engage with the SAPS and Metropolitan Police Departments
to ensure that there is a high degree of synergy between the various agencies with regard
to road safety. We are collating data in preparation for negotiations given the fact that we
getting our members through the Province of Free State.
Group 4 Securicor [G4S]: The Organisation experienced the mass dismissal of members
emanating from a fall out in relations with the Management of G4S in Bloemfontein.
Our members were reinstated in 2014 whereby we concluded a three year multi term
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agreement that saw an average salary adjustment of about 35% over the three years
and pay progression amongst other things. The emergence of rival unions resulted in the
Organisation losing membership which fell below the threshold. Attempts made to salvage
the situation did not yield positive results given the level of infiltration and the support
of our demise by Management including providing financial resources to our rivals. The
Organisation extensively engaged members and this has resulted in us regaining our
collective bargaining rights and we are preparing to open negotiations for the improvement
of benefits our members.
Strategic partnerships, affiliation in Labour relations platforms and in the International
Labour Organisation`s training programs: The PSCBC, the GPSSBC and some sector
bargaining Councils are affiliated to the International Labour and Employment Relations
Association [ILERA], Labour and Employment Relations Association of South Africa
[LERASA] including relations with the International Training Centre of the International
Labour Organisation [ITCILO] on the development of skills for negotiators, the field work
and labour and employment relations just to mention a few.
ILERA: ILERA was established in 1967 and its general purpose is to promote the study of
labour and employment relations throughout the world in the relevant academic disciplines.
Successes: ILERA the held 2 successful World Congresses and 3 regional Congresses which
covered topical issues in sharpening the knowledge and understanding of practitioners
and participants in the field of work as well labour and employment relations and some
of the highlights are as follows:
ILERA Africa 7th Regional Congress – 15 & 16 September 2014 in Gaborone, Botswana


Informal Employment: Impact, Challenges, Structures and Models,



Developments and Trends in Employment and Employment Relations Around the
World, and the Impact of Globalisation,



Employment Relations in the Public Sector and



The Migration Phenomenon: Strategies for the Protection of Migrant Workers.

17th ILERA WORLD CONGRESS – 7 - 11 September 2015 in Cape Town, South Africa


Informal Employment: Impact, Challenges, Structures and Models



Social Security and Social Protection: Developing Discourses



Developments and Trends in Employment and Employment Relations Around the
World, and the Impact of Globalisation



Labour Law and Regulation



Employment Relations in the Public Sector



The Migration Phenomenon: Strategies for the Protection of Migrant Workers.
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ILERA Africa 8th Regional Congress: 7 – 9 May 2018 in Balaclava Fort, Mauritius


Trends In Employment And Employment Relations In Africa,



Gender and Work,



Public Sector Employment Relations In Africa,



Social Security And Protection In Africa,



Emerging Issues In Labour Law,



Migrant Labour In Africa and



Skills Development and Productive Employment in Africa.

LERASA strives to do the following:


To promote basic rights and sound relations between the labour market partners
including the state;



To render a sustained, credible and valid service to the Labour and Employment
Relations community;



To advance the latest knowledge and research within the Labour and Employment
Relations field;



To promote skills transfer and training within the Labour and Employment Relations
field;



To promote and facilitate a representative Labour and Employment Relations
profession;



To assist other African Countries to establish similar associations.

Successes: Lerasa held a series of seminars and covered a variety of issues related to the
impact of court judgments on labour relations and the impact of amendments of labour
laws.
The International Training Centre of the Labour Organisation [ITCILO]: The
international Labour Organisation has an international training arm [Training Centre]
named the International Training Centre of the International Labour Organisation [ITCILO]
situated in Turin which offers a variety of programs in different professions ranging from
certificates, diplomas, degrees and Master`s programs that are accredited and applicable
throughout the world. Its mission is to strengthen the capacity of ILO constituents, ILO
staff and a wide range of other ILO stakeholders to contribute to the promotion of Decent
Work worldwide underpinned by four key strategic objectives namely:


To promote and realize standards and fundamental principles and rights at work



To create greater opportunities for women and men to secure decent employment and
income
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To enhance the coverage and effectiveness of social protection for all, and;



To strengthen tripartism and social dialogue, and;



Credible and valid service to the Labour and Employment relations community at
country, regional and international levels.

Successes: The ITCILO provided two blocks of programs on negotiations skills for the
world of work, the first one was held from the 09th -13th November 2015 and another one
from the 22nd May 2017-02nd June 2017. The Institute also hosted a program on Decent
Work & 2030 Agenda for sustainable development 08th – 12th April 2019.
Benefits of the strategic partnerships, affiliation to Labour relations platforms and
the ILO programs


These platforms enhance the knowledge and understanding of Labour and Employment
relations and related issues by participants.



They provide a platform for social dialogue and promote basic rights and sound
relations between the social partners.



And promote the study of labour and employment relations throughout the world
amongst other things.

The Congress is invited to engage on all the recommendations made in this section to
develop a way forward.
Organising: This is the most fundamental department within the Organisation, which is
mandated with the following: facilitation of membership growth and retention, recruitment,
attending to member’s queries, processing union cancellations, and campaigns and also
dealing with gender related issues.

Membership analysis
Membership targets: The membership statistics during the 2011 National Congress was
projected to grow from 150 070 - 180 000 instead it went to 157 220 in 2015 with a
shortfall of -22 780. The 2015 National congress further projected the growth from 157
220 to 250 000 instead we could only grow to 160 998 members in 2019 with a shortfall of
-89 002. The set membership targets could not be realised for two consecutive congresses,
primarily due to the fact that the set targets were inconsistent or disproportionate to the
total workforce of all the employers.
Recommendations: The membership targets must be in line with the strategic plan for
2019-2023 which is 3% annual growth. We should also ensure that a decision is taken for
the expansion of scope in the Criminal Justice Clusters.
Growth trends per sector: The analysis of membership shows that there was no significant
growth. In February 2016 and February 2019, there have been upswings and downswings
of membership statistics in every sector we are in which can be characterised as follows:
Membership in South African Police Services [SAPS]: The current post establishment
of the SAPS as at March 2019/20 is at 198 900. We note that in 2016 our membership in
SAPS stood at 123 568, and recruited 3 416. With us having lost 1 623 we are currently
at 125 361.
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Membership in Correctional Services: The post establishment of the Department as, at
31 March 2019, is at 41 463 of which 38 344 posts were filled permanently and 3 119
were vacant. In 2016 our membership was at 27 172 and currently at 27 414 which
shows that we were able to recruit 1 547 within this reporting period. The department
of correctional services did not have new intakes at entry level for two consecutive years
of 2017 and 2018. And this resulted with membership not growing. The membership is
unable to grow because of the department failure to fill vacant positions.
Membership in Traffic : The comrades must note that with the fragmentation of traffic
we are unable to find fixed post establishments, however our membership was at 6 073 in
2016, and currently sitting at 6 886.
Membership in other Institutions: Organisation organises in these institutions and
agencies: Khensani Custodial Management [KCM], Road Traffic Management Cooperation
[RTMC], Group 4 Securicor [G4S], Load Control Operation [LCO], and Cross Boarder Road
Traffic Agency [CBRTA]. The current membership of all combined is currently at 626
within this reporting period.
Membership decline: Over the period under review we have experienced membership
decline due to various factors which are outlined below. The congress will note that we were
unable to each membership targets for two consecutive congresses due to the following:


Deceased, retirement, service termination and cancellations:



Sporadic cancellations which are triggered by some technical mistakes in processes
of interaction with the members,



Inability from sectors to fill funded vacant positions where some are costs by natural
attritions and



Dual membership.

We have generally experienced a significance number of membership decline in this
reporting period. In SAPS we declined by 1 623, in Correctional Services 1 305, in Traffic
186 and in other institutions we declined by 44. This translates to a total number of 3
158 within this reporting period.
Membership service: Membership service is at the core of our mandate to ensure that we
retain members and we are able to recruit more members to the organisation. In ensuring
that we fulfil this task our primary focus is that:


Each and every workplace must have an institutional structure:



Institutional monthly general meetings must be consistently convened;



Induction and Training of institutional shop stewards is prioritized and



Shop stewards and leaders are always available and visible to give account to members.

National recruitment: Recruitment is the responsibility of all leaders, shop-stewards,
full-time shop stewards and members at all levels. The organisation is able to attract
new members; the challenge is the inability to retain after recruitment. The recruitment
is meaningless without retention capacity of the organisation. In 2017 and 2018, two
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membership recruitment drives were launched at National Level in partnership with
Workers Life, which were also extended to some provinces in ensuring that recruitment is
on-going activity.
Performance of Fulltime Shop steward s [FTSS]: The main purpose of releasing FTSS
is to enhance service delivery, recruitment and retention to ensure membership growth.
The total number of released fulltime shop stewards is one hundred and twenty six from
SAPS and twelve from DCS, this total is sustained for the past four years. The organisation
resolved with in establishing two categories of FTSS that is:


Recruiters



Paralegals.

and

In all nine provinces there are recruitment coordinators and it is expected of them to
recruit at least 15 members per month as stipulated in the release agreement contract.
The FTSS performance is unsatisfactory in relation to recruitment. The majority are unable
to recruit at least 15 members each month.
Noteworthy: The continuous non achievable of 15 members per month has an impact in
reduction of numbers for FTSS release.
FTSS Indaba : We convened the FTSS Indaba on the 05th – 07th of March 2017 and its
purpose was to look at ways and strategies of enhancing membership growth, service
delivery and retention.

Factors behind membership fluctuation
Growth factors: The membership has also shown some growth trend due to the following
factors:
College recruitment


Large number of new recruits in colleges;



Prompt response to members queries and inquires;



Relevant Promotional material and



Ordinary recruiters and FTSS.

Membership retention: Our membership service and recruitment strategy is currently
under review for the purpose of strengthening and improving membership service and
delivery.
Campaigns: Campaigns are a very important part of the Organisation to interact with
members and the community. We embarked on various social, economic and political
campaigns to improve the working and living condition of POPCRU members and the
community.
Decent work: The Organisation joined millions of workers around the World on 07 October
2015, on the world Day for Decent Work. The National Action took place in a form of
marches and demonstrations in various Provinces throughout the country. The purpose
of the march was to highlight the following pertinent issues:
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Labour brokers;



Youth incentives;



Job losses;



Scraping of E-tolls and demanding public transport and



National Health Insurance.

National Congress discussion points: We projected recruitment targets for the past two
congresses and we were unable to attain them. In view of the analysis the congress should
engage on the following key questions:


What strategies should we further employ to maintain and strengthen our recruitment
mechanisms?



What should be our key consideration to extend our scope of operation?



How should we further capacitate the organising department and other resources of
the organisation?



How should we strengthen our membership service and retention strategy towards
the 10th National Congress?

Research
Core Objective of the Unit : This Unit is aimed at strategically capacitating and informing
POPCRU through well researched and packaged knowledge, thus providing a competitive
edge for POPCRU provincially, nationally and globally; thereby contributing towards the
Organisational long-term sustenance. The Unit is a sole provider of all official statistical
data and research findings and it consistently strive for excellence and accuracy in all
its projects. To achieve its intended objective, the Unit conduct various types of studies;
including the following amongst others:


Quality of service delivery surveys across all the departments where POPCRU
organises;



Scientific studies on specific areas applicable to POPCRU and the trade union
movement at large;



Impact assessment/evaluation studies to gauge the appropriateness of certain
programmes offered by the organisation;



Studies on policy insights and trends affecting POPCRU’s scope of operation locally
and internationally [including policy formulation];



Environmental scanning and benchmarking studies;



Scientific studies on national and international trends and discourses in the labour
movement, economy and political developments;



Economic Trends and Policy Studies (to inform salary negotiation processes);
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Parliamentary projects on all matters affecting members of POPCRU and at times the
society at large;



Developments of Concept Papers and Discussion Document to inform various
discussions during organisational events; and



Ad hoc research projects designed to assist specific planning, policy, or decision
making within the organisation.

Vision of the Unit: The Research Unit continuously aligns its functions in accordance with
the strategic goals of the organisation in order to effectively realise its intended objective.
In the same vein, the vision of the Research Unit is as follows:


To advance knowledge sharing and management in the context of developing
knowledge economy and knowledgeable society within POPCRU;



To enhance and strengthen relations between POPCRU and its national and
international partners/stakeholders through a range of well researched papers;



Augment excellent service delivery to members through a series of surveys with an
aim of positioning POPCRU as the union of choice;



Positively contribute towards the improvement of socio-economic conditions of
POPCRU members and its employees through a range of Position Papers.

Values of the Unit : In order for the Research Unit’s projects to meet credibility internally
and externally, the Unit is guided by the following values:


Adherence to research professional ethos;



Intellectual excellence and credibility;



Scientific integrity; and



Accountability.

Developments within the Unit: It is commonly known that the Research Unit was
established in 2012 with the outlined core objectives. Subsequent to its establishment,
this Unit still lack adequate capacity to appropriately respond to its intended objectives.
Emanating from this challenge, the organisation deemed it necessary to commission
an Organisational Development [OD] process in 2017 with the fundamental objective of
determining the appropriate organisational structuring for inclusion of a fully functional
Research Component; comprehensive of a functional analysis and capacitation thereof.
A team of experts were identified to execute this task; they commenced with this project
in August 2017 and effectively completed it in May 2018. A detailed report in this regard
was presented to the 2018 Central Executive Committee meeting where it was robustly
discussed. The CEC recommended as follows:
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Summary of recommendations


The Research Unit should be restructured;



Person in charge of the Research Component should be at the level of HOD;



Proposed Core Unit functions are as follows:
-

Service delivery Surveys & assessment and evaluation studies, inclusive of ad
hoc research projects designed to assist specific planning, policy, or decision
making within the organisation and Benchmarking which will include scientific
studies on specific areas applicable to POPCRU and the trade union movement
at large as well as scientific studies on national and international trends and
discourses in the labour movement, economy and political developments;

-

Parliamentary projects on all matters affecting members of POPCRU and
at times the society at large as well as developments of concept papers and
discussion documents to inform various discussions during organisational
events and Policy studies and formulation which will include information on
salary negotiation processes among others.

Proposed structure for Research Component
The aforementioned table serve as the proposal to align the unit functionality with
set objectives. Each of the two Research Units will need two Assistants, functioning
as Researchers. The entire component will be infused into the broader Organisational
Structure.
Gender report
The Gender report provides the congress with an overview on all the work executed by the
gender forum from the last congress held in June 2015 in Durban to date. It further provides
clarity on the struggle and contribution played by women in their liberation globally and its
relevance in this 21st Century. It covers the implementation of organisational programmes
and challenges that were encountered. Most importantly, this report highlights issues for
deliberations for a way forward; bearing in mind that Gender issues are and will remain
organisational issues. We are reporting to congress on the following issues:


Planned Gender programmes and projects since 2015: the following Gender
activities were convened and realised as part of our annual programmes. Some of
these programmes were convened at the provincial level with a view to get them closer
to the membership. The Gender programmes were inclusive of all members without
discrimination.


National Gender session: The National Gender session took place on the 19th
of May 2016 and attended by the National and Provincial Gender Coordinators
with designated Provincial Office Bearers. The main objective of the session was
to ensure that comrades know and understand their roles and responsibilities
as drivers of the gender programmes. We also dealt with the consolidation
of the 2016/17 annual National Gender Programme which enabled Gender
Coordinators to adjust other organisational programmes for synergy. This event
dealt with many stereo-types about a long misconstrued meaning of Gender
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which suggests that Gender is all about women issues only. We covered and
focussed on the following main topics of discussion:
–

Defining Gender,

–

Defining the role of Gender Coordinators at all levels of the organisation,

–

Basic principles of report writing.



Women development: Following the 2011 national congress resolution and a
progress report presented in the 8th National Congress in 2015, we infused all
women development programmes within the broader training and development
of the organisation. This was a conscious decision by congress in view of the fact
that gender issues are not in the main women issues alone. The training and
development report covered all training programmes which we undertook for the
development of all members regardless of their gender.



Mandela Day: The Mandela Day project was designated within the Gender
programmes and to be coordinated from within the annual gender plan. We
have successfully implemented this project since inception and a comprehensive
report is contained in the Mandela Day booklet which is part of the congress
documentation.



Women’s Day celebration: As part of our commitment to the recognition of the
struggle and a protest march by over twenty thousand women in 1956 to the
Union Buildings in Pretoria, we give recognition and appreciate women across
the length and breadth of our country. We appreciate that the then struggle or
the main purpose of that march was in protest against the pass laws. At that
time, only black women were required according to the Apartheid law to have in
their possession a travel pass within South Africa. Black women felt very much
discriminated and oppressed against and that their rights for free movement
were unfairly denied.



Sixteen Days of Activism Against Gender Based Violence: The campaign
is aimed at raising the issues related to women and children abuse, gender
based violence. We have hosted at least four successful events in the following
Provinces:



–

In 2015, the event was convened in Limpopo,

–

In 2016, it was convened in Free State,

–

In 2017, it was convened in Western Cape and

–

The last one was convened in 2018 in Gauteng.

A following variety of issues were also covered:
–

Global Picture on Gender Based Violence,

–

Domestic Violence and Court Processes,

–

Treatment/Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the Elderly,
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–

Abduction/Human Trafficking,

–

Morale Regeneration,

–

Domestic Violence [survivor],

–

Homophobia and

–

HIV & AIDS.



Restore Dignity Campaign: We adopted this campaign by joining many
organisations and individuals in the country to raise awareness about the
challenges that young girls mostly from disadvantaged families who cannot afford
to buy sanitary towels during their period days. Some of these girls when they
are in their periods cannot go to school and miss classes because they cannot
afford to buy at least even one pack of sanitary towels. We have coordinated
successful campaigns across all Provinces targeting mainly Primary Schools
over the past four years.



Round Table Discussion on HIV & AIDS: We convened a National Gender
Roundtable discussion from the 14th – 15th of August 2018 at Elijah Barayi
Memorial Centre in Midrand, Gauteng. The event was held under the theme
“deepening class consciousness to create gender equality”. We present below the
adopted declaration of the event for noting by congress.

Declaration of the Round Table Discussion: The delegates of the Police and Prisons
Civil Rights Union’s [POPCRU’s] convened a National Gender Roundtable Discussion from
the 14th to the 15th August 2018 at Elijah Barayi Memorial Training Centre in Midrand,
Gauteng. We gathered under the theme of ‘deepening class consciousness to create
gender equality’ which derived our inspiration from the POPCRU’s 8th National Congress
mandating theme of “transforming the criminal justice cluster in defence of the
working class struggle for the advancement of the national democratic revolution”.
This important sitting brought together representatives from the National & Provincial
leadership, Provincial Gender Coordinators of the Union from the length and breadth of the
Republic representing over 164,000 members organised within the South African Police
Service, Correctional Services, Traffic and other Agencies of the Department of Transport.
We were also graced by the presence of representatives and leadership from the alliance
at large; our beloved federation – COSATU, African National Congress Women’s League –
ANCWL, South African Communist Party – SACP, Gender Activists from COSATU affiliates
[NEHAWU, SADTU & DENOSA], representatives from the departments where we organise
[SAPS and Correctional Services] and NGO’s who are striving for gender equality in different
areas. This Roundtable was further graced by the attendance of international guests from
BOPEU in Botswana. Over the two days we convened to give raise to the plight of working
and non-working women and to take forward their struggles in the 21st century informed
by the following objectives:


To share good practices on taking forth the struggle of gender equality;



To identify the relevance and the importance of women’s role in the politics of today;
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To highlight and share ideas on overcoming challenges experienced by women [at the
workplace and society in general] in the twenty first century and



To provide delegates with an understanding of diverse gender dynamics in the twenty
first century.

We made a thorough analogy on the impact of legislations and Country-to-Country socioeconomic trade agreements related to conditions of women in South Africa in particular
since the dawn of democracy up to date. This was done taking into cognisance the plight
of women with specific reference to legislative frameworks enacted with the objective of
transforming them within Public Service; particularly in the South African Police Service,
Correctional Service and Traffic. We are fully aware of the magnitude of the challenges
confronting women in policing and corrections in South Africa hence we came together
in the sitting of this nature to chant a way forward in overcoming these. As women in all
the corners of South Africa celebrate Women’s month, we give due gratitude and draw
lessons from the strength, bravery and courage of more than 20 000 women who on the
09th of August 1956 faced the might of JG Strydom to voice out their grievances against
the system that was set to oppress them. These women were united in one voice, sending
a strong message to scrap the Urban Act of 1950, commonly known as ‘PASS laws’.
Their message was clear “Strydom – wathint’ abafazi, wathint’ imbokodo – uzakufa”.
We are steadfast in our view that women today within our organisation must also take a
center stage to ensure that we give effect to the aims and objectives of POPCRU and the
federation at large as we plan the road ahead to our 09th National Elective Congress in
2019.
We honour the spirit of our own fallen heroines of gender equality struggle within this
gigantic union in the frame of Cde Nomhle Pretty Shuping-Singonzo, Cde Andrina Rhode
and Cde Cornelia Daniels. Of course we cannot conclude this Roundtable without giving
due recognition and respect to the mothers of our nation such as Mama Albertina Sisulu,
Mama Winnie Madikizela Mandela and recently departing of Mam Zondiwe Veronica
Sobukwe , may their souls rest in peace. These were brave women who inspired all of us
and it is because of them that we are forever reminded of the fact that women struggle
can never be over until all women are emancipated from oppression by mankind and
the system. We are coming out of yet another successful Gender Roundtable Discussion
united in our diversity and hereby adopt this declaration as our communal message to our
membership at large to take the struggle of gender equality forward.

We therefore declare:


To coordinate the establishment of more women study groups in order to take forward
the emancipation of women in the 21st century and beyond;



To clearly redefine our agenda as a gender structure within POPCRU and put
intensified efforts on taking the struggle of women forward;



That POPCRU will lobby for effective functioning of Employee Wellness Directorates
within the Departments in which we organise in order to ensure that they are user
friendly and our members benefit optimally from these services;



We welcome the resolution of the ANC to decriminalize sex work in South Africa and
further recommit ourselves to lobby and protect sex workers rights as human rights;
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To swell the ranks within different structures in the Alliance in order to ensure
continuity in women capacitation and empowerment for different leadership roles
and responsibilities;



To continuously deliberate on issues affecting women and hindering gender equality
all year round in our society with the sole purpose of breaking the chains;



To develop a strategic plan aimed at eradicating all forms of Gender-Based Violence
in our society at large;



To advocate for optimal utilization of different legislative frameworks aimed at
protecting women’s rights;



To advocate for the industrialization of South Africa and beneficiation of women first;



To mobilise for more focused workshops on the key critical matters affecting mostly
working women within the sectors where we organise;



To engage and sensitise the South African Police Service management on GenderBased Violent victim needs at Police stations;



We are going to ensure the existence and compliance of Employment Equity Forums
within Departments for the benefit of our members.

We therefore, conclude that the discussions, debates and the declaration adopted at this
historic National Gender Roundtable Discussion meeting provided a platform for women
in politics and workers a vivid reflection of our unity, collaboration and commitment to
creating gender equality. The outcomes of this Gender Roundtable Discussion will be
shared and implemented within our ranks to realise our organisational commitments in
advancing gender consciousness within the working class circles.
Take a Boy / Girl Child to Work: As a caring union which recognises the full potential
and talent of young boys and girls, we also joined this annual campaign which was first
initiated in South Africa from as far back as 2003. The purpose of the campaign is to
organise young school boys and girls mainly from the previously disadvantaged background
and introduce them into the working environment in various fields by spending at least a
full day at work. We have taken upon ourselves to encourage all Provinces and national
head office to identify young school boys and girls on the last Thursday of May each year
and take them to spend a full day at their workplaces. The campaign has taken off the
ground at a very snails’ pace however we are optimistic that if we all join hands together
we can be able to fully implement it across the country without fail.
Participation in the Alliance and WFTU: It is important for this congress to note that
we are actively participating and involved in most Alliance and World Federation of Trade
Unions’ activities. We are one of the most consistent unions that always attend Alliance
and WFTU activities and seminars. The SACP seminars were in the main focused on
empowering female comrades in the trade union movement and to share knowledge
from the philosophy of Karl Max in particular the views on Maxism and feminism, liberal
feminism and dual systems theory among others.
Assessment of the Gender Programmes and Projects: In 2017, the organisation planned
to conduct an assessment of the campaigns which took place during the previous term. This
assessment was in-line with the strategic plan and its primary objective was to evaluate
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the impact of these campaigns, using the respective aims as a baseline. The campaigns
in reference were as follows:


Campaign against Gender Based Violence - Free State Provincial office; December
2016;



Women’s Day commemoration - Mpumalanga Provincial office; August 2016;



HIV and AIDS Roundtable discussions; Free State, Kwa-Zulu Natal, Northern Cape
and North West Provincial offices; between August 2013 and February 2014.

Identified challenge: The intended impact assessments could not be completed due to
lack of cooperation and interests from the participants.
Recommendation: The assessment of events/campaigns should be conducted immediately
at the end of the event in order to obtain credible data which will accurately inform the
organisation of the outcome of the events. This recommendation is applicable to all the
events/campaigns which require an assessment, both nationally and provincially.
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